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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is concerned with the relationship between morphological 

tense forms of Japanese. such as (r)u ("non-past") and ta ("past"). and their temporal 

il1terpretation. The goal of the res('~rch reported here is to establish a. simple overall 

theory. The analysi.~ focuses on the following sentence types: sir.1ple sentences. 

complex sentences (without conditional sentences). conditional complex sentences and 

sentences with an embedded clause. We will show here a few examples of problems 

as to temporal interpretations. 

In simple sentences. there are cases such as (1). which deviate from the norm of 

"normal" interpretation. Sentence (1) (with the "pastil form tal can be uttered 

felicitously even in a situation where the bus in question has not yet arrived. 

(1) Busu ga ki-ta! 
bus nom come-ta 

The bus is coming.' or The bus has come.' 

in complex sentences. the antecedent clause in sentences with told 'when'. can 

take either (r)u or ta forms in sentence (2). while it cannot take the ta form in sentence 

(3). although the antecedent clauses in both sentences are interpreted as non-past. 

(2) Kondo a-u/at-ta told. hanashi-ma-su. 
next-time see-(i)u/see-ta told talk-polite-(r)u 

'Next time when (I) see (you), (I) will tell (it to you).' 

(3) Yuushoku 0 su-rur'shi-ta told, biiru 0 nom-u. 
supper ace do-~r)u/do-ta toki beer acc drink-(r)u 

'When (!) take supper, (I) will drink beer.' 

In regard to conditional complex sentences, there can be a problem interpreteting 

tat as in the hypothetical sentence (4) below. The ta of the consequent clause in 

example (4) cannot be evaluated (interpreted) as being the same as the ta in example 

vii 
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(5) where we have an indicative sentence. 

(4) Taroo wa benkyoo shi-ta ra. shiken ni pasu shi-ta (no ni). 
Taro top study do-tGl. ra exam in pass do-ta (SFP-'wishing') 

'Had Taro studied. he should/would have passed the exam.' 

(5) Taroo wa shiken ni pasu shi-ta. 

'Taro passed the exam.' 

In the account proposed here. the morphemes (r)u and ta will be associated with 

a single interpretation. Therefore. the difference between (2) and (3) will be attributed 

to two distinct modes of composition. 

In order to solve the problem of simple sentences such as (I) (which deviates 

from the norm of "normal interpretations). a pragmatic (contextual) approach will be 

introduced. 

In regard to conditional sentences. interpretations will be classified on the basis 

of truth relations and temporal interepretations of antecedent and consequent. In 

order to treat the range of observed truth relations. a model of time and worlds will 

be introduced. 

In summary. in order to solve the problematic phenomena of relationships 

between the tense forms and their interpretations. the following approaches will be 

taken. 

(i) Use of a time model 
(ii) Analysis of lexical properties 

(iii) Sentence composition 
(iv) Contextual analysis for prugmatic aspects 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Scope of Study 

The main issue in this dissertation is how to interpret (r)u tense forms and ta 

tense forms in Japanese. In discussing the temporal properties in Japanese, we will 

divide the subject into four groups of sentence structures: simple sentences (Chapter 

2), complex sentences other than conditionals (Chapter 3), conditional complex 

sentences (Chapter 4) and sentences with an embedded clause (Cha.pter 5), assuming 

that different sentence structures require different analyses. There are often cases 

where basing an analysis on a restricted aspect of a particular phenomenon leads to an 

incorrect generalization for a whole system. We anticipate that observing the temporal 

properties of four different structures will enable us to visualize the temporal system 

of Japanese accurately. We will state the scope of our study below. In simple 

sentences, we will deal with sentences such as in (1). 

(1) a. Hanako wa gakkoo ni ilc-u. 
Hanako top school to go-(r)u 

'Hanako will go/goes to school.' 

b. Hanako wa gakkoo ni it-tao 
go-ta 

'Hanako went to school.' 

In order to assign their temporal properties to such sentences, we use time 

model (2). 

1 
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(2) Time Model 

past present. future 
<---------------0---------------> 

to 

to"" Now. the time of the speech act 

The present moment. represented by to is the time of the speech act; past time is 

repre£ented by points to the left of to; and future time is represented by points to the 

right of to in time model (2),1 In time model (2). the (r)u form in (I-a) is compatible 

with present and/or future meaning. and ta form in (I-b) is compatible with past 

meaning in time model (2). 

In Chapter 2. we will mainly discuss the interpretation of uses of the ta form 

(such as the examples in (3» which seem to deviate from the normal temporal meaning 

of example (1) above. The sentences in examples (3) are not obviously compatible 

with a past representation in time model (2). yet the tense form used is tao Sentence 

(3-a) may be used when the speaker finds a bus is coming and sentence (3-b) may be 

used when the speaker thinks he (his side) is winning a game. 

(3) a. Basu ga ki-tal 
bus nom come-ta 

'The bus has cornel' or 'The bus is coming!' 

b. Kat-ta. kat-tal 
win-ta 

'(We) will be winning. winning!'2 or 
'(We) have won!' 

1. Comrie (1985. pp. 2-7) discusses the time line in detail. 

2. The parentheses in English translation are used for a word (or words) which has 
(have) no equivalent in the Japanese version. Usually deleted are the personal pronouns "I." 
"we," or "you." 
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Such probIems for the interpretation of (r)u and ta relative to time model (2) form the 

focus of Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3. we will deal with sentences with told 'when', no ni 'although'. 

keredo 'although' and no ni 'in order to'. Examples of each are given in (4-a) to (4-d). 

(4) a. Basu ni no-ru tokio basu-dai 0 harat-ta. 
bus in ride··(r)u told bus-fare acc pay-ta 

'When (I) got on a bu~. (I) paid a fare.' 

b. Yasu-katta no ni, kawa-na-kctta. 
inexpensive-ta no ni buy-neg-ta 

'Although it was expensive. (I) didn't buy (it).' 

c. Taroo wa chiisa-i keredo. kenkoo da. 
Taroo top small-(r)u keredo healthy be-(r)u 

'Taroo is small. but he is healthy.' 

d. Basu ni no-ru no ni, basu-dai 0 harat-ta. 
bus in ride-(r)u no ni bus-fare ace pay-ta 

'In order to ride a bus. (i) paid a fare.' 

The tense forms in the antecedent clauses (such as i!")u in no-ru (4-a) and katta 

in yasu-katta (4-b» are not always interpreted relative to the speech act as in time 

model (2). We will introduce two different temporal relations: (i) time with reference 

to the speech act and (ii) time with reference to the consequent clause. 3 

In Chapter 4. we will deal with four types of conditional sentences. nara. 

tara. ba and to. The following are examples.1\ 

3. Traditionally. (i) and (ii) above are caBed "absolute time (tense)" and "relative time 
(tense)." respectively. Comrie who uses these terms mentions that "the term is misleading 
because. strictly speaking. absolute time reference is impossible. since the only way of locating 
a situation in time is relative to some other already established time point; ... "(p. 36). As for 
"relative tense" Comrie defines this as follows: "the reference point for location of a situation is 
some point in time given by context, not necessarily the present moment" (p. 56). 

4. The same English translations are provided for these four types of conditionals. 
Their differences (especially the temporal ones) will be clarified in Chapter 4. 



(5) a. Yasu-i nara, ka-u. 
inexpensive-(r)u !lara buy-(r)u 

'If (it) is inexpensive, (I) will buy (it).' 

b. Yasu-katta ra, ka-u. 

'If (it) is inexpensive, (I) will buy (it).' 

c. Yasuke reba, ka··u. 

'If (it) is inexpensive, (I) will buy (it).' 

d. Yasu-i to, ka-u. 

'If (it) is inexflensive, (I) will buy (it).' 

4 

In analyzing conditional sentences, we will introduce a hypothetical world 

(where hypothetical sentences are valued) in contrast to the actual world. In this two-

worlds model, the teoporal properties of conditionals will be assigned to the 

hypothetical world which represents an alternative to the actual world. Therefore, we 

will analyze not only temporal properties but also truth functions and relations 

between hypothetical and. actual worlds for conditionals. 

In Chapter 5, we will deal with various kinds of sentences with an embedded 

clause: (i) sentences with a to-complement as in (6-a), (ii) sentences with a 

tokoro-complement (example (6-b», (iii) sentences with a koto·-or no-complement 

(example (6-c), and (iv) sentences with a relative clause. 

(6) a. Hanako wa daigakusei da to omo-u. 
Hanako top college-studentbe-(r)u to think-(r)u 

'(1) think that Hanako is a college student.' 

b. Hanako wa daigaku e ik-u tokoro da. 
Hanako top college to go-(r)u tokoro be·-ta 

'Hanako is about going to school.' 

c. Hanako wa terebi a mi-ru koto/no ga suki-da. 
Hanako top TV acc watch-(r)l.l koto/no nom be-fond-of 

'Hanako likes watching TV.' 
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d. Kinoo at-ta Hanaku wa Jaigakusei da. 
yesterday see-ta Hanako top college-student be-(r)u 

'Hanako whom (we) saw yesterday is a college student.' 

We will not deal with sentences with aspectual forms such as te-i 

'progressive. stative. perfective etc.'. te-ok and te-ar 'sustentive', etc. This does not 

mean that we neglect asp~ctual phenomena. It is desirable to analyze all these 

aspectual forms which are closely related to tense forms. However. we would like to 

start with less complicated structures (and the analysis of temporal properties 

themselves is complicated enough). therefore the aspectual properties will be for 

further research. 

1.2. Theoretical Issues 

In analyzing the temporai properties of Japanese. our goal is to attain some 

explicit productive rules. 5 In order to establish a theory. we use a "compositional 

approach" for formalization. The assumption of the compositional approach is that 

"complex linguistic expressions can be represented as the compositional product of a 

function and appropriate arguments (Oehrle: 1936. p. 8)." we consider that there are 

some crucial elements in composing an expression. In other words. by the process of 

decomposing a well-formed expression. we discover certain essential properties which 

must exist in an expression. The compositional approach is to find these essential 

properties in a compositional expression by decomposition. anJ to ascertain rules for 

composing a well-formed expression. 

Specifically. in Chapter 2. sentence compositions will be used for 

5. In that sen~e. our approach is that of generative grammar where "a grammar of a 
language purports to be a description of the ideal speaker-hearer's intrinsic competence 
(Chomsky. p. 4)." However. the difference between "Chomskian" genen.tive grammar and ours 
is that we emphasize the "empirical approach in which one wants to minimize assumptions and 
maximize empirical content" (Steele et al. p. 3). while "Chomskian" generative grammar does 
not. 
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differentiating two kinds of sentences with !.~, such as example (1-b) (on page 1) and 

the examples in (3) (on page 2). IVloreover, the compositions (which consist of essential 

propertiles in a sentence) clarify in a simple manner the temporal interpretations of the 

(r)u and the !~.' and the relationships of two tense forms in a sentence (complex 

sentences, sentences with an embedded clause). Therefore, such composition is 

significant in the point that it can explain the temporal phenomena in a "global" 

approach. 

In analyzing conditional sentences, ou. theory is influenced by Montague's 

Intensional Logic (Montague: 1974); the theory applies not only to this (actual) world 

but also to other worlds. By expanding the dimension of our analysis to other worlds, 

hypothetical sentences which have not been adequately analyzed in previous analyses 

can be assigned their temporal relationships and truth functions. 

In addition to .analyzing temporal properties syntactically and semantically, we 

will apply a pragmatic approach as well. Language phenomena are not always fully 

explained by syntax and semantics. In pragmatics, the appropriateness of a sentence 

depends on whether or not the sentence is used in a suitable situation, while in 

semantics the situation in which the sentence is used is not considered. Simple 

sentences such as the examples in (3) in section 1.1 which deviate from the normal 

temporal meaning can be explained by the norm of language use between the speaker 

and the hearer. The principle of pragmatic analysis is based on the "conversational 

implicature" of Grice (1975). 

In explaining temporal relations, we will use the time model. The judgment 

of the temporal interpretation of a sentence is based on the intuition of a native 

speaker (the writer). Time model (7-a) indicates that the event or the state (x) (of 

duration) that is located on to is associated with present time (indicated as /---/ in a 

diagram). An example is given in (7-d). 
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(7) a. 
x 

-~-------------I-o-I---------------> 
to 

b. Hanako wa uchi ni i-ru. 
Hanako top home at be-(r)u 

'Hanako is at home.' 

Time model (8-a) indicates that the event or the state (x) which is located on the right 

of to is associated with future time. An example is provided in (8-b). 

(8) a. 
x 

---------------0-----1---1------> 
to 

b. (= (I-a» Hanako wa gakkoo ni ik-u. 

'Hanako will go to school.' 

Time model (9-a) indicates that the event or the state. which is located on the left of 

to. is associated with past time. An example is given in (9-b). 

(9) a. 
x 

-----1---1-------0---·-----·--------> 
to 

b. (= (l-b» Hanako wa gakkoo ni it-tao 

'Hanako went to school.' 

In this dissertation. we will deal with the cases in which temporal interpretations can 

be specified in a diagram for every speaker. Therefore. interpretations such as 

generic. habitual. etc. are excluded. 

In addition to the above simple time model. in order to explain temporal 

interpretations and truth relations for conditional complex sentences. we will expand 

the time model into a time and world model as in (10). In this two-world model. the 

temporal interpretation of hypothetical sentences cna be explained in the hypothetical 

world. (Detailed in Chapter 4.) 
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(10) 
----------------0---------------> W2 

---------------0---------------> WI 
to 

Wi::-. actual world, W2=: hypothetical world 

We also analyze lexical properties, especially of predicate types which are 

closely related to temporal prop;:;rtics. 

In summary, using the above approached, we have set the goal of this 

research to be that of establishing a simple overall theory of temporal properties in 

Japanese. 

~.3. History of Temporal Studies 

The analysis of temporal properties in this dissertation research owes a great 

deal to many previous scholars who have worked on Japanese tense and aspect areas. 

This section will briefly introduce previous analyses which will not be discussed in 

the other chapters. The basic issue is whether or not (r)u and ta forms indicate 

temporal properties. In fact, this has been one of the main issues from 1900 to 1960. 

There are four types of observations concerning the interpretation of (r)u and 

ta forms: these forms represent (i) tense, that is, the (r)u form means present and 

future, and ta form means past (relative to the speech time), (and/or tense forms are 

associated with temporal properties); (ii) aspect_, that is. the (r)u form indicates non-

perfect and the ta form indicates perfect; (iii) mood or modality (that is. they express 

the speaker's thought). or; (iv) tense. aspe~t and/or mood or modality. 

Suzuki (1965) and Kindaichi (1965) are the representatives of "tense" theory, 

According to Teramura (1984). "tense theory was influenced by Indo-European 

traditional grammars where tense is one of the important grammatical categories (p, 

315)," Matsushita (1928) proposed "aspect" theory, The scholars who support aspect 
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theory emphasize the historical chan.ge of the ta form; that is. tar~ indicating "perfect" 

in old Japanese remains as ta in modern Japanese.6 Yamada (1908) and Hosoe (1932) 

are representatives of "mood" theory which is said to be influenced by European 

philosophers, They claim that the (r)u form is "a direct expression of thought" and the 

ta form is "a recollection of consciousness."7 Mikami (1953/1972) gives support to all 

of the above three theories by classifying the uses of (r)u and tao We will show his 

classification of interpretations for (r)u and ta forms in (11). In each classification, (i) 

is an interpretation of the ta form and (ii) is an interpretation of the (r)u form. 

(II) Mikami's Classification 

a. (i) Perfect and (ii) imperfect as based on a fact 

b. (i) Perfect and (ii) imperfect from th~ psychological point of view 

c. (i) Existence and (ii) non-existence of expectation 

d. (i) Recollection and (ii) persistence 

e. (i) Polite questions and (ii) simple questions (p. 220) 

The examples in (1) above (see p. l) are examples of Mikami's classification 

(a). Mikami's classification (b) consists of "historical present" cases, and his 

classifications (c), (d) and (e) are considered to include sentences such as the examples 

in (3) above (see p. 2). 

Mikami. furthermore, provides examples from relative clauses, and states that 

the ta form (in yon-d~ in example (l2-a) is identified as perfect and the (r)u form (in 

6. This cannot be a sufficient reason to support ta as "perfect," because historical 
changes for a form can also influence the meaning. Furthermore. without a morphological 
change. its semantics can change. 

7. The example which they single out is "historical present," in which the (r)u form is 
not compatible with present and/or future meaning. -



yom-u) in example (l2-b) is identified as imperfect. 

(12) a. Kinoo yon-da hon wa taihen 
yesterday read-ta book very-much 

omoshiro-katta. 
interesting-ta 

'The book which (I) read yesterday was very interesting.' 

b. Kon'ya kisha no naka de yom-u hon 0 

tonight train poss middle in read-(r)u book acc 

mot-te dekake-ta. 
take-and leave-ta 

'(He) left home with a book which (he) will read on the train tonight.' 

10 

Mikami does not deny the notion of tense in the above classifications. but he 

does not consider (r)u and ta forms as having temporal properties. 

The above problems in terminology we hope will be solved by a better 

analysis of (r)u and ta forms. our tasks in this dissertation. 



CHAPTER 2 

TENSE FORMS AND THEIR MEANINGS IN SIMPLE SENTENCES 

Introduction! 

The preliminary discussion of tense forms and their meanings in 2.1 apparently 

raises the question of whether the forms and their meanings correlate with each other. 

The purpose of this chapter is to decide how to interpret those tense forms which 

deviate from the "normal" meanings. We will take two steps: (i) formalization by a 

sentence compositional approach. and (ii) a contextual approach. The compositional 

approach can formally characterize these sentences. but with little insight into the 

resulting classification. In fact. however. many of the properties of the resulting 

classification make sense when considered pragmatically, that is, in terms of Grice's 

(1975) notion of "conversational implicature." 

In Japanese, tense is indicated by pairs of contrasting morphological forms. 

(r)u/ta. i/katta. su/shita and ¢/ta. Two pairs of examples. (1) and (2) are shown below: 

(1) a. Taroo wa gakkoo ni ilc-u. 
Taro top school to go-{r)u 

'Taro will go/goes to school.' 

1. This chapter was originally presented in the 1984 ASPAC (Asian Studies on t.he 
Pacific Coast) Conference. I would like to express my gratitude to Yoshiko Higurashi for 
organizing [he panel and to S. Y. Kuroda for comments at the conference. This paper has 
changed completely from the original. in which I didn't analyze non-past ta forms in a simple 
sentence by reference io pragmatic principles. The revised section. Contextual Analysis in 3.3 
was presented at the ATJ (Association of Teachers in Japanese) Coffee Seminar in the 1986 
AAS (Association of Asian Studies) Annual Meeting. I would like to thank various members 
of the audience for their comments. especially Matsuo Soga and Akira Iviiura. Their comments 
are incorporated in this version of the paper. 

11 



b. Taroo wa gakkoo ni it-tao 
go-ta 

'Taro went to school.' 

(2) a. Kana han wa yasu-i. 
this book inexpensive-(r)u 

'This book is inexpensive.' 

b. Kana han wa yasu-katta. 
inexpensive-ta 

'This book was inexpensive.' 

12 

We will examine how the above tense forms relate to their meanings in section 

2.1. The preliminary analysis of the relationships between tense forms and their 

meanings will raise various problems. In section 2.2. we will see how previous 

linguists have analyzed and/or explained the tense system and its problems. Since 

previous analyses have not solved the problems adequately. in section 2.3. an 

alternative analysis by sentence compositional and pragmatic approaches will be 

proposed. The result of our observations of the relationships between tense forms and 

their meanings win be summarized in section 2.4. 

It will be shown that in analyzing the relationships between tense forms and 

their meanings. semantic properties associated with tense morphemes account for the 

simple relationships between them. and pragmatic reasoning can explain the apparent 

deviations of tense uses from this norm. 

2.1. The Preliminary Analysis of Tense Forms and Their Meanings 

In the above examples. ~ in (I-a) anJ J. in (2-a) are compatible with non-past 

interpretations (present and/or future). while ta in (I-b) and katta in (2-b) are 

compatible with past interpretations. In time model (3). the form ~ (as in (I-a» is 

associated with a time which ranges from to to any point in the future (including to). 

the J. (as in (2-a» is associated with the time to. and the forms ta (as in (I-b» and .katta 
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(as in (2-b» are associated with the time ranBe from to to the past (excluding to). 

(Hereafter. the form (r)u will represent other allomorphs such as i. suo and 1. and the 

form ta wiiI represent other allomorphs such as katta and shita. unless they need to be 

specified.2) 

(3) Time Model 

past future 
---------------1---------------> 

to 

to= now. the time of the speech act 

In the following discussion. we will examine a richer set of examples to see 

whether or not the above analysis represents the tense system faithfully. 

2.1.1. Case I 

The first case involves forms which are compatible with a temporal 

interpretation in the past. Past interpretations of the sentences in (4) take an 

allomorph of ta: Example (4-a) (= (l-b» has an active predicate. while (4-b) (= (2-b» 

has a stative predicate. 

(4) a. Taroo wa gakkoo ni it-tao 

'Taro went to school.' 

b. Kono han wa yasu-katta. 

'This book was inexpensive.' 

In story telling. past interpretation (judging from the context) is sometimes 

indicated by (r)u as in the following ·example. In this Cinderella story, the first 

sentence (a) ends with ta, but the second sentence (b). which is also in the past, ends 

with (r)u. 

2. Tense forms su, shita. and ~ are used in such words as de-su 'be-(r)u'. de-shita 'be-
la, and da-0 'be-(r)u'. respectively. -- -



(5) a. Mukashi art: tokoro ni Shinderera to 
old days certain place in Cinderella that 

yu-u musume ga sun-de-i-mashi-ta. 
say-(r)u daughter live-stative-polite-ta 

'Once upon a time in a certain place there 
lived a young woman named Cinderella.' 

b. Shinderera no o-kaasan wa chiisai told 
Cinderella pOSS [lolite-mother top small time 

ni nakunar-i mama-haha to futari no harachigai 
in die-and stepmother with two-persons poss step 

no o-neesan ga Shinderera no 
pass polite-elder sister nom Cinderella pass 

kazoku de-suo 
family be-(r)u 

'Cinderella's mother died in (her) young days, 
and her family is a stepmother and two 
stepsisters.' -

(Makino 1980: 122) 

The above discussion concludes that both (r)u and ta forms are compatible with past 

meaning. 

2.1.2. Case II 

The second case involves the relationships among so-called present meaning 

and the forms used. In the examples under (6), present tense is shown by the form 

(r)u with a stative predicate. 3 

Kaze no oto ga sur-u. 
wind poss sound nom do-(r)u 

3. Note also the following sentence in which "state" is expressed by the form (r)u with 
a non-stative predicate, (in this case sur-u 'do', paralleled as well by mie-ru 'seeable-:-omou 
'think', etc). This use occurs when a sentence expresses hearing, listening Or feeling. More 
detail is to be found in Teramura (1985): 99-104. 



'The sound of wind makes noise.' or 'We hear the sound of wind.' 
(Teramura: 100) 

(6) a= (2a) Kono hon wa yasu-i. 
'This book is inexpensive.' 

b. Tsukue no ue ni hon ga ar-u. 
desk pass top on book nom exist-(r)u 

'There is a book on the desk.' 
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The above examples of present tense take the (r)u form. However there are 

cases where ta in a sentence is compatible with present (now in the time model) as 

shown in examples (7). (This use of ta will be discussed in detail in the following 

sections. (See 2.4) At this point, it has not been determined whether 01 not this 

meaning of present is the same as the presen~ with (r)u; however, by native speakers' 

intuition, it is judged to be associated with present interpretation in a time model.) 

(7) a. Han ga (koko ni) at-tal 
book nom (here in) exist-ta 

'The book is (here)!'4 

b. Easu ga lei-tal 
bus nom come-ta 

'The bus is coming!' 

2.1.3. Case III 

The third case is future tense which is indicated by (r)u with an active 

predicate (but not a stative predicai.e) as follows. 

(8) (= (I-a» Taroo wa gakkoo ni ik-u. 

'Taro will go to school.' 

4. English translation here may be equivalent to 'The book was here!' or 'The 
book has been here!'. We will discuss this type of sentence in detail in lat.er sections, 
but this is what the speaker says when he has found a book after he has spent time 
looking for it. Also, example (7-b) may be interpreted as 'The bus has come!' or 'The 
bus came!'. 
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However, as in example (9), a stative predicate with (r)u can indicate 

determined (or planned) future events (in this case, the appointment) especially by 

adding a future adverb. From the standpoint of tense, it will be classified as present 

tense when we emphasize a present statement of future events, or as future tense 

when we emphasize an expression of future events. 

(9) Taroo wa asu yakusoku ga ar-u. 
tomorrow appointment nom exist-(r)u 

'Taro has/will have an appointment tomorrow: 

There are cases wher~ even the ta form can be used in sentences with future 

meaning, as in example (10). 5 (As in the case of (7), this judgement represents the 

speaker's intuition.) 

(10) Kat-ta, kat-ta! 
win-·ta 

'(We) l:'.1"e winning, winningl'6 (We've won!) 

2.1.4. Preliminary Summary 

Although present and future do not always take the same predicate types, 

from the data provided by examples (4) to (10), the relationships between tense forms 

and their meanings can be summarized as in (11).7 

5. This usage has been pointed out by Matsuo Saga. We will later explain these kind 
of expressions in detail as well as that of the ta form with present meaning. (cf. note (5». 

6. In Japanese, a noun phrase is often omitted if it is understandable. We will use the 
first person (I or we) for a missing noun unless it is unnatural, in which case we will use a 
suitable one. 

7. Although we haven't discussed the matter here, the (r)u with a stative predicate 
indicates more or less present state, while the (r)u with an active predicate indicates more or 
less future state. 



(II) Preliminary Summary of Tense Forms and Their Meanings 

past present future 

(r)u (r)u 
ta ta 

------0------> 
to 
(r)u 
ta 
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As we see in the a.bove summary. the problems of tense forms and their 

meanings are clear. Both (r)u and ta have past. present and future interpretations. 

Consequently. the questions arise: (i) How do we account for the competing forms of 

(r)u and ta in past. present and future? (ii) How do WE. distinguish among the same 

forms of (r)u in past. present and future. and ta in past. present and future? Before 

Vic attempt a solution to these problems. we will introduce previous analyses in the 

next section. since the above problems have been discussed by various linguists. 

2.2. Analyses by Previous Linguists 

In this section. I would like to introduce previous analyses of tense including. 

among others. those of Miura (1974). Soga (1983) and Teramura (1985). They have 

been selected as being representative of previous linguists who have discussed the 

temporal phenomena of simple sentences and the above problematic phenomena. A 

characteristic of these three linguists is that they have tried to formalize temporal 

properties of simple sentences in some way (what they call) syntactically: Miura's 

approach is "Time-Relationships"; Soga's approach is "Relationships of Speech. 

Reference. Event times by a diagram"; and Teramura's approach for the problematic ta 

sentences is the structure (what he calls) kanjyoo no muudo "mood of emotion." 

First. the analyses of Miura. Soga. and Teramura will be described; then 

comments on their analyses will be provided. 
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2.2.1. Miura 

Miura characterizes Japanese tense phenomena as terms in a "Time

Relationship (T-R)." He states that there are two kinds of T-R which can hold 

between two events in time, or between an event and a point of time (p.96). These 

two kinds of T -R are called "Earlier T -R" and "Non-Earlier T -R." Earlier T -R signals 

that a particular event is completed earlier than some other event or earlier than the 

moment of speech and it takes the morpheme [ta]. Non-Earlier T -R signals that a 

particular event is not completed earlier than another event or earlier than the moment 

of speech and it takes the morpheme [u] ((r)u in this paper). As for the usages of the 

morphological form ta with non-past meaning, he says that although they concern 

events that are not completed at the moment of speech, they express in one way or 

another "the speaker's mental relationship to the past (p.lO 1)." Therefore, the same 

"T-R" holds for thi~ "mental relationship." In addition. he says that ihe form (r)u with 

non-past meaning is for objective uses of the v-ta form, and the form ta with non-past 

meaning is for subjective uses. 

When Miura discusses those cases where ta can be used for non-past meaning, 

his discussion can be summarized as follows8
: T2I. indicates 1) "Discovery," and is 

used by a person who has been looking for something and has just found it; 2) 

"Sudden recall," and is used by a person who has just recalled something; 3) A 

"hearer's confirmation of a fact," used in an interrogative sentence; 4) Denclaration or 

concession in advance of the realization of an action or state which has not y.;t been 

realized; 5) "Crude commands." Miura's examples of the usages I) to 5). respectively. 

(12-a) to (12-e) are given below: 

8. Miura credits the list here to Kunihiro (1967). 



(12) a. At-ta. at-ta .... 
exist-ta -

2.2.2. Soga 

'Here it is!' 

b. A. shimatta! .'\shita wa yakusoku ga at-ta.' 
exc1am tomorrow appointment -

'Heavens! I have an appointment tomorrow.' 

c. Kimi wa olcaa·-san ga i-ta ne?' 
you mother exist conf 

'You have a mother. don't you?' 

d. Yoshi. kat-tal 
good! buy-

'O.K .• I'll buy iU' 

e. Doi-ta. doi-ta! 

'Step back! Step backl' 
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Soga's tense system is based on that of Reichenbach (1947).9 The tense 

phenomena are shown by a diagram on which speech time (S). reference time (R). and 

event time (E) are involved. 

The phenonlenon of the ta form with non-past meaning is characterized by 

Soga as "aspect." He says that "the verb form implies the completion of the event 

referred to by the verb. Yet its contingent result is referred to at speech time. 

therefore. ta in those sentences indicates "realized aspect" (p.59). Saga illustrates two 

cases of wakat-ta' understand-past'. one referring to the past state. and the other to the 

present state as follows: 

9. However. Saga has added "shifted reference time," which is equated with 
the speaker's point of view. 



(13) 
E 

a. ----0------------------1---··-
R S 

(as in Kinoo wakat-ta "(I) came to know 
about it yesterday.") 

E .... > 
b. ----------0--1-------

R S.R' 

(as in Aa. wakat-ta "Oh. (I) see. ") 

E= event time. R= referrence time. S:::: speech time. 
R'::: shifted reference time 

(Soga: 60) 
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Soga explains that "diagram (l3-a) may be associated with the normal use of 

the ta form in reference to a past event. but in (13-b) it is considered that reference 

time R produces the ta form in much the same way as (l3-a). but it shifts to the 

speech time S for reference to the present state which h:lS resulted from the 

completion of the event indicated by the verb" (p.60). As for the other case of ta with 

non-past meaning. such as Miura's 2) (sudden recall) and 3) (hearer's comfirmation of a 

fact). Soga states that "that ta form is clearly a superficial use since the actual 

reference is to the present 01 future" (p.64). Furthermore. the ta forms (for these 

usages) are irrelevant to the notion of completive aspect. and are replaceable with the 

ru form without changing their grammaticality, although ~uch a replacemant will 

eliminate the meaning of 'reca!!'. 

2.2.3. Teramura 

Teramura characterizes the differences between (r)u and ta by specifying 

three grammatical areas: aspect. tense and mood. Therefore. he differentiates the 

types of ta into three groups. The first ta group indicates "perfect," which is a 

phenomenon of aspect. The second ta group indicates "past," a tense. Before we 
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examine the third group which relates to ta-non-past, we will see how he explains the 

first and the second groups. Examples of his perfect and past are given in (l4-a) and 

(l4-b), respectively. 

(14) a. Moo hiru-gohan 0 tabe-ta. 
already lunch acc eat-perfect 

'(1) have already eaten lunch.' 

b. Kinoo wa hiru-gohan 0 tabe-ta. 
yesterday top past 

'(1) ate lunch yesterday.' 
(Teramura: 321) 

As for differentiating aspect from tense, he provides the evidence of the 

difference of negative answers to two types of questions. The answers to aspect ta, 

take 'perfective form' (te-i) plus 'negative+(r)u' (na-i), or simply 'negative+tr)u' (na-i), 

while the answer to tense ta, takes 'negative+ta'. Therefore, in the following 

examples, (I5-a) takes an answer (l6-a) or (IG-b), but not (l6-c), while 05-b) takes an 

answer (l6-c), but not (16-a) or (I6-b). 

(15) a. Moo hiru-gohan 0 tabe-ta ka. 

'Have (you) already eaten lunch?' 

b. Kinoo hiru-gohan 0 tabe-ta ka. 

'Did (you) eat lunch yesterday?' 

(16) a. Iya, (mada) tabe-te-i-na-i. 
no yet eat-perfect-neg-(r)u 

'No, (I) haven't eaten, yet.' 

b. Iya, (mad a) tabe-na-i. 

'No, (I) don't eat, yet.' 

c. Iya, tabe-na-katta. 

'No, (I) didn't [eat].' 
(Teramura: 322) 
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The third group which Teramura provides is "mood"-ta. According to 

Te:-amura. this ta reflects the speaker's emotional condition wherein he/she not only 

states the fact of a past event but also indicates some emotional attitude toward it. 

This third group consists of six types: 1) The speaker asserts that an event which 

didn't materialize could have happened. 2) He asserts or/and recollects that he should 

have completed the event which didn't materialize. 3) He remembers something he 

had learned but had forgotten. (This is equivalent to Miura's 3.; 4) He states an 

unrealized and/or unrealistic event as if it has been actualized. 5) He expresses his 

urgent demands or requests as if they have been actualized (Miura's 5). 6) He 

expresses the realization of something he expected (Miura's I). (p.334-342). Examples 

for each of I) to 6) are provided in 07-a) to 07-f). respectively. 

(7) a. ... Moo sukoshi oso-katta ra. 
more ;tittle late-ta ra 

tasukara-na-katta. 
save-neg-ta 

'Had it been a little later. he wouldn't have 
been saved.' 

(Teramura: 335) 

b. Asoko wa kai-dat-ta. 
that one top buying-be-ta 

'That was a (good) buy.' 
(Teramura: 337) 

c. Konban no kai wa nan-ji kara 
this evening poss meeting top what-time from 

dat-ta? 
be-ta 

'What time was tonight's meeting to start?' 
(Teramura: 338) 



d. Tsuki ga kagami de at-ta nara ... 
moon nom mirror being exist-ta nara 

'Suppose the moon were a mirror ... ' 
(Teramura: 340) 

e. Mat-tal 
wait 

'Waitl' (literally) '" 'Don't do itl' 
(Teramura: 341) 

f. Koko ni kitte ga at-tal 
here in stamp nom exist-ta 

'Here is the stampl' 
(Teramura: 342) 
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Teramura tries to analyze the above phenomena (what he calls) syntactically. 

His analysis of sentence 08-a) is shown in (I8-b). 

(18) a. Shitsurei de-su ga, o-namae wa nan 
excuse-me be-(r)u but polite-name top what 

b. 

de-shita ka ne? 
. be-ta interr conf 

'Excuse me, but what is your name?' 
(Teramura: 338) 

--/r~ 
I to you f ________ --ask 

41~ trse 

you me / S\ say past 

Xga Xda 

)Jga x1a ta ? 

X== noun phrases, ga:=! nominative, du= be 
(Teramura: 339) 
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Teramura calls the above structur~ kanjyoo no muudo 'mood of emotion' or 

kanjyoo hyoositsl.l no muudo 'mood of emotional expression' where ta influences the 

property of structure. Therefore. the ta in this structure indicates "mood" or 

"modality." He furthermore states that this mood structure also applies to other 

sentences. Certain phrases can be expressed for the first person but cannot be 

expressed for the second or the third person in a sentence. For example. a sentence 

Mizu ga hoshi-i means that! (blllt not you or the third person) want water." but a 

past sentence Mizu ga hoshi-kaHa can be any of "I. you or the third person wanted 

water." Therefore. he argues that these types of sentences can be analyzed in terms 

of the speaker's mood. as shown in structures (l9-b) and (20-b).10 

(19) a. Mizu ga hoshi-i. 
water nom want-(r)u 

'(1) want water.' 

b. 
______ S _______ 

NI P leto mood 
thing [emotional expression] 

Baku .. / _____ 
--I - hogo jyutsugo 

..:"""com~ predicate 
kanJite taisyoo 

a person who object 
reCeiVer emotion I 

Taroo mizu 
Taro water 

hosi-i 
want-(r)u 

- (Teramura:345) 

10. There are some questions concerning Teramura's strllctures; for example. it 
is not clear whether his terms sllch as koto 'thing'. kanjite 'a person who receives 
emotion'. etc. represent categories or lexical elements. 
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(20) a. Mizu ga hoshi-katta. 

'(lor anyone else) wanted water.' 

b. 

/ ,-----
NP thing ----mood 

I / "" [assertion] 
"'-. [past] 

Baku comp predicate [conclusion] 
-I / "-

receiver object 

I I I 
ta Taroo mizu hosi-

(Teramura:356) 

2.2.4. Comments 

The explanations of previous linguists help in understanding ta with non-past 

meaning. Miura provides a precise account of cases of ta sentences with non-past 

meaning. and generalizes them as "the speaker's mental relationship to the past." 

However. since his analysis has not gone into the details. it cannot tell us exactly why 

we use ta sentences with non-past meaning but not (r)l~ sentences in each situation. 

On the other hand. although Saga's analysis is productive. his theory cannot (or does 

not) explain every case of ta sentences with non-past meaning as "aspect." Therefore. 

Soga excludes some cases of ta forms with non-past meaning. such as Miura's (2) and 

(3). as a "superficial use" (Soga p. 64).11 

11. AccordiDg to Soga (pcrscnal communication). ta uses such as ... at-ta. at-ta 
and .. .i-ta ne? should be explained as modality. However. he hasn't gone into the 
details of how to explain them. 
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Teramura recognizes the speaker's emotion in ta non-past meanine; however. 

his tense system raises various questions and problems since he tries to analyze it 

syntactically. First of all. are aspect and tense mutually exclusive in (14-a) and 

(14-b)? In (l4-a), ta is an aspect and in (l4-b). ~. is a tense. The only difference 

between (l4-a) and (14-b) is that there is a time adverb moo 'already' in (14-a). while 

kinoo 'yesterday' appears in (l4-b). How do we distinguish tense from aspect for the 

ta form if there is no time adverb? Secondly. the notion of mood is unclear. He 

states that the ta indicating the speaker's emotion changes the type of mood. Then. 

what is the status of ta in the emotional mood? Is it still past tense, even though a 

given sentences. as in example (I8). does not express past meaning? Or the notions of 

aspect and tense overlap each other. as in (19-b)? His inconsistent analysis is revealed 

in (19) and (20). where (r)u is not a mood (in (l9-a» but ta is a mood (and a tense) (in 

(20». Finally. the third ta group includes what are called conditional or hypothetical 

sentences (l, 2. and 4) as well as simple ta senten,ces with non-past meaning (3. 5. and 

6). although the two types of sentences seem to behave distinctly.12 

12. The differences between the two types of sentences will be clarified in 
the Chapter 4. Temporal Properties and Truth Relationships in Conditionals. 
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In this section we have examined previous analyses and pointed out that they 

do not solve the problems of relationships between tense forms and their meanings. 

The crucial point common to these three previous analyses is that these linguists tried 

to formalize the temporal properties in simple sentences by a single approach, what 

they call syntax. However, it is not always the case that we can formalize language 

phenomena in a single approach. Our analysis for these problematic tense forms and 

their meanings will involve two steps: first a compositional approach which will 

formalize the relationships in simple and productive fashion; then a pragmatic 

approach which will explain the cont.exts in which these problematic sentences can be 

used. 

Before we attempt to resolve these problems by sentence compositional and 

pragmatic approaches, we will examine the properties of ta with non-past meaning in 

section 2.4. 
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2.3. Characteristics of the Ta Form with Non-Past Meaning 

The purpose of this section is to examine the characteristics of ta sentences with 

non-past meaning, so that, in later sections, we can distinguish the use of ta with non-· 

past meaning from ta with past meaning and (r)u with non-past meaning. 13 Therefore, 

the ta form with non-past meaning will be analyzed by contrasting it with the ta form 

with past meaning and the (r)u form with non-past meaning. 

In the following sentences, the examples in (21) take ta forms with non-past 

meaning. Three varieties of sentences. (a), (b) and (c), express the same meaning. 

Examples under (22) are ta sentences with past meaning, and examples under (23) are (r)u 

sentences with non-past meaning. 

(21) a. A, 1<:oko ni han ga at-tal 
1..1.. • b' -:-tt Ou uere 1Il OOK ga eXls -~ 

'Oh, the book is herel' 

b. Han ga at-ta zoo! 
- SFP(Sentence Final Particle) 

'The book is (here)!'14 

c. At-ta, at-tal 

'(The book) is (here)!' 

13. There are two reasons why we contrast past with non-past instead of past, present 
and future; (i) As we indicated in example (1). usually the ta form means past. and the (r)u 
form means present and future. (ii) The "exceptional" use of Ta in non-past sentences has two 
cases of meaning, present (examples (7» or future (example (10»): 

14. In English translations. the parenthetical words do not appear in the Japanese. 
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(22) a. Han ga koko ni at-tao 

'The book was here.' 

b. Han ga at-ta (zoo). 
SFP 

'The book was (here)' 

c. At-ta. 

'(The book) was (here).' 

(23) a. Han ga koko ni a-ru. 

'The book is here.' 

b. Han ga a-ru (zoo). 

'The book is (here).' 

c. A-ru. 

'(The book) is (here).' 

In the above examples. how do we assign temporal interpretations? Tense forms 

do not give sufficient information. since both gronps (21) and (22) take tense form tao 

although their meanings differ. In addition. both groups (21) and (23) seem compatible 

with non-past time. while their morphological forms differ. However. some 

characteristics help distinguish between the sentences in (21) and the sentences in (22) and 

(23); therefore the next step is to examine these charac~eri!';iics. 

First of all. the sentences in (21) have a high pitch assignment on the final word, 

and in addition, so maya word in the ta form, if it is not a final word as in (21-b). On 

the other hand, the sentences in (22) and (23) do not necessarily take a higher pitch on 

the final word than normal sentences do. They can take a high pitch when the word is 

emphasized and/or contrasted as in the following conversation. 



(24) A: Han wa ua-katta. 
book top not-exist-ta 

'The book was not (there).' 

B: Iya, han wa at-ta n da yo. 
no(disagreement)exist-ta 'nominalizer' be-(r)u SFP 

'Yes, the book was (there.)' 
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In sentence (24-B), at-ta 'exist-past' is stressed. The above example and the 

sentence with non-past ta share the characteristic that the stress (or pitch) is assigned the 

focused word. 

The second point which would seem to help us differentiate between group (21). 

and groups (22) and (23) is that the group (21) often encludes interjection markers or 

words such as ~ 'oh', as in (21-a); sentence final particles such as zoo (or zo) 'emphasis 

for a male'. as in (21-b); and repetition of the word with tao as in (21-c). But the latter 

groups (22) and (23) can be marked in the same way. However. the frequency of 

appearence of the.,;e characteristics is quite different: in the former. it is natural to have 

these characteristics in a sentence; in the latter, it is special to have them. All these 

indications are accompanied by a high degree of pitch rising and faIling in a sentence. 

In addition to the first and second points mentioned above. there is another point 

which is not directly related to sentence structure. The sentences in (21) are not used for 

a simple statement; they always express an utterance burdened with a speaker's emotion 

or feeling. The speaker's emotion (although it is not directly related to sentence 

structure) can be indicated by at high degree of rising and falling pitch in a sentence. In 

addition. non-statement sentences are often indicated by deletions sllch as phrase deletions 

in (21-b) and (21-c). and particle deletions (such as topic ~~ .. nominative gao etc.). In 

Japanese. there is the less than surprising tendency that the more informal the sentence 

(as in conversation). the more frequent the deletion. 
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Lastly. although sentences of both groups (21) and (23) have been called non-past 

in meaning. the usage (the menaing conveyed) is different in group (21) and group (23). 

The sentences of group (21) can be used to express the aftermath of having searched for 

a book or the fact of having lost a book. while the sentences of group (23) are a statement 

of fact which means that (contrary to the sentences of group (21) one has found a book 

without expecting its existence. The contrasting use between sentences of the ta form 

and the !!ll! form (both with non-past meaning) will be discussed in more detail in the 

following sections. In the above discussion. we recognized that the ta form which has 

been called non-past meaning by the speaker's intuition is different from ordinary non

past meaning. Therefore. we will hereafter call it the ta':: form (and we will refer to 

such a sentence as a ta=:o sentence). (Also hereafter. the ta form means the ta form with 

past meaning and the (r)u form means the (r)u form with non-past meaning}.15 

In summary. phonological information (pitch). morphological information (sentence 

finClI particles and interjection markers). syntactic information (repetitions and deletions). 

and pragmatic information (language use) are relevant in differentiating the use of tao:: 

from that of ta and (r)u. Among them. phonological information is essential for ta* 

sentences. 

2.4. Compositional Approach 

In this section. we will describe how the ta::: sentences can be composed. The 

purpose of this SE.:ntence composition is to establish a certain rule for composing taO!: 

sentences which can be distinguished from other compositions (to. and (r)u sentences). 

2.4.1. Composition 

We will provide sentence compositions for taO:: and tao «r)u is in 2.5.1). In 

composing a well-formed expression. we assume that there are some crucial elements in a 

15. This issue of terminology h9.~ alw been dealt with by Akira Miura. 
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sentence. In section 2.3, we discussed the characteristics which can differentiate between 

ta';: sentences and others (ta and (r)u sentences). These characteristics are considered to 

be ;;;rucial elements in composing tao:: sentences. 

In composition, the notation will be one which has been ploposed by Oehrle 

(1984). In this system, the term "linguistic symbol" refers to an ordered pair <x.y>, where 

"x" denotes a phonologically characterized expression and "y" denotes the value associated 

with that expression, and the term "syntactically-indexed linguistic symbol" refers to an 

ordered pair «X,y>,Z>, where "<x,y>" is a linguistic symbol and "z" is a syntactic 

category. (Hereafter, the brackets around <x,y> will be deleted for the sake of. 

simplification.) 

By applying the above notation, example (21-a) (which is repeated below as (25-a) 

for convenience) is expressed as in (25-b). 

(25) a. Hon ga koko ni at-tao 

'The book was here.' 

b. <X Pred+ta,«X')Pred')Past,s>16 

X"" optional phrases, Pred", predicate, 
S= sentence 

In example (25-b), "X Pred+ta" denotes a phonological ~xpression, "«X')Pred')Past" 

denotes a semantic expression and "s" denotes a syntactic type. In a semantic expression, 

the relation of function F and argument ~ is indicated by (a)F. Therefore, in (25-b), 

Pred' is a function and optional phrases (X') are an argument in an expression (X')pred', 

and past is a function and ()(')Pred' is an argument in an expression «X')Pred')Past. 

16. We consider "past" having both (X') and Pred' in its scope, justification for 
which, however, will not be discussed here. 
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In (25-a) above. the form ta can take the ta~: meaning if a high pitch is assigned 

to the predicate at 'be'. The resulting sentence (26-a) can be expressed as in (26-b). 

(26) a. Hon ga koko ni at-tal 

'The book is herel' 

b. <X Pred+ta,«X')pred')ta*,s> 

The differences between (25) and (26) are in: (i) the phonological information. that 

is. a high pitch assignment is to be found on the predicate in (26). while no high pitch 

assignment is to be found in (25). and (ii) the semantic information. that is. sentence (25) 

means "Past". while sentence (26) means "ta:::." It thus becomes apparent that this method 

makes it possible to represent the distinction between two expressions which share a 

syntactic category but differ in phonological and semantic properties. The rest of this 

section will discuss the composition of ta~: sentences with additional details in order to 

see how these features can be expressed in a compositional rule. 

First of all. each feature which affects the assignment in the tao:: sentences will be 

expressed as in (27). and corresponding examples will be given in (28). 

(27) a. high pitch on focused Predicate 

<X Pred+ta.«X')Pred')ta:::,s> 

b. sentence final particle (SFP) 

<X Pred+ta SFP.«(X')Pred')ta'::)SFP',s> 

c. interjection marker (I) 

<I X Pred·l·tu.«(X')pred')ta:!:)I,s> 

d. repetition 

<x Pred+ta Pred+ta.«X')pred')ta::=,S> 
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e. deletion 

<Pre(it-ta.«X')Pred')ta:~ ,s>17 

X", optional phrases. Prede predicate. 
S~ sentence. I:::interjection marker. 

high pitch 

(28) a. Busu ga ki-tal 
bus ga come-ta 

'Here comes the busl' 

b. Busu ga ki-ta zool 
emphasis 

'Here comes the bus!' 

c. A. busu ga lei-tal 
oh 

'Oh. here comes the busl' 

d. Busu ga ki-ta. ki-tal 

'Here comes the busl' 

e. Ki-tal 

'(Here) comes (the bus)I' 

In addition to sentences with one each of the features in the examples under (28). 

more than one of these features can occur in a single sentence. Among these features. 

the feature "high pitch on focused predicate" (27-a) is essential. since other features 

always accompany pitch raising as well. Since this feature (27-a) is included with other 

features. the possible combinations of features are as follows: one combination of four 

different features. four combinations of three different features and six combinations 

17. This phonological expression deletes all optional phrases (X). However. the 
deletion can also be part of them. 
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of two different features. As the examples of composition in (30) show. the combinations 

of these features can generate well-formed ta':' sentences. The phonological expressions 

of the combinations (29) and the examples (30) will be provided below: 

(29) (i) b+c+d+e: I Pred+ta Pred+ta SFP 

(it) b+c+d: I X Pred+ta Pred+ta SFP 

(iii) b+c+e: I Pred+ta SF? 

(iv) b+d+e: Pred+ta Pred+ta SFP 

(v) c+d+e: I Pred+ta Pred+ta 

(vi) b+c: I X Pred+ta SFP 

(vii) b+d: X Pred+ta Pred+ta SFP 

(viii) b+e: Pred+ta SFP 

(ix) c+d:! X Prcd+ta Pred+ta 

(x) c+e: I Pred+ta 

(xi) d+e: Pred+ta Pred+ta 

b.c.d.e:::: the features corresponding to (27) 
b= sentence final particle. 
c= interjection marker. d:::: repetition. 
e= deletion 

(30) (i) A. lei-tao lei-ta zool 
oh come-ta emphasis 

'Oh. here comes (the bus)I' 

(ii) A. basu ga ki-ta. ki-ta zoo! 
bus 

'Oh. here comes the busl' 

(iii) A, ki-ta zool 

'Oh. (here) comes (the bus)I' 

(iv) Ki-ta. ki-ta zool 

'(Here) comes (the bus)I' 
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(v) A. lei-tao ki-ta! 

'Oh. (here) comes (the bus)!' 

(vi) A. basu ga lei-ta zoo! 

'Oh. (here) comes the bus!' 

(vii) Basu ga lei-tao lei-ta zoo! 

'(Here) comes the bus!' 

(viii) Ki-ta zoo! 

'(Here) comes (the bus)!' 

(ix) A. basu ga lei-tao lei-tal 

'Oh. (here) comes the bus!' 

(x) A. ki-ta! 

'Oh. (here) comes (the bus)!' 

(xi) Ki-ta. ki-ta! 

'(Here) comes (the bus)!' 

The distribution of tao:: can be represented succinctly as in (31). which says that 

the essential phonological element is "Pred+ta" and the other elements are optional. 

(31) <(I)(X)Pred+ta(Pred+ta)(SFP).««X'»Pred')ta::,)(!)(SFP'),S> 

2.4.2. Comments 

We have provided compositions of various ta::: sentences in (30). all of which can 

be uttered in the same situation. In addition. we present the generalization of ta':: 

composition in (31). The next step is to evaluate whether composition alone provides the 

distinction between ta'!: and ta sentences. In order to completely distinguish these two 

types of sentences from each otller. firstly. generalization (31) has to account for any 

elements which ta':: sentences possess. Secondly. it must be impossible for any ta 

sentences to be included under the generalization (31). 
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The first condition is satisfied, since all the characteristks of tao:: are expressed 

by composition (31). Features of composition are; (i) high pitch on a focused predicate, 

(ii) sentence final particles, (iii) interjections, (iv) repetitions, and (v) deletions. (The detail 

is in (27)). 

However. the second condition cannot be satisfied. The features for composition. 

(i) to (v). cannot be crucial in distinguishing taO:: from ta sentences. There is a possibility 

that the ta sentences may take the same phonological expression as the tao:: sentences. as 

in the case of focus sentences like example (24-B). (Example (24) is repeated as example 

(32) below.) 

(32) A. Hon wa na-katta. 
book top not-exist-ta 

'The book was not (there).' 

(24-A) 

B. Iya, hon wa at-ta n da yo. (24-B) 
no exist-ta 'nominalizer' be-(r)u SFP 

'Yes, the book was (there).' 

Other features such as interjections, repetitions, etc., can occur in ihe ta sentences 

as well. Nonetheless, generalization (31) cannot be rejected. The ta sentences usually 

require conversational (or expressional) situations such as (32-A) in order to stress the 

predicate in (32-B), while the tao:: sentences do not require such a verbal context. 

Therefore, ta':: sentences with such features as stress, interjections. repetitions. etc. but 

without contextual verbal restrictions will be said to be unmarked, and such sentences 

with contextual verbal restrictions will be said to be marked. Generali:..:ation (31) will be 

satisfied in unmarked situations but not in marked situations. 18 

In order to distinguish unmarked situations from marked situations. we have to 

know the contexts of tao:: sentences. This is what the formalization of tao:: composition is 

lacking. 

18. The unmarked and marked features have been suggested by Chisato 
Kitagawa. 
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2.5. Contextual Analysis19 

In the previow; section 2.4. we described the compusition of taO" sentences. and 

compared it with that for ta sentences. In section 2.5.1 on Ta* sentences and (R)u 

sentences. we will compare the composition of two forms competing for non-past 

meaning. the ta':' sentences (in which non-past meaning is attributable to the speaker's 

intuition) and the (r)u sentences. It will be concluded that the ta~:' sentences and the (r)u 

sentences differ from each other in uses. Therefore. in section 2.5,4 on Contextual 

Analysis. we will analyze the tao:: sentences pragmatically. 

2.5.1. Ta~: Sentences and (R)u Sentences -- ---

An example of ta':: and (r)u. and of composition is given below. 

(33) (= (26» a. Hon ga koko ni at-tal 
'The book is herel'-

b. <X Pred+ta.«X')Pred')ta~:.s> 

(34) a. Hon ga koko ni ar-u. 

'The book is here: 

b. <X Pred+(r)u.«X')Pred')Npast,s> 

Npastc non-past 

In the above two sentences. if we conclude that ta':: means non-past (the speaker's 

intuition) the only difference lies in phonological information; the ta~: sentences are 

assigned as "Pred+ta"; the (r)u as "Pred+(r)u." However. as has been mentioned in the 

case of ta in (32). the (r)u sentences can also take a high pitch on a focused predicate. 

(As is the case of the tao the (r)u takes a marked situation.) Therefore. the difference 

19. In this analysis of Japanese examples. I would like to thank Sachiko Yamahashi 
for her comments and intuitions. 
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between the ta':' sentences and the (r)u sentences is simply that they have ta in a sentence 

or (r)u in a sentence. A question arises here: does the different morphological 

information of ta and (r)u indicate the same meaning? If so. they are two allomorphs of 

the Saftle morpheme. However. if they are not allomorphs of the same morpheme. it will 

be concluded that although ta;~ sentences have been assigned non-past meaning (by 

intuition). they must be different in some other way. It is not probable that ta and (r)u 

are the same morphemes. because if that is the case. Japanese tense forms become a 

single morpheme. which is problematic in light of the fact that there are distinct pairs of 

tense forms. such as in examples (I) and (2) (in the Introduction). Thus. we conclude that 

the ta':' and the (r)u sentences differ from each other in their contexts. 
- -

We have two major problems here: (i) how do we distinguish between the use of 

ta~' sentences and (r)u sentences. (ii) How do we analyze characteristics of ta~: such as the 

speaker's emotion and different contexts of tao{: use which remain un-formalized in the 

compositional rule (31)? 

2.5.2. Compositional Approach and Contextual Analysis 

We would like to explain the relationship of two approaches. compositional and 

contextual. In the previous discussion. compositions of ta':" ta and (r)u could be 

distinguished in their structures by features of phonological and morphological 

information. However. the generalization for ta':: sentence (31) cannot be crucial in 

eliminating the use of ta and (r)u sentences. Therefore. the purpose of contextual 

analysis is to provide the items of information which are not explainable by the structure 

itself. In other words. the compositional approach and the contextual approach do not 

conflict with each other. but they do compensate for each other. The contextual 

approach will provide crucial information which the structure cannot provide. For 

example. the compositional approach cannot tell us the contexts in which ta';: sentences 

can occur. It cannot tell u~ the types of predicate. either. Contextual approach. 
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therefore. analyzes the use of tao;: sentences including the types of predicate in each 

context. 

In summary. tao;: sentences will be differentiated from ta and (r)u sentences by 

analyzing both their compositional and contextual nature. 

2.5.3. Conversational Implicatures 

The contextual analysis in this research refers to Grice's (1975 and 1978) 

"Conversational Implicatures" which are essentially connected with certain general 

features of discourse" (1975. pAS). Therefore. we will introduce Grice's theory briefly 

in this section. Grice explains the Cooperative Principle (CP) as follows: "Make your 

conversational contribution such as is required. at the stage at which it occurs. by the 

accepted purpose of direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged" (pAS). In 

order to act in accordance with the Cooperative Principle. Grice provides four categories 

of maxims. (i) Quality. (ii) Quantity. (iii) Relation and (iv) Manner. These four maxims 

are explained as follows: 

(i) Quantity relates to the quantity of information to be provided. and under it fall 

the following sub-maxims: (I) Make your contribution as informative as is required (for 

the current purposes of the exchange). (2) Do not make your contribution more 

informative than is reqired. 

(ii) Quality - 'Try to make ~our contribution one that is true' - and two more 

specific sub-maxims: (1) Do not say what you believe to be false. (2) Do not say that 

for which you lack adequate evidence. 

(iii) Relation - 'Be relevant.' 

(iv) Manner -'Be perspicuous' - and various maxims such as: (1) A void obscurity of 

expression. (2) Avoid ambiguity. (3) Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity). (4) Be 

orderly. 
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In order to cietermine that a particular conversational implicature is present, 

Grice states that the hearer will rely on the following data: (1) the conversational 

meaning of the words used, together with the identity of any references that may be 

involved; (2) the CP and its maxims; (3) the context, linguistic or otherwise, of the 

utterance; (4) other items of background knowledge; and (5) the fact (or supposed fact) 

that all relevant items falling under the previous headings are available to both 

participants and both participants know or assume this to be the case. 

The contextual analysis in this research is based on the norm that the sentence is 

true under the above Cooperative Principle. Therefore, the norm of pragmatic approach 

and the norm of syntax and/or semantics (which does not require Cooperative Principle) 

are fundamentally different. The goal of contextual analysis is to show that tao;: sentences 

(which deviate from the norm of ta sentences) can be analyzed on the basis of pragmatic 

principles. "liVe will conclude that tao:: sentences with each specific context are associated 

with past meaning in some other way, although ta~': sentences are considered to be 

associated with non-past meaning intuitively by every native speaker. 

2.5.4. Analysis 

The context groups in this analysis are based on the five types of context which 

Miura provides. They are; 1) Discovery, 2) Sudden recall, 3) Request for confirmation of 

a fact, 4) Declaration or concession in advance, and 5) Crude command. (Miura's 

examples are to be found in (12).) However, in this analysis, "Discovery" will be divided 

into two sub-groups, i) Anticipating discovery and ii) Visual discovery. "Anticipating 

discovery" requires a stage of expectation, and "visual discovery" requires a visual 

situation of accidental or casual encounter, as will be explained in detail later. "The 

speaker's reminding the hearer" is added to the group of "Sudden r~,:aIl," since it shares 

the context of recall which is tlF' speaker's and/or the hearer's (by reminding). 
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2.5.4.1. Discovery. (i) Anticipating Discovery. In this context group, ta::: 

sentences take as predicate such types as ir-(u) 'be,' ar-(u) 'be,' da-(¢)· 'be,' wakar-(ul 

'understand,' omo}das-(u) 'remember,' etc. We will discuss the necessary context and give 

examples. When the speaker has been looking for a book and he has finally found it, he 

might utter a ta:;: sentence such as (35). However, if the speaker came across a book 

accidentally, he might utter a sentence with (r)u as in (36). Sentence (35) with ta* implies 

that the book has been there all the time; thus the speaker expresses his frustration that 

he could not have found it earlier. Therefore, ta:::-cliscovery sentences can be uttered 

when there is a stage of expectation, but they are not suitable in the situation where 

there is no stage of expectation, that is, an accidental situation. 

(35) (= (33)) (Hon ga) koko ni at-tal 

'(The book) has been here (all along)!' 

(36) Hon ga koko ni ar-u! 

'The book is here!' 

Sentences (37) and (38) could be uttered by the speaker at the moment that the 

speaker finally reached a given result after he had thought and thought or he had tried 

to recall something. Sentences (39) and (40) which have verbs similar in meaning to those 

in (37) and (38), cannot take. ta:~ , for they can only mean simple past. 20 The difference 

between sentences (37) and (38), and sentences (39) and (40) is that in the former «37) and 

(38)) there needs to be a preconception or an expectation leading to the perfected state of 

waka-ru 'understand' or omoida-su 'recall,' but in the latter, there is no clear 

preconception leading to any such possible conclusion. Therefore, it is more relevant for 

the speaker to use a ta::: sentence than a (r)u sentence when he is implying some 

expectation. This notion can be referred to one of Grice's CP maxims, that is "Relation" 

20. Hereafter, two asterisk marks (:i::~) in front of a sentence in this contextual 
analysis mean that the sentence cannot be interpreted in ta';: meaning. 
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expectation. This notion can be referred to one of Grice's CP maxims. that is "Relation" 

- 'be relevant.' 

(37) Waleat-ta. wakat-ta! 
understand-ta 

'(1) understand (it). (I) understand (it)!' 

(38) Omoidashi-ta! 
recall-ta 

'(1) recall (it)!' 

(39) ~::{:Kanga~-ta! 

consider-ta 

think-ta 

Suppose that the speaker has been looking for his friend's house. He thought 

the house was located at a certain place. but his original idea turned out to be wrong and 

he found the house in a different place. In this situation. he could utter a sentence like 

(41). but he would not utter a sentence such as (42) which is used for a discovery 

without preconception. These examples also indicate that a certain background situation 

is necessary in order for ta:::-discovery sentences to be true. 

(41) Koleo dat-ta (no Ica)! 
here be-ta ('nominalizer' SFP'confirming oneself') 

'(Oh.) here it was!' 

(42) Koko (ka)! 
here SFP(confirming oneself) 

'(Oh.) here (it is)!' 

In the above contrasting examples of ta::: and (r)u. the ta~' sentences imply that the 

object existed in the past «35) and (41 ». or the speaker has been thinking since some time 

in the past in order to reach the present conclusion «37) and (38». while (r)u sentences do 

not imply anything about the past. Expecting Discovery will be illustrated as in (43). 
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where the speaker is implying that the thing has been there or he has been thinking in 

the area A before speech time to. and he finally f!nds it or understands at point B. that 

is. speech time. (Or. he may have found it a little earlier than the speech time.) On the 

other hand. by uttering (r)u sentences the speaker is just expressing the fact that the 

thing is found at point B. 

(43) Illustration of Expecting Discovery 

speech time 
to 

-----------------o----~------------> 

----------------1 
1 A B 
----------------1 

1 

A= The thing hns existed. or the speaker has been thinking 

about it. B= The thing is found. or the speaker finally 

understands. 

In summary. as we see in illustration (43). a ta~: sentence is associated with past 

meaning in A (where the speaker is implying that the thing has been there or he has 

been thinking about it). As to the context. in ta':: sentences anticipating discovery it is 

emotion-venting or felicitous when: (i) The speaker is implying that he has some 

expectation or preconception before discovery. and (ii) The speaker expresses his 

pleasure. release and/or frustration by uttering the sentence. 

(ii) Visual Discovery. In this group, tao:: sentences apply to the context of visual 

discovery. Example (44) with ki-ta 'come-ta' can be in this group. but examples (45) and 

(46) cannot. Examples (45) and (46) are interpreted as past meaning. 

(44) (= (29-a» Basu ga lei-tal 

The bus is coming/has come.' 



(45) :;::;:Basu ga it-ta! 
go-ta 

The bus has gone.' 

(46) :;::::Kisha ga de-ta! 
train leave-ta 

The train [has] left.' 
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In the above examples. activities and actions are represented by verbs. ki-ta 

'come-ta' in (44). it-ta 'go-ta' in (45). ~e-ta 'leave-ta in (46). These motion verbs can take 

progressive and perfect forms (eg: Id-te-i-ru 'come-prog/perf-(r)u'). Therefore. they are 

considered to be a single type of verb. However. there seems to be a difference between 

lei-ta and the other two verbs from the speaker's point of view. In sentence (44). the 

spp.aker can observe both the process of coming and the result of arriving. while in 

sentences (45) and (46). the speaker can observe only the departure "x" which is the time 

tr before the speech time to as is illustrated in (47). The speaker cannot see the result of 

the action after the time tr . 

(47) Illustration of Examples (45) and (46) 

speech time 
tr to 

-----0-------0------------> 
I 
x 

tr < to 
x:::: departure 

In uttering sentence (44) with ki-ta 'come-ta,' on the other hand. the speaker has 

a clear view both with regard to spatial and temporal points. which is to be compared to 

sentences (45) and (46) illustrated in (47). We will illustrate the view of spatial and 

temporal relationships for example (44). At first. the speaker can see the bus (x) at the 

time tr . Then. the sreaker utters the sentence at the time te, while the bus is coming. 

Finally. the bus has arrived at the bus-stop at the time ti. The illustration is in (48). 



(48) Illustration of "Busu ga ki-ta." (example 44) 

" I 
I 
I 

AI 
I 
I 
I 

x 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

x 

-------0------- 0--------x -----> 
tr to ti 

A~ distance from the bus (x) to the bus-stop 
tr < to < ti 
tr'" The speaker sees the bus. 
to= The bus is coming. 
ti= The bus has arrived. 
x= the bus 
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On the other hand, by uttering a (r)u sentence (49), the speaker at the time to may 

or may not have experienced the sighting of the bus, and at the time ti' he will probably 

see the bus arrive at the bus-stop, but it is not as concrete as the case of the ta~: sentence 

(44). 

(49) Basu ga ku-rul 

'The bus will cornel' 

Unlike the ta* group of anticipating discovery, the stage of anticipation is not 

required in this visual discovery. The tao:: sentence, then, can be uttered either in the 

situation of expection or of sudden discovery. 

For example, sentence (44) can be uttered in two situations. One is that the 

speaker has been waiting for a bus, and he finally finds a bus coming into view. The 

other is that the speaker wants to caution or alert the hearer when he suddenly discovers 

a bus coming. An example of the latter situation is as follows: a mother (the speaker) 

finds the bus coming and she wants her child (the hearer) to pay attention to it (note that 

it is dangerous). The speaker might utter sentence (44), when a bus is very close to her 

and/or her child. Even if the speaker uses ta';: sentence (44) in sudden discovery, the 
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same situation as the one illustrated in (49) holds. The only difference is that the 

sighting of the bus at the times tr and to is closer in distance (feet. meters) to the speaker 

in sudden discovery than in expecting discovery. By employing taO::-discovery sentences. 

the speaker is implying that he has fouud (or seen) an object. If he has not found 

anything and is using a ta sentence. he is violating the maxim of Quality by Grice. which 

says that "Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence." On the other hand. 

when the speaker uses (r)u sentences. he merely remarks on but has not necessarily found 

an object. 

Another example of visual discovery will be provided in (50) below: 

(50) Booshi ga ton-dar 
hat 110m fly-ta 

'The hat is bein6 blown offl' 

According to Mikami (p. 219). the above sentence can be interpreted into two ways; 'The 

hat is still in process of being blown off' (present stative) and 'It has already gone' (past). 

In the former interpretation. one sees just when the hat is blown off suddenly (by the 

wind). and is able to see that the hat goes on being blown off at speech time. Therefore. 

this interpretation applies to ta'::-visual discovery. In the latter interpretation. where the 

hat has already gone. the sentence cannot be considered as ta'~-visual discovery. but it is 

an ordinary past sentence. 

Sudden discovery sentences have not been treated by previous linguists such as 

Miura. Teramura and Mikami. They claim that all discovery sentences are considered 

to be the realization of expectation as hitherto noted. 

In conclusion. ta'::-visual discovery sentences are related to past meaning (A and B 

111 iIIustration (48». In addition. these visual discovery sentences can be used in the 

following contexts: (i) Spatial and temporal information are local as illustrated in (49). 

(ii) The speaker may have some expectation before discovery. and/or he wants to give a 

message to the hearer at the time of his sudden discovery. (iii) The speaker expresses his 
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emotion by speaking. The emotion will be i)leasure and/or release. or in the case of 

caution. it will be a v~rbalization of anxiety or worry. 

2.5.4.2. Sudden Recall and Reminding. TaO:: sentences of this group express the 

speaker's sudden recall Of the speaker's reminding the hearer. These sentences take 

limited stative predicates such as if-(U) 'be.' ar-(u) 'be.' da-(95) 'be' and no da-Ii> 'comp be.' 

Other types of predicate can also form a tao:: sentence by adding no dat-ta at the end of 

the sentence a'.) in example (52) (in which the predicate is ik-(u) 'go' before adding no 

dat- ta). A reminding sentence is made by adding (n) deshoo '(comp) presume' to the end 

of a recall sentence. Examples (51) to (53) are recall sentences, and example (54) in 

which (n) deshoo '(comp) presume' is added to sentence (51) is a reminding sentence. 

(Any recall sentence can be made into a reminding sentence by adding (n) deshoo '(comp) 

presume'). 

(51) Asu wa yakusoku ga at-tal 
tomorrow iop appointment nom be-ta 

'(1) had (or made) an appointment (for) tomorrow!' 

(52) Gogo wa byooin ni i1c-u no dat-ta! 
afternoon top hospital to go-(r)u comp be-ta 

'(It is that) (I) was to go to the hospital this afternoon!' 

(53) So so, keeki ga, ut-ta! 
yeah cake nom be-~ 

'Yeah (I remember). there was a cake!' 

(54) Asu wa yakusoku ga at-ta n deshoo! 
tomorrow to appointment nom be-ta comp presume 

'(1) presume that (you) had an appointment tomorrow!' 

This ta':: of recall expresses the speaker's emotion, such as "I (the speaker) 

shouldn't forget such an important thing.," "I am glad that I can recall things now.," etc. 

Example (53) is' used in the following situations: The speaker returns home and he/she is 

hungry; then he/she suddenly recalls the cake somewhere in the house. He is so glad, 
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and speaks ... Or. the speaker has a visitor with a child; he suddenly recalls the cake. He 

is glad to have something for the child. and speaks ... 

By using example (53). the speaker asserts that he/she knew that the cake was 

there - otherwise. we have a violation of Quality which is one of the maxims of 

conversational implicature by Grice. namely "Do not say what you believe to be false" 

and/or "Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence" (p.46). But if the 

speaker knows that the cake is still there. then example (53) must be more relevant in use 

than example (55) below. Alternatively. the speaker implies that he/she doesn't know 

whether the cake is still there. Therefore. in case of sudden recall. a tao:: sentence is more 

relevant than a (r)u sentence. since the speaker knew of (the existence of) the fact and he 

still believes it holds true. On the other hand. since a (r)u sentence does not imply the 

evidence of "cake" in the past. it is less relevant for sudden rec(;l.ll. 

(55) Keeki ga ar-u/ari-masu! 
polite 

'(I-Jere) is a cake!' 

The sudden recall sentences will be illustrated as follows. First. at the time tf' 

the speaker realized or recognized that the event or state existed. In case of example 

(51). the speaker has made an appointment. Second. at the time tl. the speaker recalls the 

state of existence which he realized or recognized at the time tr . Then he says (51). 

The event or state usually still exists (or the appointment still holds) at the time to. And 

the existence of the appointment will hold until tomorrow which is the time tj. 

(56) Illustration of "Sudden Recall" 

speech time 
tr tl to ti 

--------0--------0-----0-------0--------> 

X <--- x 

tr < tl < to < ti 
x= existence of event or state 
<-... --= recall 

x 
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When the speaker uses a ta':: sentence for reminding. he is implying something 

else besides reminding. When a wife (the speaker) speaks sentence (54) instead of (57). 

she is implying something. such as "You always forget!." "Don't make another 

appointment!." etc. The use of ta* in reminding is associated with the less polite; thus 

more intimate relationships obtain between the speaker and the hearer. 

(57) Asu wa yakusoku ga ar-u n deshoo! 

'(1) presume that (you) have an appointment tomorrow!' 

By uttering a (r)u-present (57). the speaker does not doubt the fact of the 

e·,rent. but by uttering a ta;: such as (54). she leaves doubt. She is implying that she 

heard or learned about the fact in the past. but she is not sure about the fact's still 

holding at present. The same maxim of Quality which we explained for ta.*-sudden 

recall applies io this ta*-reminding. that is. the speaker asserts that he/she knows the 

fact held true in the past by saying (53). Reminding sentences are applicable to the 

illustration of Sudden Recall (56). The speaker heard or learned the fact at the time 

tr . She recalls the fact at the time tl; then she speaks. The fact may hold until the 

time tit depending on whether the speaker's information is correct or not. (In case of 

reminding, the existence of an event or state "x" in the above illustration (56) will be 

in parentheses (x) to indica.te that it mayor may not exist.) 

(R)u sentences. on the other hand. do not imply G!lY information about the 

past. The information is for the present (to) and the future. Therefore. they do not 

apply to illustration (56). 

In summ~t'y, (i) ta'i: is more relevant than (r)u in use for sudden recall or for 

the speaker's reminding the hearer of an event or state whose existence the speaker 

has recognized before as is illustrated in (56). (ii) Ta~: is associated with the speaker's 

emotion and/or degree of politeness (familiarity) as discussed above. 
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2.5.4.3. Request for Confirmation of a Fact. This group takes the same types of 

predicates as those of "Sudden Recall and Reminding," namely ir-(u) 'be,' ar-(u) 'be,' da-

(1jJ) 'be, and no da-(~) 'comp be.' Other types of predicates can also form a taO:: sentence 

by adding no dat-ta at the end of the sentence as in the case of "Sudden Recall and 

Reminding" (cf. example (52». Since this use can be associated with politeness, polite 

forms (i-mas-(u), ari-mas-(u), des-(u) and no des-(u)) are preferred to plain forms (ir-(u[, 

ar-{u), da-(~), and no da-(y))). 

Sentence (58) is used when the spealcer is confirming a fact with the hearer. In 

using ta:::, the speaker simply wants to confirm a fact known to the hearer, or, in what 

amounts to a kind of linguistic conceit (comment by Prof. Bailey), he wants to be polite to 

the hearer by confirming with taO::. In confirming a fact, ta~: implies that the speaker has 

heard of or recognized the existence of the fact before. For example, when a policeman 

is establishing and confirming that the suspect is a student, he would not use sentence 

(58) but rather sentence (59), since the policeman probably didn't know the suspect 

beforehand, and he doesn't need to be polite to the suspect (even if he thinks he may 

have known the suspect before). 

(58) Anata wa gakusei deshi·-ta ne? 
you topic student be-ta confirm 

'You were a student, weren't you?' 

(59) Anata wa gakusei de-su/da-~ ne? 

'You are a student, aren't you?' 

In his analysis of tense. Mikami (1972.1980) provides examples (60) and (61), and 

asserts that sentence (60) is used for a "polite question" and sentence (61) is llsed for a 

"simple question," since the former (sentence (60» expresses the speaker's respect to the 

hearer by affirming that he knows the hearer already. Therefore, if the speaker knows 

the hearer already, it is relevant to use a tao:: sentence, which is maxim (iii) Relation by 



Grice. 

(60) Abura-e 0 o-kak-i-ni-nari-mashi-ta ne? 
oil-picture dat polite-draw-polite-ta confirm 

'(You) have been doing oil painting, haven't (you)?' 

(61) Abura-e 0 o-kak-i-ni-nari-mas-u ne? 

'(You) do oil painting, don't (you)?' 
(Mikami: 226) 
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Therefore, this use of politeness comes from the fact that ta relates to the past. 

It will be illustrated as in (62). First, the speaker had the information "x" in the past. 

He refers back to his old information "x" at ~he time t1• Then he utters the information 

which he thinks correct but leaves room for doubt. (A similar explanation is in "The 

speaker's reminding the hearer." cf. example (54)) The information may not be correct, 

which is illustrated by putting the "x" in parentheses (x) below. However, regardless of 

the correctness, the speaker is implying old information. On the other hand, by uttering 

(r)u sentences, the speaker is not implying old information. 

(62) Illustration of Request for Confirmation of a Fact 

speech time 
tr tl to 

-----0-----0-----0-----> 

I I I 
I I I 

x <--(x) (x) 

tr < tl < to 
(x)= information 
<---u referring back 

Another type of emotion which the speaker can imply by using a 

ta*-confirmation sentence is "surprise" or "sarcasm." If the speaker utters example (58) to 

a student. he may imply (by the use of a scornful tone of voice) that "You do such a 

stupid thing even though you are a student!" or "A student should not behave like that!," 

etc., especially in case the speaker obviously knows that the hearer is a student. 

Therefore, the assumption is that the hearer also knows what the speaker implies. Grice 
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says that the hearer is to reply to "the conver!)ational meaning of the words used. together 

with the identity of any references that may be involved. (p. 50)" in order to work out 

the implicature. This case also applies to illustration (62). in which the speaker is 

referring back to his old information. 

The context of this group is: (i) The speaker wants to confirm with the hearer a 

fact that he (the speaker) should know. (ii) The event or the state which the speaker is 

asking about relates to the past; it may hold into the present and future. (iii) The speaker 

may want to be polite to the hearer by using the ta~' sentence which implies that the 

speaker is concerned or is familiar with the fact. In some cases. the speaker wants to 

express surprise or be sarcastic. in effect reminding the hearer of what he (the hearer) 

should know/do. etc. 

2.5.4.4. Declaration or Concession in Advance. Predicates in this group are 

verbs which can complete the event as shown in examples (63) and (64). The 

characteristic of this structure is that negative sentences cannot be true in this use. 

Negative sentences with a ta form are always interpreted as past. As an example. the 

negative of sentence (63) is given in (65). 

(63) Deki-ta. deki-tal 
can do-ta 

'(1 will be able to) have done (it). have done (it)l' 

(64) Kat-ta. kat-tal 
win-ta 

'(We will) have won. have wonl' 

(65) ::::::Deki-nakat-tal 
can do-negative-ta 

'It was impossible.' or 'It wasn't finished/ready.' 

Sentences (63) and (64) can be true when the event is completed in the immediate 

future of the uttering. Therefore. the speaker never utters a ta* sentence with a nOfi-



immediate future adverb such as asu 'tomorrow' in (66). 

(66) *Asu deki-ta! 
tomorrow can do-ta 

When a football game has just started. it is not likely that one would utter kat-tao 

kat-tal (sentence (64)). But the audience might start shouting it near the end of the game 

if they can foresee the result of the game (and their team is obviously winning!) When 

the audience is shouting kat-tao kat-tao they project themselves to the point of triumph in 

the future. 

We will illustrate the use of ta~: in declaration or concession in advance in (67). 

The event is in process before and at the time tr . (The speaker has been watching a 

game in case of example (64). or he has been working for the project in example (63)). 

At the time tr . the speaker realizes what will be the result of the event. (For example. 

the game will be won. or the project is going to be completed). Then he makes a ta 

utterance at the tjme to when the event is still going on. At the time ti. the event has 

concluded. (The game will have been won. or the project will have been completed.) 

Therefore. when we look back to the game or the project from the time ti. we will see 

that the time tr was the climax (crucial point) for the winning of the game. or for the 

completion of the project. 

(67) Illustration for Declaration or Concession 
in Advance 

speech time 
t· I 

-----------0-----0-------0------> 
ij ~ 

A x ~ 

~IXB 
tr < to < ti. X= event. 
A= peak of the event. 
B= The event has been completed. 
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In case of (r)u as in (68), there is no detailed information as in taO:: above, except 

that the event will occur in future. Therefore, in order to speak ta~: sentences, the 

speaker (and the hearer) is to have sufficient information beforehand; otherwise the 

speaker is violating Quantity by Grice. Its sub-maxim says "Make your contribution as 

informative as is required ( for the current purposes of the exchange)." 

(68) Kats-u, kats-ul 
win-(r)u 

'(We will) win, winl' 

When the speaker makes use of a sentence such as (63) or (64), he expresses the 

idea that he is glad the event will be completed. Or the emotion can be one of 

disappointment when a game is going to be lost (as in example (69», although the 

expression of pleasure is used more frequently than the one of disappointment. 

Illustration (67) applies to example (69). 

(69) Make-ta, make-tal 
lose-ta 

'(We [will]) have lost, (we [will]) have lostl' 

In summary, a ta~: sentence is felicitous in this context when: i) The speaker 

believes the event will occur in the immediate future. ii) The speaker has recognized the 

imminent completion of the event when he speaks. iii) The speaker expresses his pleasure 

or disappointment. 

2.5.4.5. Crude Command. The types of predicate in this group are the same as 

those for "Declaration or Concession in Advance," that is, they employ verbs which can 

bring an event to cmpletion. This structure. as well as the one of "Declaration or 

Concession in Advance," does not take negative sentences. Therefore. sentence (72), the 

negative of sentence (71), cannot be interpreted as tao::, but it can be interpreted as past 

meaning. Sentences (70) and (71) are examples of the taO:: of "Crude Command." 



(70) Doi-ta. do i-tal 
step off-ta 

'Step off. step offl' ('Move over. move over!) 

(71) Yon-da. yon-dar 
read-ta 

'Read. read!' 

(72) :::O:Yoma-nakat-ta! 
read-negative-ta 
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There are three other command forms which are less abruptly imperative 

compared to the "crude command" found in (70) and (71). "Ordinary Command" (in 

contrast to "Crude Command") sentences will be provided in (73). (74) and (75). in which 

sentence (73) with V +te/de (kudasai 'please') is most polite (or least demanding). sentence 

(74) with nasai 'command' is less demanding than sentence (75) with e 'command.' 

(73) Y on-de-(kudasai)! 
read-and-please 

'(Please) readl' 

(74) Y om-i-nasai! 
command 

'Do read!' 

(75) Yom-e! 
command 

'read! 

These competing commanding forms are associated with the degree of politeness. 

Among them. ta::: command is the least polite in use. Therefore. ta::: command sentences 

would be used when the speaker wants to very impolitely command the hearer. and/or 

he wants to show his power over the hearer. and/or he wants to express his anger 

toward the hearer. It also implies that the event is very urgent so that the speaker wants 

an immediate reaction and a result from the hearer. 
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Negative command sentences have two levels of degree. a more polite one (76) and 

a less polite one (77). As was mentioned (example (72». there is no negative form for tao::. 

(76) Yoma-nai-de-(kudasai)! 
read-neg-and-please 

'(Please) don't read!' 

(77) Yom-u-nal 
read-(r)u-neg 

'Don't readl' 

We have discussed the impolite level of command sentences with the taO::. These 

sentences are not associated with the time relationships in the time model as are the ta:~ 

sentences in other groups which have been illustrated. The speaker is commanding a 

certain <::v'ent of the hearer at speech time. and he expects the hearer to react in the 

immediate future; but the speaker does not know whether the hearer will or will not 

react in the immediate future. 

The crucial difference between this use of tao:: and that of other groups is that 

while the other groups have the contrasting pair of ta form and (r)u form. this group does 

not. 21 A positive sentence can take the ta form but not the ru form. A negative sentence 

can take the ru form but not the ta form. In addition. there is no command use having 

past meaning or future meaning; consequently tao:: sentences cannot be associated with the 

past. Therefore. this use of tao;: is considered to be very exceptional in regard to time 

relationship. 

In summary. a tao;: sentence in this use is true in the context that: (i) The speaker 

expresses his emotion; he doesn't want to be polite. and/or he intends to show his power. 

21. Sentences with a (r)u form can be used as positive commands in special occasions. 
such as situations when the speaker and the hearer mutually understand that the speaker is 
commanding. or when the speaker shouts and looks very upset. etc. We will not discuss these 
situations here. This comment concerning (r)u command is owed to Matsuo Soga. 
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etc. (ii) The speaker wants to see an immediate reaction and result by the hearer. 

2.5.4.6. Summary. One of the characteristics common to all five ta~! groups is 

that each has its context. Each context is identified with two major characteristics: the 

time relationship and the speaker's emotion. 

As to the time relationship, all groups except group (5) "Crude Command," share 

the characteristic that ta':! sentences are associated with some information in the past. 

Illustrations (43},(48},(56}.(62), and (67) for groups (I-i), (I-ii), (2), (3) and (4), respectively, 

indicate the unambiguous way that ta'~ sentences take time relationships that are different 

from their paired (r)u sentences. (R)u sentences, as we have noted, do not imply any 

event or state in the past which leads to the speaker's utterance. To summarize all the 

illustrations, we can conclude that ta':: is associated with some concrete informat!0n !!1 ~.he 

past as shown in the following Time Model (78). 

(78) Summary of Ta~: Sentences 

speech time 
to 

-----------0----------> 

A 

A < speech time, 
A= some concrete information 

The speaker's emotion is similarly a characteristic common to all groups. It can 

be a "pleasure." as in groups (1. discovery). (2. recall) and (4. advanced declaration). It 

can be associated with a degree of politeness." For example, the use of the ta* sentences 

indicates "less polite" in group (2, recall). or "impolite" in group (5. command). On the 

other hand, the Ilse of ta~: indicates "polite" in group (3. confirmation). The other types 

of emotion are those such as "release" and "frustration" in group O. discovery). "anxiety" 

in group (l-ii). "disappointment" in group (4. concession). "anger" in group (5. command). 

etc. These emotions accompany stress in ta':: sentences. as we have discussed in 
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compositions. 

The contextual analysis reference to the "Conversational Implicatures" of Grice 

has clarified the use of ta':' sentences. By choosing ta':' sentences, the speaker always 

implies something associated with the past. In these contexts, ta';' is more relevant than is 

(r)u. In addition to the relevance which is a maxim of "Relation," a maxim of "Quality" 

is also a useful element in the ta':: sentences. By speaking in ta* sentences, the speaker is 

implying that he knew the fact in the past. Alternatively. he is saying that he doubts the 

fact at present. 

In summary. this contextual analysis has shovlll that the tao!' sentences which have 

been called non-past by the speaker's intuition actually relate to the past in meaning. In 

addition. each different context for ta':: sentences has become clear. 
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2.6. Summary of Tense Forms and Their Mean~ngs 

Before we formalize the relationships between tense forms and their meaning 

in section 2.6.2. we discuss the use of ~r)l.! S(;~1i.t;;.iiC65 with past meaning. 

2.6.1. (R)u Sentences with Past Meaning 

In the preliminary summary of tense forms and their meanings in (11), we 

explain that in story telling. past tense is sometimes indicated by (r)u as shown in (5) 

('.vhich is repeated as (79) below). In what follows we will discuss why this usage has 

to be analyzed by the use of pragmatics as is the case with tao:: sentences. 

(79) a. Mukashi aru tokoro ni Shinderera to 
yu-u musume ga sun-de-i-mashi-ta. 

b. Shiderera no o-kaasan wa chiisai told 
ni nakunar-i mama-haha to futari no harachigai 
no o-neesan ga Shinderera no kazoku de-suo 

(r)u 

The success of sentences depends on whether or not the speaker (or the 

writer) and the hearer (or the reader) can communicate and/or understand by 

using/hearing them. as we explained in section 2.5.3. Conversational Implicatures. 

When the speaker (or the writer) uses (r)u for past meaning. he assumes the 

hearer (or the reader) will not be confused by the use of (r)u past sentences. In the 

above Japanese sentences. most readers consider the (r)u in (b) (in this case su) to 

have past meaning. because in this Cinderella story. it is stated at the beginning (in (a)) 

that she existed in the past. Therefore. the writer presumes that the reader will not 

confuse the tense of (r)u in (b). The tense (time) of (r)u has to be judged by the 

sentence context. 

In addition to the considerations above. the speaker may desire to put the 

situation in the state of present for some reason or other. For stylistic reasons. present 

tense is considered to be more affective than past tense in story telling. The reader 
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tends to put himself in the situation in which the story is proceeding as he reads. 

Therefore. a present situation is more vivid than a past situation for the reader as 

well as for the writer. 

In summary, the use of (r)u with past meaning deviates from the normal use 

of (r)u sentences. The successful use of (r)u with past meaning depends solely on 

whether or not the speaker and the hearer can communicate. which is the area of 

pragmatics. 

2.6.2. The Summary of Tense Forms and Their Meanings 

In the preliminary summary of tense forms and their meanings in (11). we 

asked: (i) How do we account for the competing forms of (r)u and ta in past. present 

and future? (ii) How do we distinguish among the same forms of (r)u in past. present 

and future. and ta in past. present and future? 

We have concluded that the (r)u sentences with past meaning and the ta~': 

sentences should be dealt with pragmatically. The fact is that, in any such system. 

there will be contrasting sentences both of which are true; but never will they be the 

same with respect to context relevance. For example. as we explained in the analysis 

above. uttering either sentence. Kats-u and Kat-ta is to speak what is true in a 

situation in which the game is being won by one's own side. However. Kat-ta! is more 

relevant than Kats-ul if the speaker has seen evidence (or a sign) that the game will be 

won. In order for !..~;: sentences and (r)u sentences with past meaning to be true, as 

Grice explains. the hearer will rely on some data. We will repeat the data again here: 

(1) the conversational meaning of the words used. together with the identity of any 

references that may be involved; (2) the CP (Cooperative Principle) and its maxims; 

(3) the context. linguistic or otherwise. of the utterance; (4) other items of background 

knowledge; and (5) the fact (or supposed fact) that all relevant items falling under the 

previous headings are available to both participants and both participants know or 
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assume this to be the case ~p.5C). Consequently. these two uses (ta';: and (r)u with past 

meaning) will be eliminated from semantic analysis (in which the meaning is assigned 

regardless of its context). In this way the two questions we raised above have been 

resolved. 

The relationships between tense forms and their meanings can be summarized 

as follows: The tense form ta is associated with past meaning. while the form (r)u is 

associated with present and future. The semantic analysis of tense forms and their 

meanings will be illustrated simply as follows: 

(80) Tense Forms and Their Meanings 

past present future 

ta 
--------0------> 

to 
(00 ••• ) ( .•• 00)22 

to 

The above formalization applies only to simple sentences; the tense of simple 

and complex sentences (also sentences with an embedded clause) will be analyzed 

separately. because they manifest different phenomena. For example. the tense form 

of Gie antecedent clause in (81) is tat but it does not mean past. On the other hand. 

the tense form of the antecedent clause in (82) is (r)u. but it can indicate either present 

or past meaning relative to the speech act. These phenomena cannot be explained by 

the formalization of (80); therefore. we will discuss complex sentences in Chapters 3 

and 4 in detail. (Also sentences with an embedded clause in Chapter 5). 

not. 

(81) Yasu-katta rat ka-u. 
inexpensive-ta ra buy-(r)u 

'If (it) is inexpensive. (I) will buy (it).' 

(82) Tesuto ga a-ru no nit paatii ni it-tao 
exam nom exist-(r)u no ni party to go-ta 

'Although (we) will have/had an exam. (I) went to the party.' 

22. This indicates that (r)u includes the line denoting the present but ta does 
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There is another reason why we have limited our analysis to simple sentences 

in this chapter. We have been analyzing tao:: sentences which are typically simple 

sentences. In Teramura's analysis. his "mood",-ta. group include:.; both the ta* sentences 

(in our designation of the category) and what are called conditional or subjunctive 

sentences. since they share the property of including the speaker's emotion (according 

to Teramura). As we will see in Chapter 4. conditional sentences can be formalized 

in semantics; therefore. they do not belong to the same group as tao:: sentences. which 

cannot be formalized in semantics. 

2.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter. we have shown that the problematic temporal phenomena in 

simple sentences that could not be explained adequately by previous analyses can be 

explained by compositional and contextual approaches. 

We analyzed the ta~: sentences. which are different from ta and (r)u sentences. 

by reference to Pragmatic Principles. It may be that tao): sentences and (r)u sentences 

are both true. But then they are not equally reievanl in use. in order for ta~: 

sentences to be true. we have to use the Cooperative Principles (CP) of Grice as a 

basis. while this is not necessary for (r)u sentences. Furthermore. Conversational 

Implicatures are detachable; as a consequence. other things being equal. we would 

hope for the approach to be universal. 23 

Thp. compositional approach has formally shown the structures of the ta:!:, ta 

and (r)u sentences. thereby ena1}ling us to distinguish among them to some extent. 

Contextual analysis has ei:plained the tao:: sentences which deviate from the 

"normal" interpretations of the tense system. The use of taO:: sentences has been 

summarized by the following properties: (i) In each case. the context is fixed. (ii) 

23. We provide the pragmatic analysis of English examples in Appendix I. 
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Each contextual group except for "Crude Command" is clearly associated with some 

concrete information in the past. In addition. (iii) the ta':; sentences express some kind 

of speaker's emotion. 

The analysis in this chapter has clarified the different uses of ta~~ and (r)u (as 

well as of ta), each in its specific context; the analysis we have provided is far more 

advantageous. we think. than previous analyses. 



CHAPTER 3 

TENSE FORMS AND THEIR MEANINGS IN COMPLEX SENTENCES l 

Introduction 

This chapter will focus on the temporal properties of complex sentences. In 

chapter 2. we established that the (r)u form is compatible with non-past meaning and 

the ta form is compatible with past meaning as shown in (80). This chapter will 

establish the temporal relationship of tense form and its meaning in complex sentences. 

which relates to the relationship of tense form and its meaning in simple sentences. 

That is. in complex sentences some clauses (which are called temporally independent 

clauses) take the same temporal relationships as those in simple sentences. and some 

other clauses (which are called temporally dependent clauses) take time relative to the 

temporally independent clause. The tense forms (r)u and ta of the temporally 

independent clause and the temporally dependent clause will be formulated as function 

and value relationships. Furthermore. we will propose two types of temporal 

assignments for complex sentences of different types. 

A complex sentence is defined as follows: (i) It consists of two clauses. an 

antecedent clause (A) and a consequent clause (C). (The terms antecedent and 

consequent are defined semantically but not structurally.) (ii) Between the antecedent 

clause and the consequent clause. there is a connector indicating such things as reason. 

time. condition. etc. Therefore. the surface structure of a complex sentence is as 

follows: 

I. I would like to thank Sachiko Yamahashi for her native judgements on the 
examples of this chapter. 
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(1) [ Antecedent Clause Connector, Consequent Clause] 
S S 

s== sentence 

We will focus on analyzing complex sentences with the connectors, told 'time 

(when): no ni 'although,' no ni 'in order to,' and keredo 'although.' It is expected that 

analysis of complex sentences containing these connectors will apply to other complex 

sentences with different connectors. Conditional sentences, another type of complex 

sentence, will be analyzed in the next chapter. Examples of sentences using told 'time 

(when): no ni 'although,' no ni 'in order to' and keredo 'although' are given in (2-a) to 

(2-d), respectively. 2 

(2) a. Hanako wa arasuka ni i1c-u told, kooto 0 ka-u. 
Hanako top Alaska to go-(r)u told coat acc buy-(r)u 

'When Hanako goes to Alaska, she will buy a coat.' 

b. Hanako wa hawai ni ilc-u no nit kooto 0 ka-u. 

'Although Hanako is going to go to Hawaii. 
she will buy a coat.' 

c. Hanako wa ~r(l.suka ni iIc-u no nit kooto 0 ka-u. 

'In order to go to Alaska. she will buy a coat.' 

d. Hanako wa hawai ni ilc-u keredo. kooto 0 ka-u. 

'Although Hana1co is going to go to Hawaii. 
she will buy a coat.' 

2. The semantic difference between no ni 'although' and keredo 'although' (as 
well as of 'because,' using no de and kara) is often explained by saying that the use of 
a no ni sentence (and of anode sentence) more or less implies that the speaker is 
malcing an objective judgement. while a keredo sentence (and of a kara sentence) 
implies a subjective judgement. (cf. Morita (1980». --

Kitagawa (1973) discusses the semantic differences between no ni and keredo 
sentences in detail. for example no ni expresses "absolute opposition". while keredo 
does not necessarily do so. - -

The different uses of no ni and !ceredo (as well as no de and kara) are also 
discussed by Mio (1967) and Mikami (1972). 
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Section 3.1 will discuss the problems of tense forms and their meanings in 

complex sentences. In section 3.2, the analyses of previous linguists, Inoue (1976), 

Kitagawa (1973), and Akmajian '& Kitagawa (1981) will be introduced in order to see 

how these linguists have dealt with the problems. In section 3.3, an alternative 

analysis will be proposed. We will hypothesize temporal assignments for complex 

sentences based on the problems in 3.1 and the properties which could not be 

satisfactorily explained in previous analyses. The alternative analysis will be an 

application of the "compositional approach", the assumption for which is that "complex 

linguistic expressions can be represented as the compositional product of a function 

and appropriate arguments" (Oehrle 1986 p.8). Then we will test the hypothesis on 

told sentences (3.3.4), no ni 'although' (hereafter no ni 'although' sentences will be 

called simple no ni sentences) and keredo sentences (2.3.5), and no ni 'in order to' 

sentences (hereafter no ni-purpose) (3.3.6). Insofar as the analysis based on this 

approach is preferable to its predecessors. its principles would seem to be validated. 

3.1. The Problems of Tense Forms and Their Meanings in Complex Sentences 

In this section, we will see how tense forms correlate or do not correlate Vi iG.! 

their meanings in complex sentences. In section 3.1. 1. we will see the relationships of 

tense forms and their meanings in the consequent clause (hereafter the consequent). In 

section 3.1.2, we will examine the relationships in the antecedent clause (hereafter the 

antecedent). Section 3.1.3 wiII discuss the problems of tense forms and their meanings 

in complex sentences. 

3.1.1. Tense Forms and Their Meanings in Consequent Clauses 

The first thing to do is to see which form(s) is/are compatible with non-past 

meaning in the consequent. In the examples in (2) above, the (r)u forms are 

interpreted as non-past (ka-u 'buy-(r)u'). If we replace the (r)u form with a ta form. 
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that is. lca-I.! with kat-ta, the consequent means past. Therefore. it can be stated that 

non-past meaning is assigned by the (r)u form in the consequent. Next. we shall see 

which form(s) is/are compatible with past meaning in the consequent. The consequent 

clauses in the following en:amplz:i :rt~ interpreted as l)ast. The (r)ti forms in the 

consequent in examples (2-a) to (2-d) are replaced by ta forms. 

(3) a. Hanako wa arasuka ni ik-u told. kooto 0 kat-tao 
Hanako top Alaska to go-(r)u told coat acc buy-ta 

'When Hanako went to Alaska, she bought a coat.' 

b. Hanako wa hawai ni ilc-u no ni, kooto 0 leat-ta. 
Hanalco top - -

'Although Hanako is going to go to Hawaii. she bought a coat.' 

c. Hanako wa arasuka ni ilc-u no ni, kooto 0 kat-tao 

'In order to go to Alaska. Hanako bought a coat.' 

d. Hanako wa hawai ni ilc-u keredo. kooto 0 kat-tao 

'Although Hanako is going to go to Hawaii. she bought a coat.' 

As we see in the above examples. the ta form is compatible with past in the 

consequent clause. 

The above examples are limited to non-stative predicates in the consequent. 

Consider then statives in the consequent. In the told sentences below. the (r)u form is 

compatible with non-past (present and future) and the ta form is compatible with past. 

(4) a. Kono akachan wa miruku 0 noma-se-ru 
this baby top milk acc drink-cause-(r)u 

told (wa). otonashi-i. 
told (top) quiet··(r)u 

'This baby is quiet when (we) feed him milk.' 

b. Kono akachan wa miruku 0 noma-se-ru 
told (wa). otonashi-katta. 

'This baby was quiet. when (we) fed him milk.' 
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Unlike the case of simple sentences which we discussed in Chapter I, none of 

the consequents in complex sentences use the ta form for non-past meaning, and none 

use the (r)u form for past meaning. Therefore, as a result, the relationships between 

tense forms aDd their meanings can be summarized as in (5). It should be noted that 

this relationship is the same as the one for simple sentences shown in (80) in 

Chapter 1. 

(5) Tense Forms and Their Meanings 
In Consequent Clauses 

past present future 
I 

ta I (r)u 
-----------0----------> (- 00 ... ) [ ... 00 ) 

to 

3.1.2. Tense Forms and Their Meanings in Antecedent Clauses 

First of all, we examine form(s) compatible with non-past meaning in the 

antecedent clause. Following are examples interpreted as non-past in the antecedent. 

(6) a. Kondo at-ta told, han a kaes-u. 
next time see-ta told book acc return-(r)u 

'Next time (I) see (you), (l) will return 
the book (to you).' 

b. Hanako wa isogashi-i no ni, paatii e ilc-u. 
Hanako top busy-(r)u no ni party to go 

'Although Hanako is busy, she will go to the party.' 

In the above examples, the ta form in (6-a), and the (r)u form in (6-b) are 

interpreted as non-past. However, we cannot conclude from this phenomenon that 

both (r)u and ta forms always indicate non-past meaning in an antecedent clause. In 

the next examples, the (r)u form in (7-a), ta forms in (7-b) and (7-d) are interpreted as 

past, and the (r)u form in (7-c) can be interpret~d as either past or non-past. 



(7) a. Daigaku e ik.-u told, Yamashita sensei ni at-tao 
college to go-(r)u told Yamashita teacher to see-ta 

'While (I) went to college (on my way to 
college), (I) saw teacher Yamashita.' 

b. Daigaku e it-ta told. Yamashita sensei ni at-tao 

'When (I) went to college. (I) saw teacher Yamashita.' 

c. Paatii ~ ik-u no ni, doresu 0 kat-tao 
party to go-(r)u no ni dress acc buy-ta 

'In order to go to a party, (I) bought a dress.' 

d. Ryooshin ga ki-ta no ni, ryokoo e it-tao 
parents nom come-ta no ni trip to go-ta 

'Although (my) parents came. (I) wen-t for a trip.' 
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The above examples indicate that past meaning can be assigned by either the (r)u form 

or the ta form. 

In sum, in the consequent, the (r)u form and the ta form always assign non-

past and past meaning, respectively. However, in the antecedent, both the (r)u form 

and the ta form can indicate either non-past or past meaning. The relationships 

between tense forms and their meanings in the antecedent will be shown in time 

model (8). 

(8) Tense Forms and Their Meanings 
In Antecedent Clauses 

past present futme 

(r)u (r)u 
ta ta 

-----------0----------> 
to 

(r)u 
ta 

3. I .3. Problems in Complex Sentences 

We have seen the problem of tense forms and their meanings in the antecedent 

In 3.1.2; that is. both (r)u and ta forms can be compatible with past and non-past 
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meaning. This section examines the problem in more detail in order to find essential 

features for establishing the temporal assignments in complex sentences. 

In sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. we provid~d examples of told and no ni sentences. 

We will look now at four varieties of keredo examples in order to see whether (r)u 

and ta forms are compatible with non·-past meaning. in the antecedent. They are 

combinations of (r)u-(r)u in the antecedent and the consequeni. (9-a). (r)u-ta (9-b). 

ta-(r)u (9-c) and ta-ta (9-d). 

(9) a. Doyoobi no paatii ni wa ik-u kcredo. 
Saturday poss party in top go-(r)u keredo 

nichiyoobi no ni wa ilea-na-i. 
Sunday one in top go-neg-(r)u 

'(1) will go to the party on Saturday but (I) 
will not go to the one on Sunday.' 

b. Doyoobi no paatii ni wa it-ta keredo. 
nichiyoobi no ni wa ika-na-i. 

'(1) went to the party on Saturday but (I) 
will not go to the one on Sunday.' 

c. Nichiyoobi no paatii ni wa il(-u keredo. 
doyoobi no ni wa ika-na-katta-:-

'(1) will go to the party on Sunday but (I) 
didn't go to the one on Saturday.' 

d. Doyoobi no paatii ni wa it-ta keredo, 
nichiyoobi no ni wa ilea-na-katta. 

'(1) went to the party on Saturday but (I) 
didn't go to the one on Sunday.' 

In the above examples, (r)u forms are compatible with non-past meaning, and 

ta forms are compatible with past meaning in the antecedent (and consequent clauses). 

However, in the next examples with toki sentences. the meanings of tense 

forms in the antecedent apparently differ. 



(l0) a. Nihon e kae-ru told. nihon-kookuu ni nor-u. 
Japan to return-(r)u told Japan-airline in ride-(r)u 

'When (I) return to Japan (on my return 
trip). (I) will use Japan airlines.' 

b. Nihon e kae-ru told. nihon-kookuu ni not-tao 

'When (I) returned to Japan, (I) used Japan airlines.' 

(11) a. Akachan ga nai-ta told. miruku 0 yar-u. 
baby nOH, cry-ta toki milk ace give-(r)u 

'When the baby cries. (I) (will) feed (it) milk.' 

d. Akachan ga nai-ta told. miruku 0 yat-ta. 

'When the baby cried. (I) fed (it) milk.' 
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In the antecedent. the (r)u form is compatible with non-past in (la-a). while in (la-b) 

it is compatible with past. On the other hand. the ta form is compatible with non-past 

in (ll-a) . while in (II-b) it is compatible with past. 

Judging from the four examples above. it can be predicted that told sentences 

assign the (r)u form for non-past meaning and the ta form for past meaning in the 

consequent. and regardless of the tense forms in the antecedent. the time (of the speech 

act) of the consequent clause is assigned to the antecedent clause. This time 

assignment is different. from that of the keredo sentences shown in (9). in which the 

~r)u form means non-past and the ta form means past in both antecedent and 

consequent clauses. Judging from the phenomena of these two types of complex 

sentences. keredo sentences in (9) and toki sentences in (l0) and (11). it is clear that the 

time relationships for complex sentences are not identical across all types of complex 

sentences. 

In the above examples. we saw the difference in the time relations of keredo 

sentences and told sentences. We would like to consider whether the same types of 

complex sentences always assign the same time relationships. For example. in told 

sentences. the tense form in the consequent for both (la-a) and (II-a) is (r)u. but the 
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tense forms in the ant.ecedent are (r)u for (lO-a) and ta for (ll-a). And both sentences 

are associated with non-past meaning. (In the examples under (10), the actions of the 

antecedent and the consequent oocur or occurred at the same time, while in the 

examplt:s under (11). the action of the antecedent precedes the one of the consequent.) 

Therefore, even in the same sentence type, time assignment is not necessarily the 

same. 

In summary, we have seen that the basic problem of time relationships in 

complex sentences comes from two related problems: In the antecedent in complex 

sentences, the (r)u form and the ta form can be associated with both non-past or past 

meaning. The related problems are that (i) different types of complex sentences may 

show different phenomena in the time relationships, and (ii) even complex sentences of 

the same type may assign different time relationships. (The phenomena will be shown 

in detail in the analysis of each sentence type in sections 3.3.4, 3.3.5, and 3.3.6.) 

Therefore, in order to formulate time relationships for complex sentences, these 

problems must be taken into account. 

Before establishing the time relationships for complex sentences, we will first 

see what previous linguists have done. 
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3.2. The Analyses of Previous Linguists 

We will introduce the analyses of previous linguists. Inoue (1976) in section 

3.2.1. and Kitagawa (1973) and Akmajian &. Kitagawa (1981) in section 3.2.2. These 

linguists analyze complex sentences syntactically. and propose analyses of their 

syntactic structures and time relationships. In section 3.2.3. we will provide some 

comments on their contributions and the problems with them. 

3.2.1. Inoue 

Inoue claims that (r)u and ta forms in the subordinate clause (the antecedent in 

this paper) indicate whether or not the event or state has been completed by the time 

of the main clause (the consequent in this paper). Therefore. it will be understood 

that the tense forms in the subordinate clause indicate time relative to the consequent. 

and the tense forms in the main clause indicate time relative to the speech act. 3 

Before examining her treatment of complex sentences. we briefly outline how 

Inoue analyzes simple sentences. Inoue explains that in simple sentences. [+state 

predicates] (hereafter [+state]) inflected with a [-perfect] tense form (which means the 

(r)u form) are assigned the time "present." and are interpreted as "present state."4 

Also. [-state predicates] (hereafter [-state]) inflected by [-perfect] are assigned 

a time in which the event has not ended at the speech time. that is "future."s 

3. I have translated Inoue's terminologies. examples and some explanations 
into English. 

4. Inoue adds that "present" can be "future" with the addition of some future 
elements such as asu 'tommorow'. 

5. However. Inoue adds that habitual and eternal will be indicated as 
"present" as in (l4-ii). 
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In the same way, [+state] inflected by [+perfect] tense form (which means the 

ta form) will be interpreted as "past state," and [-state] followed by [+perfect] will be 

interpreted as either "present perfect" or "past." 

Since Inoue divides her analysis of subordinate clauses into two types, [-state] 

and [+state], we will summarize firstly how Inoue analyzes the time assignment of 

[-state]. 

In Inoue's analysis. both sentence (l2-a) with 2. (r)u form and sentence (12-b) 

with a ta form in the main clause have the same structure (13). 

(12) a. Baku wa ronbun 0 kak-u told ni sensei ni a-u.<> 

(13) 

I topic paper acc write-(r)u time at teacher to see-(r)u 

'When I write a paper, I (will) see my teacher.' 

b. Boku wa ronbun 0 kak-u told ni sensei ni at-tao 
see-ta 

'When I wrote a paper. I saw my teacher.' 

S2 

6 
SI········a-u 

/ '\ at-ta 

..... kak-u told ni 

S2= main clause. SI= subordinate clause 
(p. 170) 

Inoue explains that a-u 'see-(r)u' in (13) is assigned [-state] and [-perfect] 

therefore the event has not been completed at the present point. Kak-u 'write-(r)u' is 

assigned [-state] and [-perfect]. and the time (relative to the speech act) of SI is 

determined by the time (relative to the speech act) of S2' Therefore. the event in SI is 

6. Although Inoue adds the particle ni 'in' after told 'time'. the particle ni is 
optional. Also the particle wa 'topic' can be added after told 'time'. -
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within the present situation which is the time (relative to the speech act) of S2' She 

diagrams example (l2-a) as in (l4-i) in non-past meaning and in (l4-ii) in present 

habitual meaning. 

(14) 
(i} 

present 
1 a-u 

S2 ----o----o-----> 

1--> 
Sl -----···----0----0-----> 

kak-u 

1-->= haven't finished 

(ii) 
present 

la-u 
S2 ----------0--------> 

Sl ----------0----------> 
Ika-ku 

(p. 170) 

In sentence (l2-b). at-ta 'see-ta' indicates that the event has been completed at 

the present time. Kak-u 'write-(r)u' in the subordinate clause indicates that the event 

was not completed in the past. that is. past relative to the speech act of S2' at-ta 'see-

ta'. This is illustrated as in (15) below: 

(15) 
present 

at-ta 1 
S2 ---~:o::~--o----------> 

1 
1--> 1 

Sl -----0-----0----------> 
kak-u 1 

1-->= hasn't ended and has just started in the 
past 

(p. 171) 

Inoue associates the no de sentence in (16) with the diagrams (l7-i) and (l7-ii). 

She claims that [+perfect] tense form in the subordinate clause indicates that the event 
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has concluded before the time in the main clause (for diagrams in (l7-i)). or that the 

event has come to an end at the time of the main clause (for diagrams in 07-ii». 

Therefore. Inoue states that no de sentences with [+perfect] tense form in the 

subordinate clause can be interpreted in two ways. (l7-i) and 07-ii}. while told 

sentences do not take the interpretation of (l7-i). since they limit the times of main 

and subordinate clauses to one point. 

(16) Katoo-shi wa shiryoo ga yooyaku todoi-ta no de. 

(7) 

Katoo-Mr. top materials nom finally arrive-ta SInce 

shigoto ni kakat-ta. 
work at start-ta 

'Since the materials (have) finally arrived. Mr. 
Kato (has) started the work.' 

(i) 
present 

kakat-tal 
S2------0-----0----------> 

I 
I 

Sl----O-------o----------> 

(ii) 

todoi-ta I 

present 
kakat-tal 

S2------0-----0----------> 
I 

.. ->! I 
Sl------o-----o----------> 

todoi-ta i 
(p. 17l) 

The next task is to see how Inoue analyzes [-,·state] in subordinate clauses. 

Inoue explains that when the subordinate clause is [-perfect]. the state in the 

subordinate clause exists or existed at the time of the main clause. and it may still 

hold (if the time of the main clause is [+perfect]). An example will be provided in 

(18). 



(18) Kono yalcusho wa isogashi-i kara,7 
this city-office top busy-(r)u kara 

arubaito 0 yatot-ta. 
part-timer acc hire-ta 

'Since this city office is/was busy, (they) hired part-timers.' 
(p.175) 
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When the subordinate clause is [-I-perfect], the state existed and has terminated 

at the time of the main clause (that is past). Following i~ Inoue's example of 

[+perfect] in both subordinate and main clauses. 

(19) Kono yakusho wa (sakunen) isogashi-katta kara, 
this city-office top last-year busy-ta since 

arubaito 0 yatot-ta. 
part-timer acc hire-ta 

'(Last year) this city office was busy, therefore they hired part-timers.' 
(p.I 76) 

Inoue states that in told and no ni sentences, [-perfect] in the subordinate 

clause is interpreted as the same time as in the main clause (which is the time of the 

speech act). Example (20) is a told sentence, and example (21) is a no ni sentence. 8 

7. We will discuss in detail the problem of the combination of a (r)u form for 
stative predicates in the antecedent with a ta form in the consequent in section 3.3.5.2. 

8. In examples (20) and (21), Inoue Ilsed a stative predicate ar-u 'be'. 
However, ir-u and ar-u 'be, exist' are special cases, since they show different 
phenomena depending on the argument. For example, the following ar-u is not 
considered to have the same time as the consequent, but it is after the consequent 
(which means that "studying" is prior to "an exam"). 

Shiken ga ar-u told wa, benkyoo shi-ta. 
exam nom be-(r)u toki top study do-ta 

'When(ever) there was an exam, (I) studied.' 

Compare the above example (with ar-u 'be') with the following example (with yasu-i 
'inexpensive'), in which the times of the antecedent and the consequent are equal. 

'Yasu-i told wa, kat-ta.' 
inexpensive-(r)u told top buy-ta 

'When(ever) it was inexpensive, (I) bought (it).' 



(20) Kare wa kane ga ar-u told ni wa, tomodachi to 
he top money nom be-(r)u told in top friend with 

nom-i arui-ta. 
drinking wallc-ta 

'When(ever) he had money, (he) went drinking 
with (his) friends here and there.' 

(21) Kare wa kane ga ar-u no nit kodomo ni wa issen 
he top money nom be-(r)u no ni child to top penny 

mo yara-Tia-katta. 
even give-neg-ta 

'Although he has money. (he) didn't give any to 
(his) child.' 
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In summary, the main characteristic of Inoue's analysis is that the predicate 

types [-state] and [+state] in the subordinate clause are differentiated. The basic 

principles in Inoue's time assignments are: (i) The time reference to the speech act in 

the subordinate clause is determined by the tense form ([-perfect] or [+perfect]) of the 

main clause (Tense forms of the main clause are relative to the speech time); (ii) The 

tense form in the subordinate clause indicates whether or not the state or event has 

been finished before the state or event of the main clause; (iii) These times in the 

subordinate clause can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of complex sentences 

of different types. (For example. in told sentences. the times of the subordinate clause 

and the main clause are the same as shown in (15). On the other hand. in no de 

sentences. the subordinate can be prior or temporally equal to the main clause as 

shown in (17).) 

3.2.2. Kitagawa, and Akmajian &. Kitagawa 

Kitagawa (1973) presents a contrastive analysis of no ni 'although' and keredo 

'although' sentences in terms of their syntactic and semantic characteristics. In this 

section. we will consider how his syntactic analysis explains the time assignment of no 

ni and keredo sentences. We will also introduce the argument from Akmajian &. 
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Kitagawa (1981). in which they present a "layered" structure of sentences by further 

developing the time assignment of Kitagawa (1973). 

In order to discuss the time relation pattern of no ni and keredo sentences. 

Kitagawa provides the following sentences. 

(22) Jim ga kodomo 0 nagut-te-i-ru (a) no ni Tom wa 
(b) keredo 

Jim nom child acc beat-prog-(r)u although Tom top 

hira-nai turi 0 hi-te-i-ru. 
know-not pretence acc do-prog-(r)u 

(a) and (b) 'Jim is beating the child. but Tom 
is pretending not to notice it.' 

(23) Jim ga kodomo 0 nagut-te-i-ru (a) no ni Tom wa 
(b) keredo 

hira-nai turi 0 hi-tao 

'Jim (a) was beating the child. but Tom pretended 
(b) is 

not to notice it.' 
(p. 82) 

Kitagawa explains the interpretation of the above sentences as follows: "In the 

case of (22). the tense of Sl [antecedent clause in this paper] and S2 [consequent 

clause] are both marked by the non-past tense marker (r)u. and the reading of the 

(underlined) predicate of Sl is identical for both (a) and (b). In the case of (23). on the 

other hand. the tense of Sl is marked by (r)u but that of S2 is marked by the past 

tense marker ta.... What (23-a) implies is that. whereas the whole event took place in 

the past. the S2 event itself took place while the Sl event was still going on. The non-

past tense marker (r)u of Sl in the context of (23--a) signals primarily. therefore. the 

simultaneity of the Sl and S2 events. and not the time relation between the Sl event 

and the time of the speech act. In the case of (23-b). on the other hand. Sl must 

necessarily be interpreted as pertaining to the on-going event at the time of the speech 

act..."(p.82). 
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Kitagawa provides the structures (24-a) and (24-b) for no ni and keredo 

sentences (23-a) and (23-b), respectively.9 Structure (24-a) is intended to be that the 

times of both SI and Sz are indicated by the ta form. On the other hand, structure 

(24-b) is intended to be that the time of SI is indicated by the (r)u form and the time 

of Sz is indicated by the ta form. 

(24) a. [[Jim ga kodomo 0 nagutte iru] no ni 
S Sl Sl 

[Tom wa siranai furi 0 shi] ] tao 
Sz Sz S 

b. [Jim ga kodomo 0 nagutte iru] 
SI 

[Tom wa siranai huri 0 shita] 

keredo 
SI 

Sz Sz 
(p. 82) 

Akmajian & Kitagawa (henceforth A & Ie) proposes a layered structure of 

sentence (25) and discusses the time (tense) assignment, which provides additional 

support for Kitagawa (1973) from a syntactic view poinL lO 

(25) a. Sz -> (Adv) SI Affixz 

b. SI -> (Adv) S Affixl 

Where Affixl [Tense]: (r)u 'present' ia 'pasi 
Affixz [Modality]: daroo 'presume' 
mai 'presume not' sooda 'so I hear', etc. 
- -- (p.98) 

9. Kitagawa's discussion here can be criticized on two points. The first 
point is thai he interpreted (23-b) as non-past in SI and past in S2; however. without 
overlapping two events (Sl and S2)' the sentence cannot be logically well-formed. that 
is "Tom's noticing" has to be overlapped with "Jim's beating the child." The second 
point is that the interpretations of examples (22) and (23) do not necessarily result in 
the structures (24). which means that the logic should be reversed: if the structures in 
(24) are correct. sentences (22) and (23) will be interpreted as in the previous 
explanations. 

10. "S2" and "SI" in (24) and (25) are used differently. 
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They state that "the constituent (of tense and modality) which instantiates the 

definition (of AUX)ll is best characterized as Affix immediately and exclusively 

dominated by Sn (\vhere E. > 1) (p.98).12 In order to support the above constituency. 

they argue for the existence of a "dominating" tense and a "contained" tense as 

follows: When the no ni 'although' sentence (26) is compared with the keredo 

'although'. sentence (27). the present tense (r)u (preceded by no ni and keredo) is well-

formed only in (26). while past tense ta is acceptable in both. 

(26) Sono uchi wa mada hito ga sun-de-i-ta/ru 
that house top yet people nom liv.e-state-ta/(r)u 

no ni minna-de buchikowashi-te shimat-ta. 
although they-all wrecking-finish-past 

'They demolished that house even though people 
had been/were still living in it.' 

(27) Sono uchi wa mada hito ga sun-de-i-tap::ru keredo 
minna-de buchikowashi-te shimat-ta. 

'They demolished that house even though people 
were still living in it.' 

. (p.103) 

A & K. claim that this state of 'affairs suggests that a no ni clause as in (26) 

falls within the scope of the matrix tense. whereas a keredo clause does not (p.103). 

They provide structures for sentences (26) and (27) as in (28) and (29). respectively. 

11. The definition of the cross-lin6'1listic category AUX is as follows: "(Given a set of 
language-internal analyses). those constituents which may contain only a specified (i.e. fixed 
and small) set of elements. crucially containing elements marking tense and/or modality. will be 
identified as nondistinct" (p. 21). The properties of AUXL are stated in p.I55-156. 

12. A discussion of A & K's constituent of modality is given in Hirata (1982). 



(28) 

Affix! 

s 

~ 
mada hito ga sun-de-i-ta/ru no ni minna-de buchikowashi-te shimat-ta 

(p. 104) 

mada hito ga sun-de-ita/*ru minna-de buchikowashi-te shimat-ta 
(p. 105) 
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A & K explain that in tree (28). ta in the matrix clause commands the ta in 

the adverbial clause (but not vice versa). In tree (29). in which keredo i3 represented 

as a sentence conjunction. neither tense commands the other (p.106). Therefore. if 

tense! commands tense2• then tense2 is in the scope of tense!. Tense2 which IS 

subordinate to tense! is called a contained tense. and the non-subordinate tense IS 

called a dominant tense. The explanation can apply to keredo sentences which take 

the dominating tense in S! (cf: (29)). The tense should occur prior to the time of the 

speech act. This meallS that the dominating tense in SI should be ta but not (r)u. 

In summary. A & !('s layered structure differentiates between no ni and 

kereclo sentences (as well as no de and kara sentences. in the same fashion). A & I('s 

syntactic structures for no ni and keredo and the tense relationships will be 



summarized as in (30). 

(30) a. Structure of no ni Sentences 

[ {SI tense2 
S 

no ni} S2] tense I 
S 

b. Structure of keredo Sentences 

[ SI tensel] keredo [ S2 tense I ] 
S S S S 

tense I = dominant tense, 
tense2= contained tEnse 

3.2.3. Comments 
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In section 3.1. we saw that the problem of time assignment in complex 

sentences involves two issues: (i) different types of complex sentences may show 

different time relationships. (ii) even complex sentences of the same type may assign 

different time relationships. In this section, we examine how the previous analyses 

dealt with these problems. We also consider the advantage or disadvantage of these 

analyses. 

Basically, both Inoue and Kitagawa (and A & K) reduced the time (tense) 

assignments and the sentence structures of complex sentences into one (Inoue) or two 

(Kitagawa) simple relationships. Inoue did not specify the types of complex sentences, 

but provided examples from various complex sentences such as toki, no ni, no de, 

keredo, etc. Kitagawa, on the other hand focused on no ni and keredo sentences (and 

equivalently [according to Kitagawa, and A & Ie] no de and kara sentences). 

Inoue showed the existence of different time (and aspect) relationships between 

[-state] predicates and [+state] predicates in subordinate clauses. To prove this point, 

she attempted to differentiate the time relationships of the same sentence type. 

However, she generalized the time (reference to the speech act) in all complex 

sentences as the one in the main sentences. The tense form in the subordinate clause, 
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therefore. indicates relative time between the event or state of the subordinate clause 

and the main clause. The results of her analysis for all complex sentences. simply 

put. is equivalent to the no ni analysis in Kitagawa (and A & K). (The structure of no 

ni sentences is shown in (30». Thus. Inoue's and Kitagawa's analyses differ from one 

other. 

The work of Kitagawa. and A & Ie contributed by distinguishing the time 

assignments of different types of complex sentences. However. their analysis does not 

consider the predicate types of the subordinate clauses. In fact. their evidence is 

limited to sentences with a verb-te-i-tense-form. This is a tense form which is 

preceded by an aspectual form te-i "progressive." "stative." or "completion." etc. 

Because their evidence is limited. their syntactic structures cannot be a generalization 

of no ni and keredo (which will be shown in our analysis. section 2.3.5.) 

A verb indicating an instant action can change to one indicating a durational 

action by the addition of an aspectual form. For example. nagut-te-i-ru 'hit-prog-(r)u' 

in Kitagawa's example (22) is a durational action. while nagu-ru 'hit-(r)u' (which is 

without an aspectual form) is an instant action. Therefore. tempOIal phenomena 

which are affected by the predicate type vary with the aspectual form te-i. The 

aspectual form te-i with a progressive meaning always connects an antecedent and a 

consequent to the same time. When one of the dauses takes a predicate with an 

aspectual te-i 'progressive'. both clauses arc temporally rcI'Ii.p.o by ihe pregressive; thm; 

two actions and/or states result to be the same in time. Therefore. temporal 

phenomena and aspectual phenomena should be analyzed separately. Consequently. 

their syntactic structures based on aspectual interpretations are not adequate for 

temporal interpretation. 

In summary. neither Inoue's nor Kitagawa's (nor A & K) analyses are 

complete. In Inoue. the time of all complex sentences is generalized as being the time 
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in the main clause. In Kitagawa (and A & K) predicate types are not considered for 

time (tense) assignments. Consequently. previous linguists have not solved completely 

the problems of time assignment raised in section 3.1. although their approaches have 

contributed to the analysis of time assignments for complex sentences. 
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3.3. An Alternative Analysis of Complex Sentences 

The approach advocated here attempts to solve the problems previously stated. 

The analysis is meant to establish temporal assignment:> for composing well-formed 

complex sentences. In section 3.3.1, we discuss the properties required in composing 

complex sentences and their time assignments. Then. based on these properties. we 

establish the "function" and "value" relations for the temporal interpretations in section 

3.3.2. In section 3.3.3, a hypothesis for time assignments in complex sentences will be 

proposed. The hypothesis will be supported by analyzing each complex sentence in 

3.3.4 (told), in 3.3.5 (no ni and kered0 and in 3.3.6 (no ni-purpose). 

3.3.1. Properties 

We have discussed the problems in complex sentences and in previous anal-

yses in the previous sections. We saw in Inoue's analysis that she distinguished the 

predicate types: statives and non-statives. This is considered to be one of the essential 

elements for temporal interpretations. Kitagawa and A & Ie established two types of 

syntactic structures, depending on whether the syntactic structure requires contained 

tense or dominant tense in the antecedent; contained tense is subordinate to dominani 

tense. We consider that these two types of temporal interpretations are important. 

In addition to the above features. we consider that the relationships between 

tense forms «r)u and ta) and their meanings (which We have established for simple 

sentences as well as for consequent clauses in (5)) are essential. We saw that the (r)u. 

form indicates non-past (present and future). and the ta form indicate past in simple 

sentences as well as in consequent clauses. 13 

13. We do not include an aspectual form (such as te-i 'perfect. progressive. 
etc.') with a tense form. As we mentioned in Chapter I. we will limit our analysis to 
the temporal properties of (r)u and ta forms. The relationships between aspectual 
forms and tense forms is a topic for further research. 
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Lastly. the connector for complex sentences may require some temporal 

restrictions. Inoue noticed that told sentences and no ni sentences take different time 

relationships in their antecedents. For example. told sentences require the time 

relationships of the antecedent and the consequent either to be successive or to be 

overlapping. We mentioned that complex sentences of the same type may have 

different time relationships. No ni-purpose sentences require a non-stative predicate in 

the antecedent. since the purpose is closely related to the conduct. 

Therefore. the above four properties are required for the time assignment of 

complex sentences. We will summarize these four properties below. 

(i) the predicate type 
(ii) a set of rules for tense forms (r)u and ta 
(iii) whether the antecedent is (a) relative to time 

of the consequent. or (b) relative to the speech act to. 
(iv) the special requirements imposed by a connector. 

We assume that the above four elements are essential and interelated to each 

other in composing sentence structures and assigning time relationships far complex 

sentences. 

In applying these properties in compositions. properties other than the fourth 

(the special requirements imposed by a connector) will be assigned in a basic 

composition to establish time assignments for complex sentences. The special 

requirements. if necessary. restrict the time assignments of a basic composition. 

3.3.2. Basic Composition of Time Assignment 

In natural language. a tenseless sentence (~) will be assigned a set of worlds as 

in (31). 

(31) ~ E (2)w 

w= set of worlds. 

In (31). lOW represents a set of possible s(ates of affairs relative to which compatible 

combinations of noun phrases and verb phrases can be evaluated." (Oehrle: 1986. for 
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more details see p. 29-30). 1. is the Boolean algebra of truth values. 

In composing a sentence. the value of a time has to be assigned to the above 

tenseless sentence. (We will not discuss the set of worlds here). We will show in (32) 

how the (r)u and ta tense forms are assigned functions and values in (a) simple 

sentences and (b) consequent clauses of complex sentences. the time of which are 

relative to the speech act. 

(32) 
function value 

I-(a) (r)u(to• S t t) = (-]t.> to)(S(t.» - +s a 1- 1 

(b) (r)u(to• S -stat) = (-]t?to)(S(ti» 

II ta(to.S) = (-]t.<1o)(S(t.» 
- 1 1 

+state= stative predicate. 
-state=: non-stative predicate. 
to= speech time. S=: sentence. 
ti= set of possible values for temporally independent clauses 

The left side of I-(a) indicates the function of the (r)u tense form with a 

stative predicate. while I-(b) indicates (r)u with a non-stative predicate. The value (on 

the right side) which is given the time (ti) indicates that the time (ti) is equal to or 

after the speech time for a sentence with a stative predicate (I-a). and that the time is 

after the speech time for a sentence with a non-stative predicate (I-b). 

We will assign the sentences in (33) according to their function and value in 

(32); the tense formJ. «r)u) in ooIci-i in (33-a) follows a stative predicate (ooki 'big'); 

therefore the temporal value for this sentence is ti~..to (equal to the speech time or 

after); in (33-b) where the predicate (tate-ru) is non-stative. the value is tj>to; in (33-c) 

where the tense form is tao the value is ti<to. 



(33) a. Uchi wa ooki-i. 
house top big-(r)u 

'The house is big.' 

b. Uchi 0 tate-ru. 
acc build-(r)u 

'(We) will build a house.' 

c. Uchi 0 tate-tao 

'(We) built a house.' 
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Some antecedent clauses, which will be called temporally independent clauses, 

are construed relative to the time of the speech act. Their function and value 

relationships are as in (32). Other antecedent clauses, which will be called temporally 

dependent clauses, are interpreted relative to time of the consequent. We will indicate 

the function and value relationships for temporally dependent clauses as in (34). In a 

temporally dependent clause, the time relative to the consequent is indicated as ti (set 

of possible values for temporally independent clause). Therefore, the value of the (r)u 

form in a temporally dependent clause is that the time td (set of possible values for 

temporally dependent chiuses) is equal to or after the time ti' which is shown as t&:..ti 

(in 34-1). The value of the ta form in a temporally dependent clause, in which the 

time td is prior to the time ti' is shown as td<ti (in 34-11). 

(34) 
function value 

(r)u(ti' S) == (-Jtd> ti)(S(td» 

II ta(ti' S) == (-Jtd<ti)(S(td» 

ti== set of possible values for temporally 
independent clauses, td'" set of possible 
values for temporally dependent clauses 

For example, in sentence (35-a), the tense form ~ ((r)u) in the antecedent iIc-u 

applies to function (34-1), the temporal value of the ~ is the same as (or after) that of 

the ta in the consequent it-tao In sentence (35-b), the tense form ta in the antecedent 
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it-ta applies to function (33-11); the value of the !~ is before the time of the value of 

the ta in the consequent tazune-ta. (We presume here that told sentences take a 

temporally dependent clause.) 

(35) a. San furanshisuko e ik-u told. 
San Francisco to go-(r)u told 

kuruma de it-tao 
car by go-ta 

'When (1) went to San Francisco (on my trip to 
San Francisco). (I) went by car.' 

b. San furanshisuko e it-ta told. 
go-ta 

Sumi.:m·"san no llchi 0 tazune-ta. 
Mr. Smith poss house acc visit-ta 

'When (I) went to San Francisco, (I) visited lVIr. Smith's house.' 

Furthermore, the values of temporally dependent clauses can be indicated by 

time relative to the speech act by combining (33) and (32). For example. when a 

temporally dependent clause is a (r)u form and a temporally indeper:.dent clause (the 

consequent) is a ta form. the value of a temporally dependent clause (td~ti) can be 

indicated as td>tido• since the value of a ta form in a temporally independent clause is 

ti<to (as in (32-11)). 

An example of the (r)u form with a value td>tido is in the antecedent clause 

ik-u in (35-a) above. Therefore. tense forms (r)u and ta can be precisely assigned 

their temporal values on the same norm for simple sentences. and temporally 

independent clauses and temporally dependent clauses in complex clauses. 

3.3.3. Hypothesis 

We can predid which complex sentence types take which complex sentence 

structure. When the time relationship between the antecedent and the consequent is 

necessarily restricted. the antecedent tends to be a temporally dependent clause; in 
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other words, the time in the antecedent is restricted by the consequent. For example, 

told sentences which require a restricted time relationship between two clauses, and 

purpose sentences (no ni-purpose, for example) which require a purpose-pursuit in a 

certain time relation, are predicted to take a dependent antecedent clause. On the 

other hand, !!.c.? ni and keredo sentences, in which "although" does not restrict the time 

relationship between the antecedent and the consequent do not take a temporally 

dependent clause. 

We hypothesize that the temporal assignments will be either (36-a) or (36-b) for 

complex sentences. Time Assignment I (36-a) is for the structures in which the 

antecedent takes a temporally independent clause. Time Assignment II (36-b) is for 

structures in which the antecedent takes a temporally dependent clause. The 

structures for Time Assignment I and Time Assignment II are comparable to the 

syntactic structures of keredo sentences in (30-b) and the syntactic structures of no ni 

sentences in (30-a), respectively, by A &. K. The difference between our structures 

and theirs is that tense forms (r)u and ta in time 1 and time 2 in (36) are assigned 

values, while A &. K do not specify their values for dominant tense and contained 

tense. (In addition to the basic difference between us, that is, ours are the structures 

for temporal interpretations, while theirs are the syntactic structures.) 

(36) 
(a) Time Assignment I 

[ {A time I} connector {C time I} ] 
s S 

S=: sentence, A"" antecedent clause, 
C:.:: consequent clause, 
time l~ (32-I-a), (32-I-b), or (32-11) 

(b) Time Assignment II 

[ {A time2 connector C} timel] 
S S 

time2"" (34-1) or (34-11) 
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We will provide examples of possible combinations with a dependent clause in. 

which predicates are stative in both an ieee dent and consequent. Therefore. the 

structure is (36-b) above. and timel is (32-I-a) for the (r)u form. (32-11) for the ta form 

and time2 is (34-1) for the (r)u form. (34-11) for the ta form. 

(37) Examples of Possible Time Combinations 

Dependent clause. 
Statives in antecedent and consequent 

combination antecedent consequent 
(A-C) 

(a) (r)u-(r)u td~ti~to ti~to 

(b) (r)u-ta td;;:::ti<to ti<to 

(c) ta-(r)u td<ti;;:::to ti;;:::to 

(d) ta-ta td<ti<to ti<to 

A= antecedent. C= consequent. 
other notations; see in (32). (34) and (36) 

The fourth property. the special requirements imposed by a connector. applies 

to Time Assignment II. (We presumed that complex sentences in which the t~mporal 

relationship between the antecedent and the consequent is restricted take a temporally 

dependent clause in the antecedent; thus they take Time Assignment II.) We will apply 

the property to told and no ni-purpose sentences in the following discl1.ssion. 

In told sentences. the temporal relationships between the antecedent and the 

consequent are either overlapping or successive. that is. they never take such different 

times that the antecedent is past and the consequent is present. We formulate 

temporal relat.ionships T(A)= T(C). where T is time. A is the antecedent clause and C is 

the consequent clause. (We should note that T(A)= T(C) does not mean that the time of 

the antecedent or the consequent cannot be prior to or after each other.) 

In no ni-purpose sentences. the antecedent is either temporally equal to or 

after the consequent. Therefore. the temporal relationship is formulated as T(A)~T(C). 
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Applying to above rules for told and no ni to (37) above. the values for the 

antecedent are modified as in (38). 

(38) Modified Values for Antecedent 

Told 

(a) (r)u-(r)u same as in (37) 

(b) (r)u-ta to<td~ti<to 

(c) ta-(r)u to:::;;;td<ti~to 

(d) ta-ta same as in (37) 

No ni-purpose 

(a) (r)u-(r)u same as in (37) 

(b) (r)u-ta same as in (37) 

(c) ta-(r)u no relationship 

(d) ta-ta no relationship 

notations are in (37) 

3.3.4. Told Sentences 

In this section. we test whether told sentences support the hypothesis 

established in section 3.3.3. 

We predicted that told sentences would take a temporally dependent clause for 

the antecedent. which means that the time (relative to the speech act) in the antecedent 

is determined by the tense form in the consequent. and the tense form In the 

antecedent indicates time relative to the consequent. since. as we showed in the 

previous section. the antecedent and the consequent are temporally limited. 

As we mentioned. told sentences take two types of time relationships between 

the antecedent and the consequent. They are (a) the succession relation and (b) the 

overlap relation. We will examine the time relationships in succession relation and 

overlap relation in that order. 
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3.3.4.1. Succession Relation. The succession relation applies only to non-

stative predicates in both antecedent and consequent. If one or both predicate(s) is 

(are) stative. there will be an overlap relation as in illustration (39-b-i). but there will 

not he a succession relation as in illustration (39-b-ii). This phenomenon can be 

explained by noting that the stative predicate holds for an indefinite period. and the 

times of the two predkates cannot be different from each other by virtue of told; 

consequently both times naturally overlap. The following (39-b-i) is an example to be 

interpreted as an overlap relation; it cannot be interpreted as a succession relation 

(39-b-ii). The predicates in example (39-a) are stative in the antecedent and non-

stative in the consequent. 

(39) a. Kanashi-i told. nak-u. 

b. 

sad-(r)u told cry-(r)u 

'When(ever) (I) am sad. (I) cry.' 

i. ---> A 
o C 

A C 
'~ii. --->0 

"--->" represents the temporal interval. 
"0" represents correspondence to a stative 
predicate. A= antecedent clause. 
C= consequent clause 

As a result. a succession relation is a combination of non-stative predicates. 

The relation is either (a) the antecedent is prior to the consequent. or (b) the 

consequent is prior to the antecedent. When the antecedent is prior to the consequent. 

it is expected that the antecedent takes a ta form. but not a (r)u form. since the tense 

form in the antecedent is supposed to show the time relative to the consequent. When 

the consequent is prior to the antecedent. it is expected that the antecedent takes a (r)u 

form. but not a ta form. We will illustrate this in (40). 
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(40) Succession Relation 

AC 
(a) 00 -> A= ta (A/= (r)u) 

CA 
(b) 00 -> A= (r)u (AI: ta) 

In order to support this prediction. we will provide examples for (40-a) and 

(40-b) as in (41-a) and (41-b). respectively. 

(41) a. Kondo nihon e kaet-ta told. 
next-time Japan to return-ta told 

Yamashita-san 0 tazunE'-ru. 
Mr. Yamashita acc visit-ta 

'Next time (I) return to Japan. (I) will 
visit Mr. Yamashita.' 

b. Asu hon 0 yom-u told. 
~:yon-da 

tomorrow book acc read-(r)l!. told 

toshokan e ilc-u. 
library to go-(r)u 

'Tomorrow (I) will go to the library. when 
(I) read books.' 

When the antecedent is prior to the consequent. the tense form in the 

antecedent is ta but not (r)u. as in example (41-a). and when the consequent is prior to 

the antecedent. the tense form in the antecedent is (r)u but not tat as in example 

(41-b). 

3.3.4.2. Overlap Relation. Unlike the succession rel~tion. stative as well as 

non-stative predicates can occur in an overlap relation. The overlap relation between 

the antecedent and the consequent will be (i) more or less simultaneous. or (ii) partially 

overlapping. We will examine first the case of simultaneous relation. In this relation. 

the antecedent is expected to take a (r)u form. but not a ta form. The relation will be 

shown in (42). 



(42) Simultaneous Overlap Relation 

(a) ---> A or C 
o C A 

(b) ---> A 
---> C 

(c) 0 A 
o C 

-> A= (r)u (Afo ta) 
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Examples for (42-a). (42-b) and (42-c) are in (43-a). (43-b) and (43-c). 

respectively.14 

(43) a. Kinoo atsu-i told nit puuru de oyoi-da. 
yesterday hot-(r)u told (swimming)-pool in swim-ta 

'Yesterday (I) swam in a swimming pool. when it was hot.' 

b. Kesa tenki ga waru-i told. atama ga 
this-morning weather poss bad-(r)u told head nom 

ita-katta. 
ache-ta 

This morning (I) had a headache. when it was a bad weather.' 

c. Kono basu ni nor-u told. okane 0 hara-u. 
this bus in ride-(r)u told money acc pay-(r)u 

'At the time when (we) get on this bus. (we) will pay money.' 

In example (43-c). not-ta 'ride-ta' would be ill-formed for an overlap relation. but it is 

well-formed if the interpretation is that "(we) pay money after (we) get on a bus". 

which is a succession relation. 

In addition to the simultaneous overlap relations in (42) there are partial 

overlap relations. Since a stative predicate acts for an indefinite period. there are 

situations where overlap relations are not simultaneous. If the time of the antecedent 

is prior to. and overlapping with the time of the consequent. then the tense form ta 

14. Without a time adverb and/or some specific words. simultaneous relations tend to 
be interpreted as generic or habitual. 
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can be used for the antecedent. (If the time of the antecedent is after. and 

overlapping with the time of the consequent. then the tense form is (r)u which is the 

same as the one used for simultaneity). Examples (44-a) and (44-b) will be shown 

with their illustrations (45-a) and (45-b). respectively. They are both stative in the 

antecedent. If the antecedent is non-stative. the sentence is considered to be either a 

simultaneous or a successive relation. 

(44) a. Atsu-katta tokio puuru de oyoi-da. 
(cf. 43-a) 

'Wht:n it was hot. (I) swam in a swimming pool.' 

b. Tenlci ga waru-katta tokio ~t~m~ g~ ita-katta. 
-- (cf. 43-b) 

'When the weather was bad. (I) had a headache.' 

(45) a. Atsu-katta toki 

---> A 
o C 

b. Waru-katta told 

---> or ---> A 15 

-> -> c 

We need an explanation for the combination ta-(r)u. If the predicates in both 

antecedent and consequent are stative. then the antecedent cannot be a ta form. Since 

a stative predicate is usually compatible with present. the antecedent cannot be prior 

to the the consequent which is present. The explanation of this phenomenon is that 

since told sentences take the temporal relation T(A)= T(C) as we mentioned. sentences 

such as example (46-b) violate the told temporal relation. If the predicate in the 

antecedent is stative and in the consequent is non-stative. then it is well-formed. 

especially with a word such as moshi 'if'. as shown in exarr,ple (46-a). 

IS. The illustrations do not indicate the exact situations. The point is that 
the time of the antecedent i.:. prior to the time of the consequent. yet the antecedent 
and the consequent overlap.':' 



(46) a. Moshi atsu-katta told (wa). pooru de oyog_u. 1G 

if -- -

'When it happens to be hot. (I) will swim in 
a swimming pool.' 

b. '~Tenki ga waru-katta told wa. atama ga ita-i. 
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3.3.4.3. Summary. We will summarize succession relation and overlap 

relation in (47). 

(47) 
antecedent form 
(r)u ta 

1 Succession 1 (a) A-C 1 .,' 1 1 
1 Relation 1-----------1----------1--------1 
1 1 (b) C-A 1 1 * 1 
1-------------------------1----------1--------1 
1 Overlap 1 (a) A<C 1 ':: 1 1 
1 Relation 1-----------1----------1--------1 
1 1 (b) other 1 1 * 1 

A= antecedent. C= consequent. 
A<C= time of A is prior to time of C. 
In succession relation. A.C-P +stat 

The above chart shows regularity: the (r)u form in the antecedent indicates 

that the time of the antecedent is either equal to or after the consequent (succession 

relation (b) and overlap relation (b)). and the ta form indicates that the time of the 

antecedent is prior to the consequent (succession relation (a) and overlap relation (a)). 

Therefore. although told sentences require special time relationships between two 

clauses. the time relationships are consistent with the one for the temporally dependent 

clause established in (32). As a result. told sentences will be (36-b) grouped with 

Time Assignment II. 

16. Instead of told sentences. it is somewhat more natural to use conditional sentences 

for future. 
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We do need explanations for some uses of !old sentences which seem to be 

irregular with respect to the time relationship (47-a). There are told sentences with 

(r)u-(r)u and (r)u-ta combinations. the interpretation of wh:ch is the succession relation 

(56-a); therefore the antecedent should be a ta form. This will be explained as 

follows: When the (r)u form is used in the antecedent for a succession relation (47-a). 

the sentence will be interpreted as habitual. eternal or repetitive. Therefore. sentences 

with the (r)u-(r)u (as well as (r)u-ta) combination will be natural with adverbs such as 

itsumo 'always'. On the other hand. sentences with the ta-(r)u combination are 

compatible with adverbs such as moshi 'if'. since they indicate a future possibility. 

Examples with these adverbs are provided in (48-a) and (48-b). 

(48) a. Itsumo akanboo ga nak-u told (wa). 
always baby nom cry-(r)u told (top) 

miruku 0 yar-u. 
milk ace give-(r)u 

'Whenever the baby cries. (I) feed him mille' 

b. Moshi akanboo ga nai-ta told (wa). miruku 0 yar-u. rr- -
'When the baby happens to cry. (I) will feed him mille' 
or 'If the baby cries (happened to cry). I would feed him mille' 

Itsumo 'always' can be compatible with the ta form in the antecedent, therefore. 

sentences with a ta form in the antecedent can 'Je habitual or eternal. but moshi 'if' 

cannot be compatible with a (r)u form in the antecedent. as shown in (49). 

(49) :::??Moshi akanboo ga nak-u told (wa). miruku 0 yar-u. 
-- - (cf. 48-a) 

Therefore. (r)u-(r)u and i!:.)u-ta combinations with a succession relation do not 

violate the time relationship (47-a). 

We explained in footnote (8) that stative predicates ar-u 'be' and ir-u 'be' 

show different phenomena depending on their arguments. We will provide an 

example in (50) to show that told sentences with ar-u can take a succession relation. 
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which is not the case for other stative predicates. 

(50) Shiken ga ar-u told. benkyoo su-ru. 
exam nom be-(r)u told study do-(r)u 

'When(ever) there is an exam. (I) will study.' 

In the above sentence. we understand that "(I) will study before the exam". which is 

not considered to be an overlap relation. (Assuming it is not an open-book exam!) 

From the discussion of told sentences, we will conclude that the hypothesis 

(36) and the time assignments in (32) and (43) have been supported. 
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3.3.5. No ni and Keredo Sentences 

In this section. we will assign the syntactic structures and temporal interpretations 

to no ni and keredo sentences. both of which are used for "contrast." (No ni-purpose 

sentences will be analyzed in section 3.3.6.) 

We have seen that Kitagawa and A & K assigned structures to no ni and !ceredo 

sentences as in (3D-a) and (3D-b). Their structure (3D-a) for no ni sentences is comparable 

to Time Assignment II. in which the time in the antecedent is relative to the consequent. 

Their structure (3D-b) for keredo sentences is comparable to Time Assignment I. in which 

the time in the antecedent is relative to the speech time. The following discussion argues 

that both no ni and keredo sentences take Time Assignment I. 

Sentences with non-stative predicates and sentences with stative predicates in the 

antecedents will be analyzed in that order. 

3.3.5.1. Non-stative Predicate. In the following combinations of time 

relationships. sentences with both no ni and keredo are well-formed. 

(5 I) a. Hana!co wa tomodachi ga lcu-ru no ni/keredo. 
Hanako friend nom come-(r)u no ni/keredo 

ryokoo ni dekake-ru. 
trip for go-our-(r)u 

'Although her friends are coming. Hanako will go for a trip.' 

b. Hanako wa tomodachi ga ku-ru no nijkeredo. 
ryokoo ni dekalce-ta. -

'Although her friends are coming. Hanako went for a trip.' 

c. Hanako wa tomodachi ga ki-ta no ni/keredo. 
ryokoo ni dekake-ru. -

'Although her friends came. Hanako will go for a trip.' 
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d. Hanako wa tomodachi ga ki-ta no ni/keredo. 
ryokoo ni dekake-ta. -

'Although her friends came. Hanako went for a trip.' 

In the above examples. if sentences with no ni and keredo t3.ke Time Assignment 

II. then we expect that the (r)u form in the antecedent in (51-b) will be compatible with 

past. since the tense form in the consequent is a ta form. We also expect that the ta 

form in the antecedent in (51-c) will be compatible with non-past. since the tense form in 

the consequent is a (r)u form. However. the (r)u form in (5 I -b) is interpreted as non-

past. and the ta form in (51-c) is interpreted as past. In addition. in example (a). the 

antecedent "her friend is coming" can be prior to. equal to. or after the consequent 

"Hanako will go for a trip." In example (d). the antecedent will usually be interpreted as 

prior to the consequent; however. in some situations. such as (52). it can be equal to or 

after the consequent. 

(52) Hanako wa tomodachi ga sekkaku ki-ta no ni. sore 0 

Hanako friend nom all-over come-ta no ni that acc 

shira-na-katta no de. ryokoo ni dekake-ta. 
know-neg-ta no de trip for go-out-ta 

'Although her friends came all the way over. 
since Hanako didn't know it. she went out/had 
gone for a trip.' 

The above discussion shows that both no ni and keredo sentences with a non-

stative predicate in the antecedent take Time Assignment I. 

3.3.5.2. Stative Predicate. First of all. we will provide the following 

combinations of time relationships with a stative predicate in the antecedent in order to 

see their temporal relations. 

(53) a. Chika-i no ni/keredo. kuruma de ik-u. 
near-(r)u no ni/keredo car by go-(r)u-

'Although it is near. (we) will go by car.' 



b. Chika-i no ni/keredo. kuruma de it-tao 

'Althou.gh it is/was near. (we) went by car.' 

c. ~!??Chika-katta no ni/keredo. kuruma de ik-u. 

~!??'Although it was near. (we) will go by car.' 

d. Chika-!~~!ta no ni/keredo. kuruma de it-tao 

'Although it was near. (we) went by car.' 
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If we predict that no ni and keredo sentences with a stative predicate in the 

antecedent take Time Assignment II. then the tense form (r)u (i in the above sentence) in 

(53-b) will be compatible with past. since the tense form in the consequent is the t~ 

form. Also. the ta form (katta in the above sentence) in (53-c) will be compatible with 

non-past. since the tense form in the consequent is the (r)u form. In the following 

discussion. however. we will show that this assumption is not correct and consequently 

no ni and keredo sentences with a stative predicate in the antecedent take Time 

Assignment I as do as the sentences with a non-stative predicate. 

First of all. ill-formed sentence (53-c) is a result of the fact that the antecedent is 

compatible with past but the consequent is non-past. The past fact "it was near" does 

not directly relate to the future conduct "(we) will go by a car." However. the following 

sentence is well-formed. since the time of the antecedent (which is past) does not need to 

relate to the consequent (which is present). 

(54) Kodoma no told Wa genki dat-ta no ni/keredo. 
child pass time top healthy be-ta no ni/leeredo 

ima wa byooki-gachi da. 
now top poor-health be-(r)u. 

'Although in (my) childhood (I) was healthy. 
(I) am in poor health these days.' 

The second point is the interpretation of example (53-b). The antecedent can be 

interpreted as being the same time as the consequent. which is P:lst. In this point. the 

tense form looks like it is indicating a time relative to the consequent. However. the 



., 
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antecedent can also be interpreted as non-past. which violates the time relationship of 

Time Assignment II. We will examine more examples of the combination (r)u-ta. 

Inoue provides no de and kara examples (as in (55-a) and (55-b). respectively) 

with a stative in the antecedent for a (r)u-ta combination. and explains that the 

antecedent is incompatible with a time adverb of past meaning. (Without a time adverb. 

these sentences are well-formed). 

(55) a. ::Xinoo no gozen-chuu ni okane ga 
yesterday poss during-morning in money nom 

ir-u no de. o-too-san ni denwa 
be-necessary-(r)u .!!£ de father to telephone 

shi-ta. 
do-ta 

'Since (I) needed money yesterday morning. 
(I) called (my) father.' 

b. q(ono yakusho wa kinoo isogashi-i karat 
this city-office top yesterday busy-(r)u kara 

arubaito 0 yatot-ta. 
part-timer acc hire-ta 

'Since this city office was busy yesterday. 
(we) hired part-timers.' 

(p. 175) 

Although Inoue's examples are no de and kara sentences. the same thing can be 

stated for no ni and keredo sentences. In the following examples. (56-a) without a time 

adverb for past meaning is well-formed. but (56-b) with a time adverb for past meaning 

is ill-formed. 

(56) a. TarGo wa atama ga i-i no ni/keredo. 
Taro top head nom good-(r)u no ni/keredo 

benkyoo shi-na-katta. 
study do-neg-ta 

'Taro is/was smart. but he didn't study.' 



b. ::Taroo wa kodomo no told atama ga i-i 
in his childhood -

no ni/keredo. benkyoo shi-na-katt2..' 

'Taroo was smart in his childhood. but he 
didn't study.' 
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The time adverbs itsumo 'always' and kono ni-san nichi 'these (past) few days' 

are compatible with a (r)u-ta combination. as in examples under (57). 

(57) a. Yamashita-san wa itsumo yasashi-i no nit 
Yamashita-Mr. top always kind-(r)u no ni 

kinoo wa tsumeta-katta. 
yesterday top cold-ta 

'Mr. Yamashita is always kind. but he was 
cold yesterday.' 

b. Taroo wa kono ni-san-nichi byooki da/na 
Taro top these few-days sick be-$6 

no nit paatii e it-tao 
no ni party to go-ta 

'Although Taroo has been sick these (past) 
few days. he went to the party.' 

We can conclude now that the 'tense form (r)u in a (r)u-ta combination for no ni 

and keredo sentences indicates time relative not to the consequent. but to the speech act. 

Unlike non-stative predicates. stative predicates with a (r)u form usually indicate present 

(rather than future) states. In addition. since stative predicates hold for indefinite 

periods. the (r)u form can be interpreted as past. However. as showed above. they are 

incompatible with time adverbs of past meaning. Also. the (r)u form in a (r)u-ta 

combination ::an indicate eternal or habitual meaning. as in example (57-a) with itsumo 

'always'. 

In summary. no ni and keredo sentences take Time Assignment I. in which each 

clause is assigned time relative to the speech time. This analysis has shown that 

Kitngawa and A & !C's syntactic structures for no ni and leered!? are incorrect. (In their 
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treatment the antecedent for no ni is assigned time relative to the consequent, and the one 

for keredo is assigned time relative to the speech time.) No ni and keredo sentences are 

not always the same in their uses (which we will not discuss here17
). although their time 

assignments are the same. 

3.3.6. No ni-purpose Sentences 

We predicted that no ni-·purpose sentences will take Time Assignment II. since 

purpose sentences require a restricted time relationship between the antecedent and the 

consequent. The purpose of this section is to provide the evidence for this prediction. 

Before we proceed to the discussion. the predicate types for !!£ ni-purpose should 

be mentioned. Because of the "in order to ... " property of no ni-purpose sentences. the 

antecedent should be some kind of event; no ni-purpose sentences are incompatible with 

stative predicates in the antecedent. 13 The following example with a stative predicate is 

interpreted as no ni-absolute opposition (i). but not no ni-purpose (ii). 

(58) Atatakai-i no nit sutoobu 0 ire-ru. 
warm-(r)u no ni stove acc install 

(i) 'Although it is warm (here). (we) will 
install a stove.' 

(ii) '::'!n order to make it warm (here). (we) will 
install a stove. '19 

17. cf: footnote (2). 

18. ir-u and ar-u 'be' predicates are exceptional. The irregularity of 'be' statives was 
mentioned in footnote (8). no ni-purpose sentences are incompatible with a stative predicate in 
the consequent. too. 

19. This English interpretation is equivalent to the following Japanese sentence. 

Atatakaku su-ru no nit sutoobu 0 ire-ru. 
warm do-(r)u no ni stove acc install-(r)u 
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If no ni-purpose sentences take Time Assignment I. then the tense form ~a should 

be compatible with past meaning and the tense form (r)u should be compatible with non-

past meaning. However. example (59-b) with a (r)u form in the aritecedent can be 

compatible with past meaning (as well as non-past meaning). but example (59-a) with a ~ 

form in the antecedent is ill-formed. 

(59) a. ~'Paatii e it-ta no nit doresu 0 kat-tao 
party io gO-ia no ni dress acc buy-ta 

'In order to go to the party. (I) bought a dress.' 

b. Paatii e ik-u no nit doresu 0 kat-tao 

'In order to go to the party. (I) bought a dress.' 

If no ni-purpose sentences take Time Assignment II. then the ta form in the 

antecedent indicates time in reference to the consequent. that is. the antecedent is prior to 

the consequent. However. in purpose sentences. the antecedent is a purpose argument 

and the consequent is the conduct required in order to pursue the purpose. As a result. 

the consequent is always prior to the antecedent. We will provide an ill-formed sentence 

with the ta-(r)u combination. 

(60) :::Paatii e it-ta no nit doresu 0 ka-u. 

':::In order to go to a party. (I) will buy a dress.' 

A combination of (r)~-(r)u is compatible with no ni-purpose sentences. as in (61). 

(61) Paatii e iIc-u no ni, doresu 0 ka-u. 

'In order to go to a party. (I) will buy a dress.' 

In the above sentence. the time of the antecedent is always after the time of the 

consequent. 

We conclude that no ni-purpose sentences take Time Assignment II. The first 

evidence is that no ni-purpose sentences. in which the time of the antecedent cannot be 

prior to the time of the consequent. are compatible with combinations of (r)u-(r)u and 

(r)u-ta. but incompatible with combinations of ta-(r)u and ta-ta. The other evideiice is 
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that the (r)u tense form in the combination (r)u-ta indicates that the time of the 

antecedent is after the time of the consequent (and no ni-purpose is only compatible with 

a non-stative predicate). so that the (r)u tense form's time is relative to the consequent. 

3.3.7. Summary 

We hypothesized that the temporal assignments for complex sentences will be 

either (36-a.) or (36-b) repeated as (62-a) and (62-b). respectively. 

(62) 
(a) Time Assignment I 

[ {A timel} 
S 

connector {C timel} ] 
S 

notations in (36-a) 

(b) Time Assignment II 

[ {A time2 
S 

connector C} time I ] 
S 

notations in (36-b) 

In Time Assignment I and Time Assignment II. the value of "timel" refers to the speech 

act which is assigned in (32). and in Time Assignment II. the value of "time2" refers to 

the consequent which is assigned in (34). 

We summarize the temporal assignments for told. no nit keredo and no ni-purpose 

sentences as in (63).20 

(63) 
(a) Time Assignment I: No nit Keredo 

(b) Time Assignment II: Told. No ni-purpose 

Exceptions: (i) eternal. habitual arid 
repetitive uses. (ii) statives ir-u and ar-l!. 
'be' 

20. We summarize the restrictions of temporal interpretations for Time 
Assignment II by comparing them with those of conditional complex sentences in section 
4.5 in Chapter 4. 
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In orde~ to test the above results, we will apply the above hypothesis to sentences 

with keredo (64-a) and no ni (62-b). 

(64) a. Kono ie wa yasu-katta keredo, 
this house top inexpensive-ta keredo 

sumi-gokochi ga i-i. 
living-condition nom good·-(r)u 

'This house was inexpensive, but it is 
comfortable to live in.' 

b. Nihongo no benkyoo 0 su-ru no ni, 
Japanese poss study acc do-(r)u no ni 

jisho 0 kat-tao 
dictionary acc buy-ta 

'In order to study Japanese, (I) bought a dictionary.' 

In (64-a), since a keredo.sentence is Time Assignment I. "timel" is assigned for both 

antecedent and consequent. In (64-b), a no ni-purpose sentence is Time Assignment II, so 

"time2" is assigned for the antecedent and "time I" is assigned for the consequent. The 

results will be as in (65-a) and (65-b) for (64-a) and (64-b), respectively. 

(65) 
a. stative;. ta keredo stative ;. ru 

h. non-stative;. ru noni-purpose non-stative + ta 

to"" speech time, ti:=: set of possible 
value for temporal:y independent clauses, 
td'" set of possible values for temporally 
dependent clauses 

We have shown that our hypothesis could be applied to representative complex 

sentences, and times for the antecedent and the consequent have been assigned. The 

hypothesis we proposed has been supported by analyzing and testing complex sentences 

with told, no ni, keredo and no ni-purpose types. 
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3.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter we have examined the problems of time assignments for complex 

sentences. The problems are: (i) complex sentences of different types may take different 

time assignments and (ii) complex sentences of t11e same type may take different time 

assignments. 

Previous analyses by Inoue. Kitagawa. and A & K have not solved the problems 

of time assignment. because Inoue's approach did not differentiate among time 

assignments of different types. and Kitagawa and A & Ie did not analyze them in terms 

of appropriate predicates .. 

We have p[oposed a hYP!:lthesis based on a "compositional approach" - assuming 

that the elements essential for time assignments will generate well-formed complex 

sentences. The hypothesis for (a) Time Assignment I and (b) Time Assignment II in (36) 

(repeated in (62) above) was tested for told. no ni. !ceredo and no ni-purpose types. The 

characteristic of these assignments is that the values for time are assigned specifically. 

In addition. the fact that the values are common to time relative to either the speech act 

or the consequent is significant in that the time relationships for simple sentences and 

complex sentences can be coordinated. Time assignments for complex sentences with the 

characteristics noted above have not been done in previous analyses. 

Our alternative approach has not only solved the problems of time assignments 

for complex sentences but it has organized complicated temporal phenomena into simple 

relationships. improving on previous analyses. as shown in 3.3.4. 



CHAPTER 4 

TEMPORAL PROPERTIES AND TRUTH RELATIONSHIP IN CONDITIONALS l 

Introduction 

This chapter is concerned with the relationship between the interpretation of 

"time" and "world of evaluation," on the one hand, and on the other, the morphological 

forms by which contrasting interpretations are distinguished - in particular the 

morphological tense forms (r)u and ta, which occur in both conditional and non-

conditional sentences, and the morphological forms, such as tara, nara, ba and to. 

which serve as markers of "conditionals."2 

We provide exampl.::s of tara, nara, ba and to sentences as follows: 3 

(I) a. Taroo ga ki-ta ra, remon-san e ik-u. 
Taro nom come-tara Mt. Lemmon to go-(r)u 

'When/If Taro comes. (we) will go to Mt. Lemmon.' 

b. Taroo ga ku-ru nara, remon-san e ilc-u. 

'When/If Taro comes, (we) will go to Mt. Lemmon.' 

1. An early version of this chapter was presented at the 1985 Conference on 
Japanese Language and Linguistics. UCLA. and was published in 1985 in the Journal 
of Asian Culture. UCLA. 

2. The definition of conditional is clarified in section 4.1. 

3. The four examples are similar in English translation. Their differences. 
however, will be clarified by the discussion in the following sections. Also. the 
"counterfactual" interpretation shown below is possible. We will discuss the different 
interpretations later in this chapter. 

'If Taro were to come. (we) would go to Mt. Lemmon.' 
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c. Taroo ga kur eba, remon-san e ilc-u. 
6a-

'When/If Taro comes, (we) will go to Mt. Lemmon.' 

d. Taroo ga ku-ru to, remon-san e ik-u. 

'When/If Taro comes, (we) will go to Mt. Lemmon.' 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: In section 4.1 the term 

"conditional" is defined. Next. in section 4.2. the problems of the time system of past, 

present and future are discussed. In order to deal with the issues raised. a model 

which can treat hypothetical sentences and non-hypothetical (and indicative) sentences 

will be established. After reviewing previous analyses in 4.3. in section 4.4, the 

temporal interpretation and truth relation of Japanese conditionals - tara. nara. ba and 

to conditionals - are analyzed and compared by applying the model of section 4.2. 

Furthermore, conditional sentences and complex sentences (other t.han the conditionals 

which were discussed in Chapter 3) are compared in their temporal assignment. 

It will be concluded that ~ conditionals differ from others (tara, bat and to) 

on the points of truth relations and the types of temporal assignments. Tara, ba and 

to conditionals can be distinguished by their time values among themselves. In 

addition, the restrictions for Time Assignment II (which takes a temporally dependent 

antecedent clause) are shown to be shared among sentences with told. tara, ba and to. 

The goal is to assign temporal relationships and truth relations to conditionals is, we 

believe. thus established. 

4.1. Definition of Conditionals 

4.1.1. Material Conditional 

A particularly simple conditional is the material conditional. whose truth-table 

is shown below: 



(2) 
A C S 

(i) T T T 
(ii) T F F 
(iii) F T T 
(iv) F F T 

A:=: antecedent. C= consequent. S"" sentence. 
T = truth. F= falsity 
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According to the above table. a sentence with a true antecedent and a true 

consequent counts as true: a sentence with a true antecedent and a false consequent 

counts as false. and so forth. Therefore. we can calculate the truth or falsity of a 

conditional sentence from the truth or falsity of antecedent and consequent. 

Many philosophers and linguists such as Grice (1975). McCawley (1981). 

Strawson (1952.1971). etc.. have pointed out the difficulties in taking material 

implication as a model for normal language in conditional sentences. McCawley states 

that example (3) below counts as true according to the truth table. (since both the 

antecedent and the consequent are true) but it does not seem pragmatically reasonable. 

(3) If 6 is an even number. then Kathmandu is in Nepal. 
. (McCawley:58) 

However. many well-formed sentences are not pragmatically reasonable. A model for 

normal language differs from a model for conversational language use. as we discussed 

in Chapter 2. 

One of the characteristics of binary truth function connectives is their weak 

restriction. <\ They do not restrict: (i) the relevance of one argument to the other. (ii) 

ine len::;e::; of the arguments nor (iii) pre::;mnptions of irrealis. The grammar can 

stipulate. in a construction involving an antecedent and its consequent. that the 

interpretation of the antecedent is relevant to some property of the consequent without 

4. The advantage of weaker definition is mentioned in Chapter I. Introduction; it also 
will be discussed in section 4.1.3. 
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taking a stand on what counts as relevant to the consequent. Since relevance depends 

on factors beyond the reach of gr8mmaticai analysis. whatever oddity is found within 

has to be treated in some other area. for example. pragmatics. However. truth 

function will be addressed under the basic definition for conditionals in this analysis. 

In judging truth/falsity. there are two methods: (i) the speaker's subjective 

judgement. and (ii) objective judgement - it is true or false no matter who judges it. 

We do not distinguish the two ways of judgement in this analysis. 

4.1.2. Conditionals;!} Other Analyses 

Conditionals are defined by Haiman (1978) and Akatsuka (1985a.b) from the 

linguistic point of view. In this section we discuss Haiman's and Akatsuka's 

definitions in order. (and in the next section we discuss their comments and clarify 

our relevant conditionals in this study). 

Haiman's main theme in his paper is that conditional clauses and topics are 

marked identically in a number of unrelated languages. He relates the characteristics 

of conditionals to those of topics. and defines conditionals as follows: "A conditional 

clause is (perhaps only hypothetically) a part of the knowledge shared by the speaker 

and his listener. As such. it constitutes the framework which has been selected for 

the following discourse." (p. 583) We would like to observe in more detail Haiman's 

analysis of conditionals (but not of topics). 

The conditionals defined by Haiman are not necessarily hypothetical. as we 

see from the above definition. The conclusion in his definition is derived from his 

method of "universal morphology" which is predicated on two assumptions: "The first 

is that superficial similarities of form &re reflections of underlying similarities of 

meaning." "The second is that the morphology of any language will tend to 

undergeneralize."(p. 586) By comparing English and Hua (a Papuan language spoke!} in 

New Guinea). he claims that the category of conditionals is defined by the union of 
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the sets (A U B) which shares the form of the category defined by their intersection, 

as is indicated in diagram (4) below. In the diagram, "A" represents conditionals in 

English, and "B" represents conditionals in Hua; the intersection of the two sets is the 

category of hypothetical conditionals. (A nd according to Haiman, peculiar to "A," but 

no less a conditional. is the counterfactual. Peculiar to "B," but no less a conditional. is 

the given conditional. 5 

(4) 

AnB 

AUB (p. 587) 

Akatsuka (1985a) presupposes that all languages share the same conditionals 

which are equivalent to the English "if A, then C," and she establishes the following 

hypothesis. 

(5) Hypothesis 1: The antecedent of a conditonal must not 
express the speaker's positive 
conviction, 'I know that this is the case.' 

(p. 9) 

Therefore, her definition of conditional is "hypothetical" which differs from 

the one of Haiman. (Akatsuka's conditionals can be identified as "A U B" in Haiman's 

diagram above.) 

Akatsuka's motivation for eliminating non-hypothetical sentences from 

conditionals seems to stem from inadequate judgement of material logic. For example, 

Akatsuka states that material logic cannot distinguish two types of counterfactuals: as 

in example (6-a), that is, "indicative counterfactuals" and as in example (6-b), that is. 

5. The marker of conditional for English is "if," and the markers for Hua are "rna" 
(relative desinence), "mo" (topic particle) and "su" (future auxiliary). The detail is on p. 581. 
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the sets (A U B) which shares the form of the category defined by their intersection, 

as is indicated in diagram (4) below. In the diagram, "A" represents conditionals in 

English, and "B" represents conditionals in Hua; the intersection of the two sets is the 

category of hypothetical conditionals. (And according to Haiman, peculiar to "A," but 

no less a conditional, is the counterfactual. Peculiar to "B," but no less a conditional, is 

the given conditional.s 

(4) 

AnB 
"==--=~ 

AUB (p. 587) 

Akatsuka (1985a) presupposes that all languases share the same conditionals 

which are equivalent to the English "if A. then Co" and she establishes the following 

hypothesis. 

(5) Hypothesis I: The antecedent of a conditonal must not 
express the speaker's positive 
conviction, 'I know that this is the case.' 

(p. 9) 

Therefore, her definition of conditional is "hypothetical" which differs from 

the one of Haiman. (Akatsuka's conditionals can be identified as "A tI B" in Haiman's 

diagram above.) 

Akatsuka's motivation for eliminating non-hypothetical sentences from 

conditionals seems to stem from inadequate judgement of material logic. For example, 

Akatsuka states that material logic cannot distinguish two types of counterfactuals: as 

in example (6-a), that is, "inciiC::ltive cOllnterfactuals" and as in example (6-b), that IS, 

5. The marker of conditional LJr English is "iL" and the markers for Hua are "ma" 
(relative clesinence), "mo" (topic particle) and "suit (future auxiliary). The detail is on p. 581. 



"subjunctive counterfactuals." 

(6) a. If you're the policeman. I'm the king of China. 
(p. 1) 

b. If only I hadn't given her the car key's. this 
accident wouldn't have happened. 

(p. 2) 
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She explains that indicative counterfactuals are considered to be "counterfactuals" in 

material logic. since both the antecedent and the consequent have truth value "F." 

therefore (6-a) as a whole has truth value "T." 

Akatsuka claims that her discourse-bound analysis (based on such pragmatic 

factors as (i) the preceding context. and (ii) the speaker's attitude) can distinguish 

whether or not the sentence can be interpreted as hypothetical. In the following 

Japanese example. she explains that "if the speaker takes for granted that her husband 

will come home. it is a temporal expression (7 -a)." "If she is not absolutely sure that 

he will come home. it is a conditional (7-b)." 

(7) Konya syuzin ga kaet-te ki-ta ra. 
this evening husbar;d ~om return-and come-ta ra 

tazune-mas-yoo. 
ask-formality-hautative 

a. When my husband comes home tonight. I'll ask. 

b. If my husband comes home tonight. I'll ask. 
(p. 6) 

4.1.3. Relevant Conditionals in This Analysis 

In our ani1 1ysis. we use the definition of conditionals by Haiman; conditionals 

can be interpreted as hypothetical (as well as non-hypothetical), and they can be 

indicated by morphological conditional markers. We will first introduce relevant 

conditionals in t.his study. then discuss our choice of definition. 

In Japanese example (8). a sentence with a conditional marker ra can have 

three separate m8anings in English translation: (i) hypothetical (8-a). (ii) counterfactual 



(8-b),6 and (iii) non-hypothetical and non-counterfactual, namely temporal (8-c). 

(8) Okane ga at-ta ra, daigaku ni ik-u. 
money nom be-ta ra college to go-(r)u 

a. 'If (I) have money, (I) will go to college.' 

b. 'If (I) had money, (I) would go to college.' 

c. 'When (I) have money, (I) will go to college.' 
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In the above example, Okane ga at-ta is an antecedent and dai~aku ni ik-u is a 

consequent. The connective ra is a conditional marker. (This conditional with ra 

marker will be called the tara conditional, following traditional terminology.) 

There are three other types of conditional sentences in Japanese which can 

also be treated as hypothetical (as well as the two other interpretations, counterfactual 

and temporal) as in (8): they are sentences with a conditional marker nara, ba or to. 

(Examples were given in (1).) Therefore, we consider four types of sentences with a 

conditional marker as relevant conditionals in this analysis. 

We will now discuss the reasons why we take Haiman's definition of 

conditionals rather than Akatsuka's. Our position is an emprical approach (as 

mentioned in Chapter 1). Wr:. prefer weaker restriction for the universal definition of 

categories, since we are presuming the category in advance. Presuming that all 

languages share the English "if"-hypothetical characteristics may ill serve the 

characteristics of other languages. For example, an element "a" in one language need 

not correspond to exactly some element "a" in each language. Secondly. conditionals 

identified as concrete markers of morphology are much easier to analyze than when 

they are identified as mere bearers of hypothetical meaninr;. It is more productive to 

establish the grammar of languages in simple relationships than it is to analyze a 

single language phenomenon by a discourse, if we can formally explain that 

6. In this example. it is also hypothetical. 
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phenomenon. In order to do so, syntactic functions (such as word order) or 

morphological markers are essential elements in composing a sentence. (We will not 

discuss here the different discourse analyses by Haiman and Akatsuka.) 

In this study conditionals .'1re analyzed formally, excluding those which require 

pragmatic or discourse explanations. Types of conditionals excluded in this analysis 

from the truth-table (2) are as follows; (i) pragmatically unreasonable sentences in 

which both the antecedent and the consequent are true but a whole sentence cannot be 

true (example 3), and (ii) sentences with a consequent which is judged not on the basis 

of its truth, but on the basis of its appropriateness in the world. An example for (iii) 

from Haiman is provided in (9). 

(9) There's food in the fridge, if you are hungry. 
(p. 581) 

In the above sentence, whether or not "you are hungry," "there's food in the fridge." 

The false antecedent (if it is false) won't enter into a determination of whether or not 

the sentence is true. 

In sum, any conditional sentences which require pragmatic information in 

jUdging them are excluded in this analysis. These conditional sentences are left for 

further research. 

4.2. Model of Time and Worlds 

4.2.1. Problems in the Time System of Past, Present and Future 

The time system reference to speech time has been modeled after the linear 

time of past, present and future as shown below: 

(l0) 
present 

past ----------0-----------> future 
to 

to'" speech time 
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The time/worlds of indicatives (as in (11)) and conditionals (as in (12)) have not 

been di~tinguished in this time system. 

(II) Taroo wa daigaku ni it-tao 
Taro top college to go-ta-

'Taro went to college.' 

(12) Okane ga at-ta rat daigaku ni it-tao 
money nom be-ta ra -

'If (I) had had money. (I) would have gone to college.' 

Both examples (11) and (12) have tense form ta indicating past meaning. however 

example (12) is called a counterfactual conditional. since it implies that "(0 didn't have 

money; therefore (I) didn't go to college." After the discussion in the following 

sections. a mode! which will satisfactorily assign the times of both indicative sentences 

(such as (11)) and conditional sentences (such as (12)) will be established. 

4.2.2. Model I 

In order to establish a model which explains the time/worlds of indicative 

sentences and conditionals. we will consider a sequence of more and more cumplex 

models until we arrive at one adequate for our purposes. 

The possible time orders of an antecedent and a consequent (of a conditional) 

will be indicated in the time system of past. present and future. as in (a) to (d) in (13). 

Antecedent and consequent are represented by A and C. respectively. 

(13) Model I 

a. 

----0------0----> A<C 
A C 

b. 

----0------0----> 
C A 
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c. 
--------0-------> 

A 
e 

d. 
--------0-------> order does not matter 

A.e 
A= antecedent. e= consequent 

The above model (13-a) indicates that antecedent (A) is prior to consequent (C); 

model (13-b) indicates that the consequent is prior to its antecedent; model (13-c) 

indicates that the antecedent is equal to the consequent; and model (I3-d) indicates that 

the time order of antecedent and consequent does not matter (however. the order may 

be restricted by verb types). Since the linear time of Model I cannot treat the 

time/world of conditionals such as example (12). we will introduce Model II. a more 

elaborate one in the next section. 

4.2.3. Model II 

In Model II. below. the time of hypothetical interpretations can be indicated in 

W2 (hypothetical world) and the time of non-hypothetical interpretations can be 

indicated in WI (actual world}.7 W2 represents an alternative to WI in which the 

antecedent is true. In any alternative to WI, if the antecedent (A) is true, then the 

consequent (e) is true (following the material conditional in (2)). 

7. The theory behind this idea is Montague's Intensional Logic (Montague: 
1974). Also. cf. Dowty, Wall and Peters (l981). In natural languages. "John is 
seeking a unicorn" can be true in this (actual) world. but "John found a unicorn" 
cannot be true in this world. since there is no unicorn in this world. However. in the 
imaginary world or the hypothetical world. it can be true. 

Related analyses and discussions are in Thomason (1970) and Dowty (1977. 
1979). Thomason discusses the indeter~inistic model structure of time - a time t' has 
alternate possible futures. Dowty discusses interval semantics in which undetermined 
futures are assigned on nonlinear likely worlds. 



(14) Model II 

A to C 
----0-----0-----0----> W2 (hypothetical world) 

---0-----0-----0---> W I (actual world) 
A to C 

'lThe possible combinations of the time order of A and 
C are not considered in the above modeL 
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Model II can distinguish the difference of worlds between example (IS-a) and 

(IS-b) below. The time of causal sentences such as example (IS-a) is assigned to WI 

(the actual world). while the time of hypothetical conditionals such as example (I5-b) 

is assigned to W2 (the hypothetical world) (The times of A and C in Model II do not 

correspond to those of examples (IS-a) and (IS-b).) 

(IS) a. Benkyoo sur-u node. shiken ni pasu sur-u. 
study do-(r)u node exam to pass do-(r)u 

'Since (you) study, (you) will pass the exam.' 

b. Benkyoo sur-u nara, shiken ni pasu SUf-U. 

'If (you) study, (you) will pass the exam.' 

However, Model II does not capture the temporal coordination between the 

actual world and the hypothetical world, that is, in Model II the time of the actual 

world and the time of the hypothetical world are not related to each other. 

4.2.4. Mociel III 

Model III will be modified so that the time of the hypothetical world will be 

coordinated with that of the actual world. The modified model. Model III in (16), has 

temporally coordinated vertical lines between the hypothe~ical world and the actual 

world. 



(16) Model III 

A to C 
----0----0----0----> W2 (hypothetical world) 

I I I 
----0---0----0----> W I (actual wvdd) 

A to C 

;~The possible combinations of time order of A 
and C are not considered in the above model. 
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Model III can now coordinate the time of the hypothetical world and the time 

of the actual world. However. in this model. examples (I5-a) and (I5-b) still cannot be 

distinguished. In example (I5-a). both antecedent and consequent have the truth value 

"true" (they are evaluated as true in the actual world); thus the sentence has the truth 

value "true." In example (IS-b) as well. both antecedent and consequent have the 

truth value "true" (they are evaluated as true in the hypothetical world); thus the 

sentence has the truth value "true." Although both examples are evaluated "true." 

(I5-a) is evaluated in the actual world. while (I5-b) is evaluated in the hypothetical 

world. Therefore. we need a system to distinguish the evaluations which are 

coordinated between causal sentence (I5-a) and hypothetical conditionals (I5-b). 

4.2.5. Model IV 

Model IV below indicates that conditional sentences in the hypothetical world 

will be evaluated by truth/falsity conditions in the actual world. An antecedent and a 

consequent evaluated as true in the actual world will be assigned True A (+A) and 

True C (+C). respectively. An antecedent and a consequent evaluated as false in the 

actual world will be assigned as False A (-A) and False C (-C). respectively. 

Therefore. there are two possible values in the actual world for each truth value in 

the hypothetical world. True A in the hypothetical world can be either True A or 

False A in the actual world. Also True C can be True C or False C in the actual 

world. Consequently. there are four possible combinations as in (i) to (iv) in (I7) 
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below. 

(I 7) Model IV 

A C 
-·-··--0-·-----· --0----> W2 

I I I 
-----0----0----0---> WI 

to 

(i) +A +C 
(ii) +A -C 
(iii) -A -C 
(iv) -A +C 

+A. +C", truth. -A. -C= falsity 

However. as we see in the material conditional (2). combination (ii) results in 

a false sentence. Combination (iv) makes a true sentence. but in this combination. in 

order to be a true sentence. the false antecedent is not counted. (An example for 

combination (iii) is in (9).) AS a result. we regard two combinations (i) and (iii) above 

as actual possible conditionals. which are interesting to analyze linguistically. 

4.2.6. Model V 

We eliminate combinations (ii) and (iv) in Model IV for Ieasons of actual 

application. As we showed in (8). Japanese conditiunals are typically interpreted into 

three ways. Therefore. we revise the truth relations of (i) and (iii) in Model IV in 

accordance with the three interpretations of Japanese conditionals. 

In analyzing a conditional sentence. it is not always the case that we can judge 

the sentence for truth value. that is. the value in W I can be suspended. This is the 

case of hypothetical (18-i). When the antecedent is judged true in W I. then the 

sentence is factual (l8-ii). When the antecedent is judged false in W2. then th,:: 

sentence is counterfactual (l8-iii). Therefore. hypothetical relation (l8-i) includes both 

factual (l8-ii) and counterfactual (l8-iii) relations below (the models indicate only truth 

relations. not temporal relations): 
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(18) Model V 

(i) hypothetical 

A.C 
----------> W2 

----------> WI 

(ii) factual 

A.C 
----------> W2 

----------> WI 
+A.+C 

(iii) counterfactual 

A.C 
--------> W2 

----------> WI 
-A.-C 

4.2.7. Application of Model V 

The following discussion is an application made of one of the tara conditionals 

which takes a tense form ta in its consequent. as in example (19) for Model V. 

(19) Benkyoo shi-ta ra. shiken ni pasu shi-ta. 
study do-ta ra exam in pass do-ta 

a. 'When (I) studied, (I) passed the exam.' 

factual 

A C 
----0----0----0---> V/2 

I I I 
----0----0----0---> WI 

+A +C to 

b. 'If (I) had studied. (I) would have passed the exam.' 



counterfactual 

A C 
----0----0----0---> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0---> WI 

-A -C to 
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A tara conditional (with a ta form in the consequent clause) is interpreted in two 

ways. as in time and worlds models (19): (a) factuals. where the value of A in WI IS 

true. (b) counterfactuals. where the value of A in WI is false. 

Factual (l8-a) and counterfactual (I8-b) conditionals depend on context. 

Without context. or even with context. a sentence is often ambiguous as to its being 

factual or not. Factual conditionals. however. do not add words such as moshi 'if'. 

moshimo 'if ever'. man'ichi 'if ever' and no ni 'wishing (if only)'. Also. if we stress 

an optional word and/or a tenr;e-form-plus-a-conditional-marker. such as ta-ra. the 

interpretation will be counterfactuaI. 

This application shows that Model V can distinguish factual conditionals (J9-a) 

(in which the antecedent is true in WI) from counterfactual ones (I9-b) (in which the 

antecedent is false in WI). 

4.2.8. Model of Time and Worlds 

There are cases where the speaker (and the hearer) cannot judge whether or 

not a conditional is true or false. These situations are: (i) The speaker considers the 

conditional to be either true or false. however. he/she is not sure which holds. This 

will be called possible value. (ii) The conditional is unknown to the speaker as to 

truth value. the value of which will be called unknown value. 

In Japanese. these possible and unknown values are typically indicated by 

adding a modality such as daroo 'presume'. rasi-i 'seem'. Icamoshirena-i 'may'. etc. In 

order to distinguish truth/false conditions from possibly truth/false condition. a new 

truth value "possible" will be added to true/false conditions. Also. a new truth value 
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"unknown" will be added. This value judgement by pragmatics varies depending on 

the individual. 8 

In sum. truth/falsity values will be as follows: antecedent or consequent is 

judged to be (i) true. (ii) possibly true. (iii) unknown. (iv) possibly false. and (v) false 

in WI (actual world). They will be assigned as (i) +A/+C. (ii) (+A)/(+C). (iii) ?A/?C. 

(iv) (-A)/(-C). and (v) -A/-C in the actual world. Since these five types of values can 

be the antecedent or the consequent. 25 combinations are logically possible. However. 

as we mentioned in Model IV (I7). the combinations of (ii) the true antecedent and the 

false consequent. and (iv) the false antecedent and the true consequent. are eliminated. 

therefore actual possible combinations are 15 as indicated in (20-b). A final modified 

model. Model of Time and Worlds. is shown in (20-a). 

(20) Model of Time and Worlds 

a. 

b. 

A C 
------0---------0------> W2 

------0-·---0----0------> WI 

(i) +A 
(ii) (+A) 
(iii) ? A 
(iv) (-A) 
(v) -A 

to +C 
(+C) 
?C 

(-C) 
-c 

:;:the possible combinations of the time order of A 
and C. and of truth/falsity «i) to (v» are not 
considered in the above model. 

[+A. +C]. [+A. (+C)]. [+A. ?C] 
[(+A). +C]. [(+A). (+C)]. [(+A). ?C] 
[?A.+C]. [?A. (+C)]. [?A. ?C] 
[(-A). ?C]. [(-A). (-C)]. [(-A). -C] 
[-A. ?C]. [-A. (-C>J. [-A. -C] 

8. Th€ responsibility for judgement of the Japanese examples in this paper is 
assumed by the writer. 
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4.2.9. Application to Model of Time and Worlds 

In applying unknown and possible values. the lil0dality attaches to each clause 

(but not to a whole sentence) syntactically and semantically in complex sentences. 

Almost any modality can attach to the consequent. However. compatibility of a 

modality and an antecedent depends on the type of modality and type of complex 

sentences.9 Example (21) will be interpreted as in (22-a) but not (22-b). (Tara 

conditionals with a ru form in the consequent are hypothetica1. 10
) 

(21) Benkyoo shi-ta rat shiken ni pasu su-ru 

(22) 

kamoshirena-i. 
may-(r)u 

(cf: example (19» 

'If/when (you) study. (you) may pass the exam.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

t° ( ) 

a. A-connector. (C)kamoshirena-i 

b. *(A-connector. C)kamoshirena-i 

A=:. antecedent. C=:. consequent 

9. We do not discuss the compatibility here. but dependent antecedents are 
less compatible with modality than independent antecedents. Also. a dependent 
antecedent with modality is less frequently used than an independent antecedent. For 
example. mas and des 'polite' are compatible with any dependent complex sentence, 
although the use isnot frequent. (See Mio 1967). (As we have discussed. the 
terminologies of dependent and independent are used for the time relationships 
between the antecedent and the consequent here.) 

10. Herefter. English translation for a hypothetical conditional is not included 
for a counterfactual interpretation. However, the model can interpret the correct truth 
function. 
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In example (21) above. the value A in WI is suspended. However. no matter 

which value it takes (+A or -A). the value of C is 'the possible'. that is. if A is true. 

C is possibly true. and if A is false. C is possibly false. Therefore. possible (and 

unknown) values are assigned independently from other truth values. 

We provide examples with an unknown value in (23). 

(23) Benkyoo shi-ta ra. shiken ni pasu su-ru hazu-da. 
must-be-(r)u 

b. 'When (you) study. (you) should pass the exam.' 

A C 
--0--0---0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

to +A ?C 
(+C)ll 

a. 'If (you) study. (you) should pass the exam.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0---0----0----> WI 

to ? 
( ) 

Example (23) with hazu-da 'must be-(r)u' will be judged as unknown or possibly true 

depending on a) assuming the speaker's doubt or b) understanding strong assertion (by 

stressing hazu-da). respectively. 

The next example (24) shows that the possible and unknown values can also 

be assigned in the antecedent. 

II. Judgement of possible value in this sentence is suggested by Matsuo Soga. 



(24) Shiken ga a-ru rashi-i nara, benkyoo su-ru. 
sr.em-~r)u 

a. 'If it seems there will be an exam, (I) will study.' 

A C 
----0--------0----> W2 

----0--------0----> WI 
to 
() 

b. 'When it seems there will be an exam. (I) will study.' 

A C 
----0--------0----> W2 

I 
----0--------0----> WI 

to +C 
(+A) 
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In the above models, the antecedent is prior to the consequent, since the state of rasi-i 

'seem-(r)u' is present, while benkyoo su-ru 'study-(r)u' will be a future event. 

Without modality, the consequent is prior to t.he antecedent. 

The possible and unknown values can also be assigned in both antecedent and 

consequent. An example is shown ~elow: 

(25) Shiken ga a-ru rashi-i nara, benkyoo su-ru 
seem-(r)u 

kamoshirena-i. 
may-(r)u 

a. 'When/If it seems there will be an exam. (I) may study.' 

b. 'If (you say) it seems there will be an exam, (I) 
may study.' 

One interpietation (25-a) will be the possible value (true or false is suspended), and 

one interpretation (25-b) will be possibly true in both antecedent and consequent 

clauses. The times of both antecedent and consequent are present. 

We have explained conditionals by applying modality in the Model of Time 

and Worlds, and shown that in Japanese the possible and unknown values are 
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pragmatically assigned by modalities indicating the speaker's subjective judgement. 

4.2.10. Summary 

In sum. the Model of Time and Worlds has the following pruiJerties: (i) It call 

characterize the time of both indicative sentences (and factual conditionals) and 

hypothetical conditionals in a single model. (ii) It can indicate temporal coordination 

between an antecedent and a consequent for both hypothetical and non-hypothetical 

conditionals. (iii) Hypothetical world can indicate the time/world of conditionals. (iv) It 

shows temporal coordination between the hypothetical world and the actual world. (v) 

Truth/falsity value. including the possible and the unknown in the actual world. can 

differentiate interpretations among conditionals. 
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4.3 Previous Analysis 

The time (and tense) of nara conditionals has been compared with that of tara 

conditionals by linguists such as Matsushita (1928). Kuno (1973). Morita (1980). etc. 

Their common view is that in tara conditionals the event of the antecedent is 

completed or finished before the event of the consequent. while nara conditionals have 

no such presumption. In the next section. we will see how Kuno analyzes nara and 

tara conditionals. and section 4.3.2 provides comments on Kuno's analysis. 

4.3.1. Kuno 

Kuno defines "the tara form (which results from adding ra to the past form of 

verbs. adjectives. and nomina! adjectives) as perfective" (p. 177). He compares tara 

conditionals with nara co?ditionals. and states: "Semantically. the tara in "Sl tara. S2" 

[Sl and 82 are equivalent to the antecedent and consequent of this paper. respectively] 

always presupposes that the action or state represented by Sl is completed or finished 

before S2 takes place.12 while nara in "Sl nara. S2" does not have such a 

presupposition" (p. 177). Examples (26-a) of a nara conditional and (26-b) of a tara 

conditional are given by Kuno. 

(26) a. John ga kur-u nara. boku wa kae-ru. 
John nom come-(r)u nara I top return-(r)u 

'If John is to come. I will leave.' 

b. John ga ki-ta ra. boku wa kae-ru. 
come-ta ra 

'If John has come. I will leave.' 
(p. 179) 

Kuno explains that in (26-a) "the speaker is saying that he will leu'.;e if John is 

expected to come -even before John arrives there." On the other hand. in (26-b) "the 

12. This statement does not make sense if S2 never takes place. 



speaker is saying that he will leave only after John has arrived" (p. 179). 

We will provide another pair of examples from Kuno. 

(27) a. Kana han a yom-u nara, ana han mo 
this book acc read-(r)u nara that book also 

yom-u to ii de-suo 
read-(r)u that good be-(r)u 

'If you are to read this book, it is good for 
you to read that book also.' 

b. Kana han a yon-da ra, ana hon mo yom-u to ii 
read-ta ra 

de-suo 

'If you (will) have read this book, it is 
good for you to read that book also.' 

(p. 179) 
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Kuno explains that in (27-a) "the speaker is advising the hearer to read that 

book probably prior to (but possibly subsequent to) the hearer's reading of this book." 

In (27-b), "on the other hand, the speaker is advising the hearer to read that book only 

after reading this book (p. 179). 

4.3.2. Comments 

We will limit our comments to time relationships of nara and tara conditionals, 

.since Kuno has not analyzed the truth relations of conditionals. We will examine the 

details of nara and tara conditionals as well as other conditionals in the next section of 

Analysis of Conditionals in 4.4. 

The first topic for discussion concerns the terms, completed and finished for 

tara conditionals. Saga has pointed out that "there is some difficulty in explaining the 

following examples of ta forms in terms of the aspectual notion of 'completion'" (p. 

69). 



(28) a. Ashita arne ga fut-ta ra, iki-mas-en-¢. 
tomorrow rain nom fall-ta ra go-polite-neg-(r)u 

'If (it) rains tomorrow, (I) won't go.' 

b. Motto yasukat-ta ra, kai-mas-u. 
more cheap buy-polite-(r)u 

'If (it) was cheaper, (I) would buy (it).' 
(p. 69) 
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Soga states that the ta forms in examples (28-a) and (28-b) (both of which are neither 

completed nor finished) "must be explained in terms of some other notion, perhaps in 

terms of the aspect, 'realized'" (p. 69). 

In addition to Soga's examples, there are conditionals with an eternal antecedent 

and an occasional consequent such as example (29); therefore tara conditionals cannot 

be characterized by the notion of completion. 

(29) Arizona ga fuyu samukat-ta ra, kankookyaku wa 
Arizona nom winter cold-ta-ra tourist top 

ko-na-i daroo. 
come-neg-(r)u presume 

'If Arizona were cold in winter, tourists would 
not visit (here).' 

The next topic for discussion is to show how Kuno's explanation depends on a 

limited comparison of ~ and tara conditionals. His nara conditional has (r)u in both 

antecedent and consequent (examples (26-a) and (27-a». and his tara conditional has 

(r)~ in the consequent (examples (26-b) and (27-b». (In tara conditionals. the tense 

form in the antecedent is always ta). We would like to compare here example (26-b) 

(which is repeated as (30-b» and another nara structure (example (30-a) below). 

Example (30-a) is a nara conditional which consists of ta in the antecedent and (r)u in 

the consequent. 
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(30) a. John ga ki-ta nara. boku wa kae-ru. 

'When/(lf) John has come. I will leave.' 

b. John ga ki-ta ra. boku wa kae-ru. 

'When/(If) John has come. I will leave.' 

Example (30-a) is consistent with "John has arrived before i leave." 

Therefore. nara conditionals can also express completed meaning prior to the event of 
.,. 

the consequent. Then. what is the difference between example (30-b) (tara 

conditional) and example (30-a) (nara conditional)? The time model (without 'the 

worlds) can illustrate the time differences as follows: 

(31) a. Example (30-a) 

John ga ki-ta nara. boku wa kae-ru. 

----0----0----0----> 
A to C 

b. Example (30-b) (also (26-b» 

John ga ki-ta ra, boku wa kae-ru. 

----0-----0---0---> 
to A C 

We will illustrate example (26-a) with the (r)u form in the antecedent clause 

in a nara conditional for comparison. 

(32) example (26-a) 

John ga kur-u-nara. boku wa kae-ru. 

----0-----0-----> 
to A.C 

In the above models. example (31-a) (nara conditional) and example (31-b) 

(tara conditional) indicate that the event of the antecedent is prior to the event of the 

consequent. However. the difference is that the event of the antecedent has occurred 

(will occur) after the speech act in tara conditionals (to < A < C). while it has occurred 
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before ~he speech act in nara conditionals (A < to < C).i3 

Therefore. we should compare not only (26-a) (repeated in (32» and (26-b) 

(repeated in (30-b). but also (30-a) and (30-b) as well. in order to see the accurate time 

relationships for nara and tara conditionals. 

In conclusion. it is misleading to compare the ~ conditional (32) and the tara 

conditional (31-b) and infer that tara conditionals have a presupposition of the action 

or state's having been completed in the antecedent prior to that of the conseCiuent. 

Moreover. Kuno's analysis is ad hoc if it has special rules for tense conditionals. A 

better theory can be obtained if we stipulate that the temporal interpretation of 

conditionals can be derived from a more general theory of the properties of tense 

forms (r)u and tao and conditional markers ra (for tara conditionals) and nara. 

4.4. Analysis of Conditionals 

4.4.1. Prediction 

We will focus our analysis of conditionals with nara. tara. ba and to on (i) 

temporal properties and (ii) truth function. 

In temporal properties of these conditionals. it can be predicted that 

conditionals can also be assigned to either Time Assignment I or Time Assignment II 

in (36) in Chapter 3. since conditionals are one type of complex sentences. 

Furthermore. it can be predicted that tara. ba and to conditionals will take Time 

Assignemnt II. since they are restricted in their time combinations. We saw that told 

and no ni-purpose sentences. which are also restricted in their time combinations. take 

Time Assignment II. On the other hand. nara conditionals. which take four time 

combinations. may be assigned Time Assignment I. 

13. Ta tense form in the antecedent in (31-b) is considered to indicate time 
reference to theconsequent; therefore it should indicate anytime before the consequent 
(A < C). We will discuss the reasons for these phenomena in section 4.4.3. 
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As to truth relations, we expect that the possible relations may vary depending 

on the types of conditionals; especially nara conditionals and also the three other 

conditionals (tara, ba and to) may differ in possible truth relations, since time 

assignment of nara conditionals and other conditionals are predicated to differ from 

each other. 

As a procedure, we will analyze each conditional, nara conditionals in 4.4.2, 

tara conditionals in 4.4.3, ba conditionals in 4.4.4, and to conditionals in 4.4.5. 

Then in section 4.4.6, we will summarize and compare their temporal 

properties and truth relations. 

In analyzing the four conditionals, we do not consider sentences with modality, 

since their pragmatic analysis does not differentiate conditionals from each other as 

we have shown in section 4.2.6. 

4.4.2. Nara Conditionals 

Nara conditionals take four combinations of tense forms, (r)u-(r)u, (r)u-ta, 

ta-(r)u and ta-ta. We provide examples with a non-stative predicate in the antecedent 

in (33). 

(33) a. John ga kur-u nara. boku W3. kae-ru. 

'If/When John comes. I will return.' or 
'If John is to come, I will return.' 

A,C 
----0------0------> W2 

----0------0------> WI 
to -:'.,.'\. 

b. John ga kur-u nara, boku wa kaet-ta. 

'(Had I known) John comes, I would return.' or 
'If John is coming. I should have returned.' 



A 
C 

----0----0-----·,,--> W2 
I 

----0----0--------> WI 
-C to 

+A 

c. John ga ki-ta nara, boku wa kae-ru. 

A= anywhere 

(i) 'John has come, therefore I will return.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> VV2 

I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

+A to +C 

(ii) 'If John had come, I would return.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> VV2 

I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

-A to -C 

d. John ga ki-ta nara, boku wa kaet-ta. 

'If John had come, I would/should have returned.' 

A,C 
----0-------0----> W2 

-----0-------0----> VV I 
-A,-C to 
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The above models (33-a) and (33-b) need explanation. In example (33-a), the 

antecedent is always true in W I regardless of the consequent (which means that the 

consequent can be false as well as true). In examDle (33-b), the event of the 

antecedent (John ga kur-u) can be assigned either before or after the event of the 

consequent (baku wa kaet-ta). The antecedent will be true. and the consequent will 

be false in the actual world. Conditionals with a true antecedent and a false 

consequent are considered to result in a false sentence in material implications. 

However. the antecedent in (33-a) presupposes "If (I) knew the fact of the antecedent." 
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which is interpreted as hypothetical. The antecedent of (33-b) presupposes "If (I) had 

known the fact of the antecedent," therefore, both the antecedent and the consequent 

are judged false (and the sentence is true). The above interpretations for (33-a) and 

(33-b) will be illustrated in (34-a) and (34-b), respectively. 

(34) a. John ga kur-u nara, boku wa kae-ru. 

'If (I know) John is to come, I will return.' 

K(A).C 
----0-------0----> VV2 

I 
----0-------0----> VVI 

to 

Ie= know 

b. John ga kur-u-nara. boku wa kaet-ta. 

If (I had known) John was to come. I would have returned. 

K(A),C 
----0-----0-----> VV2 

I 
----0-----0--·---> VV 1 
-K(A),-C to 

K= know 

VV e will now examine the case of stative predicates in the antecedent. The 

combination (r)u-ta (example (35-1))) is interpretp.d either as (34-b) above or the 

antecedent can be considered to be eternal. Other combinations are evaluated as 

suspended (35-a), true or false (35-c) and false (35-d). 

(35) a. Yasu-i nara. ka-u. 
inexpensive-(r)u nara buy-(r)u 

'If jVVhen it is inexpensive. (I) will buy it.' 



A 
C 

----0--------0----> VV2 
I 

----0--------0----> VVl 
to 

b. Yasu-i nara. kat-tao 

'If it were/had been inexpensive. (I) would 
have bought it.' 

A 
C 

----0------0-------> VV2 
I I 

----0------0-------> VVl 
-C to 

-A 

c. Yasu-katta nara, ka-u. 

(i) 'If (as you say) it was inexpensive. (I) 
will buy it.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> VV2 

----0----0----0----> VVl 
+A to +C 

(ii) 'If (contrary to your finding) it had been 
inexpensive. (I) would buy it: 

A C 
----0----0----0----> VV2 

----0----0----0----> VVl 
-A to -C 

d. Yasu-katta nara. kat-tao 

'If it had been inexpensive. (I) would have 
bought it: 

A 
----0-------0----> VV) 

----0-------0----> VVl 
-A to 
-C 
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We will summarize nara conditionals from the two points. temporal properties 

and truth relationships. in that order. Regardless of the predicate type. the {r)u tense 

form is always compatible with non-past and the ta tense form is always compatible 

with past meaning. As for the time relationship between the antecedent and 

consequent. the antecedent time can be prior to the consequent time as in example 

(36-a) below; it can be equal to the consequent time as in (35-a) and (35-d); it can be 

after the time of the consequent as in (36-b) below; or the o~der call be of no 

consequence. as in (33-a). The varieties are dependent on the types of predicates and 

on the context. Consequently. nara conditionals take Time Assignment I. in which the 

times of both the antecedent and the consequent are referent to the speech act. 

(36) a. Taroo ga ku-ru nara. issyo-ni remon-san 
Taroo nom come-{r)u na~~ together Mt. Lemmon 

e ik-u. 
to go-(r)u 

'If /When Taroo comes. (we) will go to 
Mt. Lemmon together,' 

b. Taroo ga ku-ru nara. biiru 0 yooi 
Taroo nom come-(r)u nara beer acc preparation 

su-ru. 
do-(r)u 

'If Taroo is to come. (we) will prepare beer.' 

As for the truth relationships. we will summarize them as in (37) below. 

Since the (r)u-ta combination is interpreted as in (34-b) with equivalence to a ta-ta 

combination from the standpoint of truth relations (but not of temporal relations). there 

are three combinations: (r)u-ta. ta-(r)u and ta-ta. (As we explain~d. the antecedent of 

(r)u-tLl combination is pi esupposed "If (1) had Imown the fact of the antecedent." which 

is judged false. Therefore. the truth relation of (r)u-ta is the same as for the ta-ta 

combination.) Also. in the (r)u-(r)u combination (33-a). +A (truth value) in W I will be 
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modified to be a suspended value. as in (34-a). The following simplif!ed, .. ~odels are 

for the purpose of illustrating truth functions (but not of temporal relations). 

(37) Nara Truth Function 

a. (r)u-(r)u 

A.C 
---------> W2 

---------------> WI 

b. ta-(r)u 

A.C 
---------------> '~2 

-------------> WI 
(I) +A.+C 
(2) -A.-C 

c. ta-ta 

A.C 
--------------> W2 

--------------> WI 
(1) -A.-C 

We will compare these temporal properties and truth functions for nara 

conditionals with other conditionals in section 4.4.6. 

4.4.3. Tara Conditionals 

In tara conditionals. only two time combinations (ta-(r)u and ta-ta) are 

possible. We will provide examples with a non-stative predicate (38). and with a 

stative predicate (39) in the antecedent. 

(38) a. John ga ki-ta rat boku wa kae-ru. 

'If/When John comes. I will return.' 



A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

to 

b. John ga ki-ta ra, boku wa kaet-ta. 

(i) 'When John came, I returned.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

+A +C to 

(ii) 'If John had come, I would have returned.' 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

-A -C to 

(39) a. Yasu-katta ra, ka-u. 

'If/When it is inexpensiv~, (I) will buy it.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 
I I 

----0-------0----> WI 
to 

b. Yasu-katta rat kat-tao 

(i) 'If it had been inexpensive, (I) would 
have bought it.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 

----0-------0----> WI 
-A to 
-C 
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(ii) 'When(ever) it was inexpensive. (I) used 
to buy it. '14 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 
I 

----0-------0----> WI 
+A to 
+C 

The conditionals with a non-stative predicate and the ones with a stative 

predicate (in the antecedent) share the characteristics that the times of both the 

antecedent and the consequent are either prior to the speech time or after the speech 

time~ the times of ta-(r)u combinations are always on the right side of the speech time. 

while the times of ta-ta combinations are always on the left side of the speech time in 

time model. 15 However. if the time of the antecedent is relative to the consequent. the 

ta form in the ta-(r)u combination can be prior to the speech time. The following may 

be the reason why ta in the ta-(r)u combination of tara conditionals does not need to 

be prior to the speech time. There are two circumstances allowing ta to be prior to 

the speech time: One is that the ta-(r)u combination of nara conditionals takes the 

interpretation that the antecedent is prior to the speech time. The second is that tara 

conditionals with an aspectuaI form te-i 'perfect' take the interpretation that the time 

of the antecedent is prior to the speech time. Example (38-a) will be repeated as (40) 

with a te-i form. 

14. Non-hypothetical past meaning for a stative predicate is usually 
interpreted as habitual. therefore it is natural to add mono da 'that be-q5' at the end of 
the sentences and/or itsumo 'always' as in the following example: 

Yasu-katta fa. itsumo kat-ta mono da. 

'When(ever) it was inexpensive. (I) always bought.' 

15. These phenomena share the time relationship of told sentences in Chapter 
3. However. in case of told senlences. a connector toki 'time' requires the antecedent 
and the consequent to be at the same time. --



(40) John ga ki-te-i tara. boku wa kae-ru. 

'If John has come. I will return.' or 
'John has come. therefore I will return.' 

A 
C 

----0----0----0----> VV2 
I I 

----0----0----0----> VVI 
to 
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VVith a te-i form. although the time of the antecedent can be prior to the 

speech time. it can mean after the speech time as well. Thereforf::. this phenomenon is 

not the same as that of nara conditionals of a ta-(r)u combination. in which the ta 

form in the antecedent always means before the speech time and the (r)u in the 

consequent always means after the speech time. 

In conclusion. tara conditionals take Time Assignment II in which the time of 

the antecedent is relative to the consequent. 

As for truth relations. ta-(r)u and ta-ta combinations will be evaluated in VV 1 

as follows: 

(41) 
a. ta-(r)u 

A.C 
----------------> VV2 

----------------> VVI 

b. ta-ta 

A.C 
----------------> VV2 

----------------> VVI 
(1) +A.+C 
(2) -A.-C 
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4.4.4. Ba Conditionals 

Unlike other conditionals. there is no tense form ((r)u or ta) in the antecedent 

clause. Therefore. we assign the tense form for b~ conditionals in the antecedent the 

.i:. tense form. 16 Examples of two time combinations (¢-(r)u and 95-ta) with a non-stative 

predicate (examples in (42)) and with a stative predicate (examples in (43)) will be 

shown. 

(42) a. John ga leur eba. boku wa kae-ru. 
ba 

(cf: examples (38» 

'If/When John comes. I will go home.' 

A.C 
----0-------0----> W2 

----0-------0----> WI 
to 

b. John ga kur eba. boku wa kaet-ta. 

(i) 'If John had come. I would have returned.' 

A.C 
----0-------0----> W2 

I I 
----0-------0----> WI 

-A.-C to 

(ii) 'When(ever) John came. (I) returned. tl7 

A.C 
----0-------0----> W2 

----0-------0----> WI 
+A.+C to 

16. The r/J tense form of ba conditionals is not considered to be a morpheme of the (r)u 
form. The meaning of the 1 form will be clarified in this section. -

17. Ba conditionals with non-hypothetical past meaning (with a non-stative and with" 
stative in the antecedent) are usually used for the habitual. (Also cf. Note (14». 



(43) a. Yasu-lcer eba. lca-u. 
(cf: examples (39» 

'If/When it is inexpensive. (I) will buy it.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 
I 

----0-------0----> WI 
to 

b. Yasu-ker eba. katt-ta. 

(i) 'If it had been inexpensive. (I) would have bought it.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 

----0-------0----> WI 
-A to 
-c 

(ii) 'When(ever) it was inexpensive. (I) used to buy it.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 

---·-0-------0----> WI 
+A to 
+c 

The only difference between ba and tara conditionals is the time relationship 

between the antecedent and the consequent (with a non-stative predicate in the 

antecedent clause18
). in tara conditionals. the time of the antecedent is prior to the 

time of the consequent. while in ba conditionals. the time order does not matter. 

18. Explanation of conditionals (tara. ba. and to) with a stative will be discussed in 
(49) in Summary 4.4.6. However. the basic principle will apply to both those with a nOTl
stative and a stative predicate. 
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Depending on the situation. the antecedent can be prior to. temporally equal to. Of 

after the consequent. However. this does not mean that the antecedent time is not 

restricted at all. In the following sentences. the antecedent of (44-a) is considered to 

be after the speech act. but the antecedent of (44-b) is considered to be before the 

speech act (the tense forms in the consequent are (r)u and tat respectively). Therefore. 

ba conditionals take Time Assignment II in which the time of the antecedent is related 

to the consequent. The reasons for the restriction of reference time to the consequent 

are the same as for tara conditionals. explained in section 4.4.3. 

(44) a. Taroo ga kur eba. biiru 0 yooi su-ru. 
Taroo nom come ba beer acc preparation do-(r)u 

'If/When Taroo comes. (we) will prepare beer.' 

b. Taroo ga leur eba. biiru 0 yooi shi-ta. 
do-ta 

'When(ever) Taroo came. (we) prepared beer.' 

As to the truth function. ba conditionals take the same relations as the ones 

for tara conditionals in (41). 

4.4.5. To Conditionals 

In to conditionals. the tense form in the antecedent is always the (r)u form; 

therefore there are only two time combinations «r)u-(r)u and (r)u-ta). Examples with a 

non-stative (45) and a stative (46) in the antecedent will be shown below. 

(45) a. John ga kur-u to. boku wa kae-ru. 
to 

(cf: examples (38) and (42» 

'If/When John comes. I will return.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> W2 

----0-------0----> WI 
to 

to < A ~ C 



b. John ga kur-u to. boku wa kaet-ta. 

(i)'If John had come. I would have returned.' 

A 
C 

--------0----0----> VV2 

--------0----0----> VVI 
-A to 
-c 

A ~ C < to 

(ii) 'VVhen(ever) John came. I returned.' 

A 
C 

-------0----0----> VV2 
I 

-------0----0----> VVl 
+A to 
+C 

(46) a. Yasu-i to. ka-u. 
(cf: examples (39) and (43)) 

'If /VVhen(ever) it is inexpensive. (I) will buy it: 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> VV2 

----0-------0----> VVl 
to 

b. Yasu-i to. kat-tao 

(i) 'If it had been inexpensive. (I) would have bought it.' 

A 
C 

----0-------0----> VV2 

----0-------0-- .-> VV 1 
-A to 
-C 



(ii) 'When(ever) it was inexpensive. (I) used to buy.' 

A 
C 

----0----·---0----> W2 

----0-------0----> WI 
+A to 
+C 
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The above models of to conditionals show that the only difference between to 

conditionals and tara (and ba) conditionals lies in the time relationships between the 

antecedent and the consequent. To conditionals indicate that the antecedent time is 

either prior to or simultaneous with the consequent time. Even when the antecedent 

is prior to the consequent. to conditionals imply that the consequent follows the 

antecedent immediately. which property other conditionals do not have. Therefore. the 

to connector requires simultaneousness (or near simultaneousness) between the 

antecedent and the consequent. 

In summary, to conditionals take Time Assignment II and the same truth 

relations as the ones for tara and ba conditionals. 

4.4.6. Summary 

We will now summarize the preceding discussion of temporal properties and 

truth relations for nara. tara. ba and to conditionals. The first summary (47) shows 

the types of temporal assignments which each conditional takes. 

(47) Temporal Assignment of Nara. Tara. Ba and 
To Conditionals -- -- --

I Time Assignment I I nara 

I Time Assignment II I tara. ~~. to. I 

cf: (36) in Chapter 3 for Time Assignment I 
and Time Assignment II 
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As to the time referent to the consequent (for Time Assignment II). we need 

modifications of rules (34) in Chapter 3. In !ara conditionals. the antecedent (ta form) 

is prior to the consequent. In to conditionals. the antecedent (~r)u_ form) and the 

consequent are temporally simultaneous (or close to simultaneous). In ba conditionals. 

the antecedent (r/J form) is prior to. equal to or after the consequent. In addition to 

that. the ta form in ta-(r)u combinations is compatible with a time after the speech act; 

and (r)u and..2. in combinations (r)u-ta and ¢-ta. respectively. are compatible with a 

time before the speech act. We reformulate function and value relationships for 

dependent times for tara (48-1). ba (48-II) and to (48-III) conditionals. 

(48) 
function value 

I ta(ti. S) == (to<-]td<ti)(S(td» or (-]td<ti<to)(S(td» 

II (r)u(ti. S) == (to<-]td::;;ti)(S(td» or (-]td::;;ti<to)(S(td» 

III ..2.(ti. S) c (to<-Jtd.ti)(S(td» or (-Jtd.ti<to)(S(td» 

ti == set of possible values for temporally 
independent clauses. td == set of possible values 
for temporally dependent clauses. to == speech time 

In the models of tara. ba and to examples in previous sections. sentences with 

a stative are illustrated in the same way. that is. the antecedent time and the 

consequent time are equivalent in these conditionals. 19 Thus it can be explained that 

stative predicates hold for an indefinite period of time; therefore they are not different 

in their models. We will illustrate in (49) with examples in (50). how sentences with a 

19. The same thing can be stated in case of nara conditionals; however in nara 
conditionals the times of both antecedent and the consequent are referent to the speech time-. -
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stative are interpreted. 20 (The illustrations (a), (b) and (c) correspond to examples (a), 

(b) and (c), respectively.) 

(49) 
a. tara 

-----> 
o 

b. ba 

----> or -----> or -----> 
o o o 

c. to 

-----> 
o 

"----->" represents the temporal interval in the 
antecedent, "0" represents correspondence to a 
stative predicate in the consequent 

(50) a. Yasu-katta ra, ka-u. (example (39-a» 

b. Yasu-ker eba, ka-u. (example (43-a» 

c. Yasu-i to, ka-u. (example (46-a» 

We will compare truth relations of nara, tara, ba and to conditionals. The 

types of truth functions are as in (51): (i) hypothetical, (ii) factual. and (iii) 

counterfactual relations. As we explained in section 4.2.5, hypothetical relation (i) can 

represent (ii) and (iii). Figure (52) below indicates the types of truth functions (listed 

in (51» each conditional takes. As we see, the types of truth relations differ between 

nam conditionals and the other three conditionals (tara, ba and to). 

20. A similar analysis holds for toki sentences with a stative in (43) in Chapter 3. 



(51) Summary of Truth Function for Nara. Tara. Ba and To 

(i) 

A.C 
---------> W2 

---------> WI 

(ii) 

A.C 
---------> W2 

---------> WI 
+A.+C 

(iii) 

A.C 
---------> W2 

---------> WI 
-A,-C 

(52) Types of Conditonals and Their Truth Functions 

to S; A,C A,C <to A < to S;C 

Nara I (i) (ii) (ii).(iii) I 
------------------------------------------------------------

Tara 
Ba 
To 

(i) 
I 
I (ii),(iii) 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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The above charts indicate that hypothetical sentences are possible only when 

both the antecedent and the consequent are temporally equal to or after the speech 

time. The lack of the past hypothesis is more natural than the lack of the present or 

future hypothesis. However. past hypothesis is possible with an aspect and a modality 

as in example (53). 

(53) Kineo de-te-i-ta ra. kesa tsui-ta 
yesterday start-perfect tara this-morning arrive-ta 

hazu-da. 
must-be-¢ 

'If (he) had left yesterday. (he) should/would have 
arrived this morning.' 

We have shown that temporal assignment (47) can differentiate nara 

conditionals from other conditionals (tara. ba and to). Also. truth function (52) shows 

that nara conditionals and other conditionals are used for different relations. 

Therefore. temporal differences are related to truth function. as we predicted in 

section 4.4. I . 
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Tara. ba and to conditionals which share a temporal assignment (of Time 

Assignment II) and truth functions. differ from each other in their time values. as 

shown in (48). 

4.5. Conditionals and Other Complex Sentences 

Conditionals (nara. tara. ba and to) and complex sentences (told. no ni. keredo 

and no ni-purpose) have been assigned either Time Assignment I or Time Assignment 

II. which are listed in (54) below: 

(54) 
Time Assignment I nara. no ni. keredo 
Time Assignment II tara. ba. to. told. no ni-purpose 

This section will discuss time in reference to the consequ'Jnt in Time 

Assignment n. We saw that tara. ba and to conditionals. and toki complex sentences 

have some restrictions on their reference time. If we can explain their restrictions in 

the same fashion. our approach will be more general. 

In Time Assignment II. if there is no special requirement imposed' by a 

connector. the ta form in ta-(r)u combination is compatible with any time before a 

certain point (A in (55-a) below) in the present or future. and the (r)u form in (r)u-ta 

combination is compatible with any time equal to or after a certain point (B in (55-b) 

below) in the past. regardless of the speech time. We will illustrate the above two 

cases. 

(55) 
a. ta-(r)u combination 

ta 
< -----=-------1 

------------0-----0-----> WI ta <B 
to B 
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b. (r)u-ta combination 

(r)u 
1--==------> 

-------0-----0-------··--> W2 
A to 

However. as has been explained. the ant~cedent time in reference lo the 

consequent time has restrictions in tara, bat to. and told. In these conditionals. the ta 

form in ta-(r)u combination and the J:. form in ¢-(r)u combination are compatible with a 

time equal to or after the speech act. and the (r)u form in (r)u-ta combination and the 

J:. form in ¢-ta combination are compatible with a time before speech time. We will 

illustrate these time relationships as in (56) below: 

(56) 
a. ta-(r)u. ¢-(r)u combinations 

ta.0 
1<------1 

-----------0-------0---> W2 
to A 

b. (r)u-ta. ¢-ta combinations 

(r)u.0 
1==>1 

-----0-------0----------> WI 
B to 

B«r)u<1o 
B.vS<1o 

As discussed in previous sections. the specific restrictions for tara, ba, and to 

conditionals are: (i) the antecedent with an aspectual form te-i 'perfect' takes the 

relations of (55) and (ii) nara conditionals of ta-(r)u combinations are compatible with 

past for the antecedent and present and/or past for the consequent. The specific 

restriction for told conditionals is that they take either successive temporal relation or 

overlapping temporal relation between the antecedent and the consequent. 

Consequently, the antecedent and the consequent are either compatible with past or 

with present and/or future. 
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No ni-purpose conditionals consisting of the (r)u-ta combination take the 

relation shown in (55-b) above. In (r)u-(r)u combination, the point A in (55-b) is after 

to (to<A). (As we mentioned in Chapter 3, no ni- purpose sentences take neither 

ta·-(r)u nor ta-ta combinations.) 

Both conditionals and other complex sentences are assigned either Time 

Assignment I or Time Assignment II. Furthermore, the same restriction for time in 

reference to the consequent applies both to conditionals tara, ba and to and to complex 

sentences with told. 

4.6. Residual Issues and Conclusion 

In this chapter, our purpose has been to analyze temporal properties and truth 

relations for conditionals. However, the phenomena of conditionals cannot be 

explained only by time relationships and truth relations. Therefore, in this section, we 

will mention a few areas which have not thus far been discussed. 

Some types of conditionals have an affinity for certain sentence types. For 

example, the tara conditional is the most natural when using "hortative sentences", but 

nara and ba conditionals are unacceptable when using hortatives. Examples are 

provided in (57).21 

(57) a. ~Tosho-kan e ik-u nara, hon 0 yom-oo. 
library to go-(r)u. nara book ace hortative 

'When (we) go to the library, let's read a book: 

b. Tosho-kan e it-ta ra, hon 0 yom-oo. 

c. ::Tosho-kan e ike ba, hon 0 yom-oo. 

d. ?Tosho-kan e ik-u to, hon 0 yom-oo. 

21. English translations (b) to (d) are the same as in (57-a). 
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Kuno states that to sentences are ungrammatical when the consequent clause 

represents either a command, request, or determination as in sentence (58).22 

(58) a. ~:Samu -i to, motto lei-nasai. 
cold-(r)u to more wear-command 

'If (you) are cold. wear morel' 

b. Samu-katta rat motto ki-nasai. 

c. Samu-i nara. motto ki-nasai. 
(p. 186) 

Another area which we have touched on only a little is the use of the 

habitual, the generic and the eternal. The range of uses and the meanings are 

different for each conditional. Further pragmatic analysis is needed in this field. 

In conclusion. although in the analysis of conditionals there remain a few 

problems, we feel that our purpose in establishing temporal propr:>rties and truth 

relations for conditionals has been accomplished. MOfphological tense forms (r)u and 

ta have been related to the morphological conditional forms nara. ra ba and to; and the 

conditionals have been distinguished from each other in terms of time relationships 

and truth relations. Furthermore. temporal assignments of these conditionals have 

been shown to relate to other complex sentences (other than conditionals). for example. 

those formed with told. no ni. no de. keredo. and karn. The complicated phenomena 

of conditionals have been analyzed into simple relations and structures by illustrating 

with the Model of Time and Worlds. something which has not been undertaken by 

previous linguists. 

22. English translations for all examples are provided in (58-a). Kuno does 
not make mention of ba conditionals. but ba conditionals are acceptable in this use. 



CHAPTER 5 

SENTENCES WITH AN EMBEDDED CLAUSE 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to show that temporal properties of sentences 

with an embedded clause can be formulated by the same compositional approach 

which was applied to complex sentences (including conditional sentences) in Chapters 

3 and 4. 

The sentences with an embedded clause are defined as consisting of a "main 

clause" and an "embedded clause." An embedded clause is a part of a main clause. 

such as a complement (with to. no. tokoro or koto marker) or a relative clause. The 

marker to is a connector. and what is called the abstract nominalizers no. tokoro and 

koto originated from nouns (with the meaning of 'one,' 'place' and 'thing,' respectively). 

(Hereafter. sentences with an embedded clause other than relative clause sentences will 

be called embedded sentences in order to distinguish to embedded sentences from to 

conditional sentences). Therefore. no. tokoro and koto can be used as head nouns for 

a relative clause. as well. 

In section 5.1.1. we explain the different syntactic structures for !9... no. 

tokoro and koto embedded sentences. and relative clause sentences. We predict that 

the different syntactic structures relate to their temporal assignments in section 5.1.L 

The sentences with a to. no. tokoro or koto marker will tal<.e Time Assignment II. (in 

which the time in the embedded clause refers to the time in the main clause). while 

the sentences with a relative clause will take Time Assignment I. (in which the time 

in the embedded clause refers to speech time). Then. we analyze a sentence with an 

example of each kind of embedded clause (to in 5.2.1. no and tokoro in 5.2.2. koto in 

l58 
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5.2.3 and a relative clause in 5.2.4). and summarize our analyses in 5.2.5. Our 

analysis is compared with previous analysis by Nakau (1976) and Kuno (1973) in 5.3. 

?.: 1. Syntactic Structures and Their Temporal Relationships 

5.1.1. Syntactic Structures 

To. no. tokoro and koto clauses can be a complement of a sentence as in the 

following examples. l 

(1) a. Hanako wa [toshokan e ik-u] to it-ta.2 

Hanako top library to go-(r)u to say-ta 

'Hanako said that (she) would go to the library.' 

b. Hanako wa [Taroo ga toshok~n e i!c-u] no 0 

mi-ta. 
see-ta 

Taroo nom noacc 

'Hanako saw that Taroo went to the library.' or 
'Hanako saw Taroo going to the library.' 

c. Hanako wa [Taroo ga toshokan e ik-u] tokoro 0 

mi-ta. 

'Hanako saw Taroo going to the library.' 

d. Hanalco wa [Taroo ga toshokan e ik-u] koto 0 

kii-ta. 
hear-ta 

'Hanako heard that Taroo went to the library.' 

No. toleoro and koto embedded sentences can be in a nominative position. but 

to embedded sentences cannot. as in the following examples: 

1. Each clause type is compatible with different types of predicates in the main 
clause. which will be explained in the section dealing with each embedded sentence. 

2. The embedded clause is in square brackets ([]). 
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(2) a. :~'[Nihongo 0 hanas-u] to wa yasashi-i. 
Japanese acc spealc-(r)u to top easy-(r)u 

'It is easy to speak Japanese.' 

b. [Nihongo 0 hanas-u] no wa yasashi-i. 

'It is easy to speak Japanese.' 

c. [(Sumisu-san wa) nihongo 0 hanas-u] tokoro ga i-i. 
Mr. Smith top 

'The good thing (about Mr. Smith) is that he speaks 
Japanese.' or (,Mr. Smith) is nice because he speaks Japanese.' 

d. [Nihongo 0 hanas-u] koto wa yasashi-i. 

'It is easy to speak Japanese.' 

As we see in the above examples, to. no. tokoro and koto clauses can be 

sentences by themselves (which means that they have necessary arguments or noun 

phrases. etc. as a sentence). On the other hand. a relative clause lacks a noun phrase 

as a sentence. since the function of a relative clause is to modify a noun phrase. In 

other word. to, no. tokoro and koto embedded sentences cannot be well-formed without 

an embedded dause. while sentences with a relative clause can be. In example (3-a). 

the relative clause modifies a nominative noun phrase (e 'picture') and in example 

(3-b). it modifies an accusative noun phrase (e 'picture'). (The relative clauses can 

modify other phrases as well.) 

(3) a. [Hanako ga kai-ta] e wa subarashi-i. 
Hanako nom paint-ta picture top wonderful-(r)u 

'The picture which Hanako painted is wonderful.' 

b. [Hanako ga kai-ta] e 0 mi-ta. 
acc see-ta 

'1 saw the picture which Hanako painted.' 

Both sentences embedded with to. no. tokoro and koto. and relative clause 

sentences consist of an embedded and a main clause. In addition. their embedded 

clauses are structually dependent on the main clauses. However. their structures are 
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differently formed, as shown in (4-a) for to, no, tokoro and koto embedded sentences 

and in (4-b) for relative clause sentences. In (4-a), an embedded clause is dominated 

by a sentence, while in (4-b), the noun phrase in a sentence consists of a relative 

clause and a noun phrase. 

(4) a. 
s 

/~ 
c- a tense form 

EC 

~seform 
s== sentence 
EC== to, no, tokoro or koto embedded clause 

b. 
s 

~ 
NP tense form 

/ ... ~ 
RC NP 

~6~ 
tense form 

RC== relative clause 

5.1.2. Temporal Relationships 

We predict that the different structures (4-a) and (4-b) will relate to their 

temporal assignments. We further predict that the two types of temporal assignments 

discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 will apply to the sentences with no c:~lbedded clause; 

the time in to, no, tokoro and koto clauses refers to the time in their main clauses, 

while the time in the relative clauses is independent from the time in the main clause. 

(Therefore, the relative clause is structually dependent on but temporally independent 

of the main clause.) The prediction of two different temporal assignments is based on 
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our claim that the noun phrase of a relative clause is conformed by itself (separately 

from the other parts of a sentence) and adjoined to the main sentence. while other 

embedded clauses are conformed as a part of a sentence. Therefore. the temporal 

assignments of sentences with an embedded clause are summarized as in (5). 

(5) Temporal Assignments of Sentences with an Embedded Clause 

a. Time Assignment I 

RC= relative clause. M= main clause. S= sentence 
time I is indicated in (6) 

b. Time Assignment II 

EC= to. no. tokoro or koto clause. 
time21s indicated in (7)-

Timel and time2 for complex sentences in (32) and (33) are repeated in (6) and (7). 

respectively. 

(6) Timel 

function value 

I-(a) (r)u(to• S+stat) = (-]ti~to)(S(ti» 

(b) (r)u(to. S-stat) = (-]tpto)(S(ti» 

II ta(to,s) == (-]tido)(S(ti» 

+stat= stative predicate. 
-stat= non-stative predicate. 
to= speech time. S= sentence. 
ti= set of possible values for temporally independent clauses 



(7) Time2 

function value 

ti== set of possible values for temporally independent clauses, 
td== set of possible values for temporally dependent clauses 
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In analyzing to, no, tokoro and koto embedded sentences, the existence of two 

types of non-stative predicates influences the temporal interpretations. Some 

embedded sentences take one type, some embedded sentences take the other type, and 

some embedded sentences take both types. In embedded sentences, one type of non-

stative with a (r)u form is compatible with present meaning, and the other with a (r)u 

form is compatible with future meaning. Naturally, when the (r)u form is compatible 

with present, the value for time I (6-I-b) is tj==to. 

5.2. Analyses 

5.2.1. To Embedded Sentences 

In to embedded sentences. the predicates in the main clause are non-statives. 

The predicates of to embedded sentences are such verbs as i· u 'say-(r)u: omo-u 

'think-(r)u. nega-u 'request-(r)u: shi-ru 'know-(r)u' waka-ru 'understand-(r)u: etc. In 

to embedded sentences, these non-stative predicates with a (r)u form are interepreted 

as having present meaning. 3 

There are four possible embedded-main combinations for to embedded 

sentences with a non-stative (in both embedded and main clauses): (r)u-(r)u. ta-(r)u, 

(r)u-ta. and ta-ta. We give examples of these combinations in order to examine their 

3. Some predicates such as shi-ru 'know-(r)u' and waka-ru 'understand-(r)u' are used 
only in the past form (with past meaning). 
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temporal relations: 

(8) a. Hanako wa ryokoo e ik-u to omo-u. 
Hanako top trip to go-(r)u to think-(r)u 

'(I) think that Hanako will go for a trip.' 

b, Hanako wa ryokoo e it-ta to omo-u. 

'(I) think that Hanako went for a trip.' 

c. Hanako wa ryokoo e ilc-u to omot-ta. 

'(I) thought that Hanako would go for a trip.' 

d. Hanako wa ryokoo e it-ta to omot-ta. 

'(I) thought that Hanako had gone for a trip.' 

In example (8-c), the (r)u form is compatible with any time after a certain 

point in the past, which means that the (r)u refers to the time in the main clause. 

Also in (8-d), the ta form in the embedded clause is prior to a certain point in the past 

which is the time in the main clause. Consequently, to embedded sentences take Time 

Assignment II. 

Embedded predicates can be either statives or non-statives. We will provide 

two examples with a (r)u stative predicate. 

(9) a. Hanako wa otonashi-i to omo-u. 
quiet-(r)u 

'(I) think that Hanako is quiet.' 

b. Hanako wa otonashi-i to omot-ta 

'(I) thought that Hanako was quiet.' 

When the stative takes a (r)u form in the embedded clause, the time cn of the 

embedded clause (E) is equal to the time of the main clause (M) which will be 

indicated as T(E)= T(M). (Examples in (9)) When the embedded clause is non-stative. 

its time is after the time of the main clause (since a non-stative in the main clause is 

compatible with present). This will be indicated as T(E) > T(M). (Examples in (8)) We 
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will reformulate time! and time2 for to embedded sentences as in (10). (The rules for 

the ta form are the same as (6) and (7) above). 

(10) 
I. Timel 

function value 

-stat= non-stative predicate. to= speech 
time. S:::: sentence. ti= set of possible 
values for temporally independent clauses 

II. Time2 

function value 

(a) (r)u(ti. S-stat) = (-]td>ti)(S(td)) 

(b) (r)u(ti. S+stat) = (-]td=ti)(S(td)) 

+stat= stative predicate. ti= set of 
possible values for temporally independent clauses. 
td= set of pGssible values for temporally dependent clauses 

5.2.2. No and Tokoro Embedded Sentences 

No and tokoro examples with non-stative predicates in both ,embedded and 

main clauses are provided in (11) in order to examine their temporal relations. 

(11) a. Keeki ga deki-ru no/tokoro 0 mi-ru. 
cake nOil1 be-done-(r)u no/tokoro acc see-(r)u 

'(1) will see that the cake is being made.' 

b. Keeki ga deki-ta no/tokoro 0 mi-(r)u 

'(1) will see (to it) that the cake has been made.' 

c. Keeki ga deki-ru no/tokoro 0 mi-ta. 

'(0 saw that the cake was being made.' 

d. Keeki ga deki-ta no/tokoro 0 mi-ta. 

'(1) saw (to it) that the cake has/had been made.' 
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In examples (II-a) and (II-c), the times of the embedded and the main 

clauses are the same: the future for example (II-a) and past for (II-c). In examples 

(II-b) and (II-d), the time of the embedded is right before the time of the main 

clause: 4 the future for example ill-b) and the past for example (II-d). Therefore, no 

and tokoro embedded sentences take Time Assignment II. In addition to that, in the 

above examples, no and tokoro markers indicate the simultaneity «r)u form in the 

embedded clause) or near simultaneity (ta form in the embedded clause) of the action 

of tile embedd2d and the main clauses. This property of simultaneity (or temporal 

equality) of two clauses is shared with told sentences (in Chapter 2) and to 

conditionals (in Chapt.er 4). 

However, there are temporal differences between no and tokoro embedded 

sentences as well. Firstly, the no marker does not necessarily require simultaneity.s 

Depending on the types of predicates, the time of the embedded clause can be after 

the time of the main clause as in example (12-a). The tokoro marker requires 

simultaneity; thus example (l2-b) is not well-formed. 

(12) a. Shiken ga deki-ru no 0 nozon-da. 
exam nom be-able-(r)u no ace hope-ta 

'(1) hoped thnt (I) would be able to handle the exam.' 

b. ~:??Shiken ga deki-ru tokoro 0 nozon-da. 

4. The times of the embedded and the main clauses can overlap. However, the 
difference between the (r)u in (II-a) and (II-c), and the ta in (II-b) and (II-d) is that in the 
former «r)u) the actions of the embedded and the main clauses occur/are done at the same time, 
while in the latter (ta) the action of the embedded clause started before the action of the main 
clause. For similar phenomena and explanation see in (45) in Chapter 3. 

5. The predicate types which require temporally simultaneous interpretation of the 
embedded and the main clauses in no and tokoro embeddt:d sentences are listed in (26) below 
by Nal<au. 
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The second difference between no and tokoro embedded sentences is as 

follows: When the embedded predicate is stative, the (r)u form indicates that the times 

of both embedded and main clauses are equal in no embedded sentences (l3-a), while 

tokoro embedded sentences with a stative are not well-formed as in (l3-b).6 

(13) a. Hanako ga yasashi-i no 0 shit-tao 
kind-(r)u no acc know Ilearn-ta 

'(1) learned that Hanako was kind: 

b. :;:??Hanako ga yasashi-i tokoro 0 shit-tao 

The third difference between no and tokoro embedded sentences is that no 

embedded sentences take a stative predicate in the main clause while tokoro embedded 

sentences restrict their predicate types. 7 Observe the following examples: 

(14) a. Nihongo 0 hanas-u no wa yasashi-i. 
Japanese acc speak-(r)u no top easy-(r)u 

'It is easy to speak Japanese: 

b. ~:Nihongo 0 hanas-u tol(Oro wa yasashi-i. 

We see that tokoro embedded sentences are limited in their use and temporal 

relations compared to no embedded sentences. (Temporal relations for no and tokoro 

embedded sentences are summarized in section 5.2.5). 

5.2.3. Koto Embedded Sentences 

The following are examples of koto embedded sentences in four 

combinations with non-statives in both embedded and main clauses. 

6. The predicate stative ar-u 'be' (na-i 'negative-be') is e.{ceptional. cf. Footnote (8) 
in Chapter 3. 

7. A well-formed example for tokoro embedded sentences with a stative predicate in 
the main clause is shown in (2-c) with i-i 'good-(r)u: 



(15) a. Hanako ga shiken ni pasu su-ru koto 0 

Hanako nom exam in pass do-(r)u koto acc 

kitai su-ru. 
expectation do-(r)u 

'(1) expect that Hanako will pass the exam.' 

b. Hanako ga shiken ni pasu shi-ta koto 0 kitai 
do-ta-

su-ru. 

'(1) expect that Hanako passed the exam.' 

c. Hanako ga shiken ni pasu su-ru koto 0 kitai 
shi-ta. -
do-ta 

'(1) expected that Hanako would pass the exam.' 

d. Hanako ga shiken ni pasu shi-ta koto 0 kitai 
shi-ta. -

'(1) expected that Hanako had passed the exam.' 
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In the above examples. koto markers are interchangeable with to markers; 

therefore koto embedded sentences also take Time Assignment 11.8 

The difference between koto and to embedded sentences is that the former 

(koto) can take stative predicates in the main clause. while to embedded sentences 

cannot. In other word. to embedded sentences cannot be in nominative position. the 

phenomenon of which was explained in section 2.1. (examples (2)). 

Unlike no and tokoro embedded sentences. koto markers do not require the 

simultaneity of the embedded and the main clauses. (Or koto embedded sentences are 

8. This does not mean that koto and to embedded sentences share every non-stative 
predicate in the main clause. Kuno (1973) explains the semantic differences of their predicate 
types. For example. Kuno says that "koto (and no) clauses represent an action. state. or event 
that the speaker presupposes to be true. while theto clauses represent an action. st:tte. or event 
that does not have such a presupposition." (Thi3 detail is in p.213-2l8). 
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incompatible with predicate types which require the embedded and main clause to be 

temporally simultaneous). Example (I 6) is the same as sentence (II-c). except for 

being formed with a marker koto instead of no or tokoro. 

(I 6) ~'Keeki ga deki-ru koto 0 mi-ta. (cf. (II-a» 

5.2.4. Relative Clause Sentences 

We wili provide examples with non-stative predicates in both the embedded 

and the main clause in order to see their temporal relations. 

(I 7) a. Hanako wa uta-u hito ni a-u. 
Hanako top sing-(r)u person to see-(r)u 

'Hanako will see a person who will sing.' 

b. Hanako wa utat-ta hito ni a-u. 
sing-ta 

'Hanako will see a person \V ho sang.' 

c. Hanako wa uta-u hito ni at-tao 

'Hanako saw a person who will/would sing.' 

d. Hanako wa utat-ta hito ni at-tao 

'Hanako saw a person who sang.' 

In the above examples. in both embedded and main clauses the (r)u form is 

always compatible with future and/or present and the ta form is compatible with past 

meap-ing. In addition. the time of the ta form in the embedded clause is not 

ncccss:::.rily prior to the one in the main clause; f)j(a111ple (17-d) appears as (18) wiih the 

addition of time adverbs. 

".... .~4I. l 

(18) Hanako wa kinoo utat-ta hito ni ototoi at-ta 
yesterday the-day-before-yesterday 

'The day before yesterday Hanako met a person who sang yesterday.' 

Since the times in both embedded and main clauses refer to the speech act. 

it is concluded that sentences with a relative clause take Time Assignment 1. 
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As we explained in section 5. I .1. since the relative clause is considered to 

be conformed separately from the main clause;. there are quite a few "lexicaIized" 

relative c1auses.9 In "Iexicalized." we mean t.hat the tense form in the relative clause 

has lost its original temporal meaning. and the relative clause is interpreted as an 

unanalyzed modifier. 

Therefore. these lexicalized relative clauses do not follow the temporal rules. 

For example. uta-u hito in (17) can be interpreted a "singer" as a lexicalized relative 

clause instead of "the person who will sing." There are two ways of distinguishing 

betvleen lexicalized relative clauses and regular relative clauses. One is the presence 

of a pause; the other. of time adverbs. Examples under (19) show that the pauses of 

(a) form a lexicalized relative clause and the pauses of (b) form a regular relative 

clause. Examples under (20) show that a time adverb kinoo 'yesterday' is compatible 

with a lexicalized relative clause (as in (a». but it is incompatible with a regular 

relative clause with a (r)u form (as in (b». Without a pause and/or an adverb. 

lexicalized relative clauses and regular relative clauses are ambiguous. lo 

(19) a. uta-u hito / ni at-tao 

'(I) saw a singer.' 

9. Teramura claims that there are two ways of modifying a noun phrase: One is to 
distinguish the adjectival or verb-like characteristics from those of others such as hageshi-i arne 
'heavy rain' vs. shizuka-na ame 'quiet rain.' The other is to distinguish the temporal condition 
from others such as hageshi-i ame 'the rain which is heavy' vs. hageshi-katta arne 'the rain 
,,':hir.h ~.vas heavy.' (p. 204-205) Lexicalized relative clauses are the former use. 

10. The ta form can also be part of a lexicalized relative clause as follows: 

Kimono 0 ki-ta hito ni a-u. 
kimono-weared person 

'(1) will see a person in a kimono.' 
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b. uta-u / hito ni at-tao 

'(1) saw a person who will/would sing.' 

(20) a. Kinoo uta-u hito ni at-tao 

'(1) saw a singer yesterday. 

b. *Kinoo uta-u / hito ni at-tao 

'*(1) saw a person who would sing yesterday.' 

5.2.5. Summary 

We will summarize temporal assignments of sentences with an embedded 

clause in (21). 

(21) Time Assignment I: relative clause sentences 

Time Assignment II: to. no. tokoro. koto 
embedded sentences-

Timel and time2 will be reformulated as in (22) and (23). 

(22) Timel 

Function value 

(a) (r)u(to,s-stat)= (-]ti=to)(S(ti)) 

(b) (r)u(to.S_<:t?t)= (-]tpto)(S(ti)) 

(c) (r)u(to,s+stat)= (-]ti=to)(S(ti)) 

(a) is for to. no and koto embedded sentences 
(b) is for no and tokoroembedded sentences 
(c) is for no. f(oto and tokoro embedded sentences 

(23) Time2 

(a) (r)u(ti.S-stat)= (-]td>ti)(S(td)) 

(b) (r)u(ti,s-stat)= (-]td=ti)(S(td)) 

(a) is for to. no and koto embedded sentences 
(b) is for no and tokoroembedded sentences 

:::(r)u with a stative and ta: see (7) 
~rd. to. -stat and +statare indicated in (6) and (7). 
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We will illustrate the times referent to the main clause for Time Assignment 

II. When the temporal relations are (22-a) and (23-a) above. the combinations of 

(r)u-ta and ta-(r)u (in which the embedded is non-stative) will be illustrated as in 

(24-1) and (24-11), respectively. When the temporal relations are as in (22-b) and (23-b) 

above. the same combinations will be illustrated as (25-:1) and (25-11). As we now see. 

in the temporal interpretations of (24-1). the time referent to the main clause with the 

(r)u forrr. does not have any restriction. while in (24-11). the time referent with the ta 

form is restricted to a point before to. The temporal interpretations of (25-1) and 

(25-1I) indicate that times referent to the main clause are either simultaneous or nearly 

simultaneous. respectively, 

(24) I. (r)u-ta combinations 

(r)u 
1-----=----> 

-----0-------0----------> 
A to 

II. ta-(r)u combinations 

ta 
<-=----1 

-----------·-0----------> ta<to 
to 

(25) I. (r)u-ta combinations 

(r)u 
-I 

------0------0----------> 
A to 

II. ta-(r)u combinations 

ta 
1<=--1 

-----------0-----0------> 
to B 
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5.3. Previous Analysis 

5.3.1. Nakau (No and Tokoro Embedded Sentences) 

This section introduces the analysis of no and tokoro embedded sentences by 

Nakau (1976), in whk:h he claims that the tense forms in the embedded clauses 

indicate "aspect." 

Nakau mainly analyzes the temporal (tense and aspect) relations of no and 

~koro embedded sentences with "perception verbs" to show that "these verbs allow the 

occurrences of the complement verb only in the tense forms undergoing a simultaneous 

interpretation" (p. 459). 

Nakau provides "verbs of physical perception" (26-a) and "verbs of physical 

contact" (26-b) as follows: 

(26) a. mi-(ru) 'look at', mie-(ru) 'see', kik-(u) 
'listen to', kikoe-(ru) 'hear', mitsuke-(ru) 
'find', mimamor-(u) 'watch', mokugekisu-(ru) 
'witness', mitsume-(ru) 'stare at' 

b. torae-(ru), tsukamae-(ru) 'catch/capture'; 
oikake-(ru), tsuisekisu-(ru) 'run after/chase' 

Nakau gives examples from no (27-a) and tokoro '(27-b) embedded sentences. 

(27) a. Boku wa, [kare ga kinko 0 kakus-u] no 0 

I top he nom safe acc hide-(r)u no acc 

mi-ta 
see-tao 

'I saw him hide/hiding the safe.' 

b. Keikan wa, [doroboo ga nige-ru] tokoro 
policeman top thief nom run-away-(r)u tokoro 

o tukamae-ta 
ace capture-ta 

'The policeman captured the thief running away.' 
(p. 495) 

Nakau explain::; the interpretation of the above tense forms as follows: "The 

(r)u form of the complement verb in each of these sentences is interpreted as 
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indicat!ng an action that took place at a certain point in the past identical to that of 

the main clause action; hence the simultaneous occurrence of the two actions involved. 

The availability of the particular interpretation shows that the (r)u tense form has an 

aspectual rather than a temporal function. namely. the function of imperfect aspect. 

This aspectual function allows the (r)u form to refer actually to past time under 

control of the main verb tense." (p. 459) 

As evidence that the tense forms in the embedded clause have an aspectual 

rather than a temporal function. he provides an ungrammatical example with a ~a furm 

in the embedded as follows: 

(28) ::'Asu keikan wa. [kinoo hannin ga kuruma 
tomorrow policeman top yesterday criminal nom car 

o tome-ta] tokoro 0 taihosu-ru 
acc stop-ta tokoro acc seize-(r)u 

tumori-da. 
intcntion-be-~ 

'(Lit.) The policeman intends to seize the 
criminali tomorrow when hei stopped hisi car yesterday.' 

(p. 46 I) 

Nakau's explanation is as follows: "The past tense form in ta does not allow the 

complement clause to contain a past time adverbial kinoo 'yesterday' independently of 

the main clause containing a future time adverbial asu 'tomorrow'." 

(p. 46 I) 

5.3.2. Comment on Nakau 

We will submit that our analysis of no and tokoro embedded sentences has 

advantage over that of Nakau in terms of the following points: 

(i) The reason Nakau uses the term "aspect" is that. according to Nakau. the 

tense forms in the embedded clause in no and tokoro embedded sentences cannot be 

explained in temporal relations. However. we have shown that the tense forms in the 
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embedded clause can be explained in temporal relations: Nakau's examples (27-a) and 

(27-b) are explainable by the illustration (25-1) in which the time of (r)u is equal to a 
l 

point in the past which is equivalent to the time in the main clause. As to Nakau's 

violation (28), it can be explained that in illustration (25-11) the ta form is limited to 

after to (including to), because no and tokoro require simultaneity or near simultaneity. 

(ii) We saw that the compositional approach in this research has applied to 

the temporal relations of complex sentences (including conditional sentences) and 

sentences with an embedded clause. However, the aspectual approach has to be 

explained in each case. A better theory should be universal in its applicability. 

(iii) We saw that in some cases of Time Assignment II the time reference to 

another clause is restricted. Therefore, even sentences which take Time Assignment II 

differ in their time relations, depending on the sentence type (for example, to 

embedded sentences and tokoro embedded sentences take different relations). "Aspect" 

cannot explain the differences among the sentences which take an imperfect or a 

perfect aspect. 

We conclude that the analysis In this work has advantage over the one by 

Nakau. 

5.3.3. Kuno (Relative Clause Sentences) 

Kuno analyzes tense in relative clauses, and he generalizes it as follows: 

"Basically, there is no agreement of tense. Therefore. if both the main clause and the 

relative clause represent past states, the present tense is used in the formeL" (p. 268) 

This generalization contradicts our conclusion that relative clause sentences take Time 

Assignment I, in which the time of the relative clause refers to the speech time. This 

section discusses the problems of his approach by providing counter examples; 

especially of the problem caused by not recognizing lexicalized relative clauses in 
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Kuno's analysis.u 

Kuno ~dds several exceptions to his above-mentioned generalization. Kuno 

states one of the exceptions as follows: "when a relative clause ends with a copula or 

an adjective, the past tense cannot be used unless the clause represents a state prior to 

that of the main clause." Kuno's example is as follows: 

(29) a. John wa ooki-i apaato ni sun-de-i-ta. 
John top big-(r)u aprtment in live-te-i-ta 

'John lived in an aprtment which was (lit., is) big.' 

b. *John wa ooki-katta apaato ni sun-de-i-ta. 
big-ta 

(p. 262) 

The following counter example (with the adjective and the ta form) in the 

relative clause indicates that the time of the relative clause and the time of the main 

clause can be temporally equal. (Note that Kuno's statement says the relative clause 

represents a state prior to that of the main clause.) 

(30) Hageshi-katta arne no naka a kaimono ni it-tao 
heavy-(r)u rain pass in acc shopping to go-ta 

'(!) went shopping in the rain which was heavy.' 

Example (30) can be expressed by a "lexicalized relative clause" as in (31) 

which is not emphasized the temporal meaning. 

(31) Hageshi-i arne no naka a kairnono ni it-tao 
(r)u 

'(1) went shopping in the heavy rain.' 

The time in the relative clause in (30) IS compatible with the speech time. 

therefore relative clause sentences take Time Assignment I. (As we have mentioned. 

II. One of the other problems is that he hasn't separated aspectual-form-plus-tense
forms from tense-forms in applying tense phenomena, the problem of which was mentioned in 
Chapter 3. Kuno credited his analysis to Josephs (1971). Also Josephs (1972) analyzes aspect
form-plus-tense-forms as tense forms. 
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lexicalized relative clauses are exceptional in regard to temporal assignments.) 

Also Kuno states another exception as follows: "If the predicate of the relative 

clause represents an action. the use of the past. and present tenses would result in 

significant differences in meaning. namely. (a) if the past tense is used, the relative 

clause represents a past action simultaneous with. or prior to. the action represented 

by the main clause predicate; (b) if the present tense is used. the relative clause 

represents a habitual action or action in the- future (future with respect to the time 

referred to by the main clause predicate)." (p. 269)12 Kuno's examples are provided in 

(32): 

(32) a. John wa ka-u hon 0 yon-da. 
John top buy-(r)u book acc read-ta 

'John read the book that he was to buy.' 

b. John wa kat-ta hon 0 yon-da. 

, John read the book that he (had) bought.' 
(p. 265) 

Kuno's use of (a) and (b) above is to support his claim that the time in the 

relative clause refers the time in the main clause (which is the same as his 

generalization mentioned at the beginning in this section). Then. future meaning 

cannot be explained. so he explains it away as "exceptional." However, observe the 

following counter example: (we 8.lso provided similar examples in (17) and (18).) 

(33) a. John wa shingakki ni 
John top at-the-beginning-of-the-semester in 

ka-u hon a moo toshokan de yon-da. 
buy-(r)u book acc already library in reud-ta 

'John has already read in the library the book 
which (he) will buy at the beginning of the new semester.' 

12. We will not discuss habitual cases here. since habitual IS not peculiar to relative 
clauses but is common to many structures. 



b. John wa kyoo kat-ta hon wa 
today buy-ta 

mae ni toshokan de yon-da. 
before in 

'John had already read at the library the book 
which (he) bought today.' 
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In (33-a) the time of the relative clause with a (r)u form indicates the future 

with respect to speech time, and in (33-b) the time of the relative clause with a ta 

form is after (but not before) the time of the main clause (which refutes Kuno's 

statement). 

Kuno's example (32-a) can be interpreted as a lexicalized relative clause, that 

is, ka-u hon is meant to be 'the book to buy.' Therefore, in (32-a) 'John can buy the 

book right after he reads it.' 

In this section, we have disclJSsed th~ problems of Kuno's approach in 

analyzing the temporal assignment of relative clause sentences: it is necessaary to 

recognize lexicalized relative clauses. Our discussion has also confirmed that relative 

clause sentences take Time Assignment I. in which the time of the relative clause 

refers to the speech tixp.e. 

5.4. Conclusion 

We have shown that sentences with an embedded clause can be analyzed by 

the compositional approach, which has been applied to complex sentences (other than 

conditional sentences) in Chapter 3 and to conditional sentences in Chapter 4. The 

significance of these applications to different sentence structures is that the 

compositional approach has proved to be more universal than that of other approaches 

by previous linguists introduced in this dissertation. 

In addition, even the restrictions for Time Assignment II share the same 

characteristics among different sentence types. For example, the ta-(r)u combination 
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for no and tokoro in (25-II) and the one for tara, ba, to and told in (54) in Chapter 4 

take the same restriction. 



APPENDIX A 

PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF TENSE FORMS IN JAPAI\jEilE AND ENGLISI-P 

In this section. we will analyze English examples which do not correlate with the 

relationships of tense forms and their meanings. that is. sentences with a past tense form 

(a morpheme ed) which express non-past meaning (by the speaker's intuition) (in section 

A-I). and sentences with a present form (a morpheme ~ that express past meaning (in 

section A-2). We compare them with Japanese cases: ta~: sentences and (r)u sentences 

with past meaning. If English tense shares the same or similar phenomena with 

Japanese. it can be stated that these phenomena of tense "irregularity" are not peculiar to 

Japanese. but are common to other natu.ral languages. We have analyzed Japanese 

sentences which deviate from normal meanings by reference to pragmatic principles; 

therefore we expect that English "irregularity" can be explained by the same pragmatic 

principles. We will start with examples of English sentences with a past form and non-

past meaning. and compare them with the Japanese. 

A.I. Past Tense Form with Non-past Meaning 

English example (2) is similar to a Japanese case of confirmation. Compare the 

following Japanese and English sentences. 

I. In analyzing English examples. I would lil(e to thank three native speakers. Richard 
Oehrle. Don Bailey and Peter Halverson for their comments and intuitions. 
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(1) Anata wa gakusei desi-ta ne? 
you top student be-ta conf 

'You are a student, aren't you?' 

(2) I thought you were a student. 
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Sentence (2) can be used for confirmation of a fact just as in the Japanese case. It can 

also be used to indicate surprise or to be sarcastic in case a student is not behaving as a 

student should. The Japanese sentence (1) may have this implication, too. in uttering an 

English sentence in this use, 'thought' is usually stressed; otherwise the sentence may be 

employing the ordinary use of past tense. In the Japanese case, our analysis shows in 

compositions that predicates and/or sentence final particles are usually stressed. This 

phenomenon of stress in both the English and Japanese sentences above indicates that the 

speaker wants to express his emotions or feelings. 

Sentence (2) is used when the speaker wants to be polite to the speaker. We 

have explained that the use of (1) c:J.n also expresses the speaker's politeness in section 

2.5.2 on Contextual Analysis. Here we would like to see more English expressions «3-a) 

to (3-d)) regarding politeness and other implications which can be distinguished by tense 

forms. 

(3) a. You were a student, I thought. 
b. You are a student, I thought. 
c. You were a student, I think. 
d. You are a student, I think. 

Suppose we call the first verbs and the second verbs VI and V2, respectively. 

Sentence (3-a), where V2 is past in form (in this case "thought") and VI is also past form 

(in this case "were"), expresses past report. Sentence (3-b), where V2 is past in form and 

V I is present in form, expresses the speaker's politeness to the hearer and it may be true 

in the present. This sentence also implies the speaker's doubt of his statement. The 

language phenomena here share the uses of reminding (example (52) in Chapter 2) and 

confirmation of a fact. This expression is equivalent to example (93) in meaning. 
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Sentence (3-c). where V2 is present in form and VI is past in form. expresses past state. 

The last sentence (3-d). where both V2 and VI are present. expresses the speaker's guess 

or his aggressive attitude to the hearer. Therefore. English. (which is considered to have 

fewerer polite expressions). does distinguish degrees of politeness by using tense forms. 

In the Japanese case. as we have seen (in Summary of 2.5.3). politeness is one of the 

characteristics of ta~:. 

Another use similar to (3) occurs in the examples under (4) below: 

(4) a. I wanted to ask you something ... 
b. I've been wanting to ask you something ... 
c. I had wanted to ask you something ... 

These expressions share with the examples in (3) the point that the speaker wants to be 

polite to the hearer. Therefore, even if the speaker stiH wants to ask now, he can use 

the past form. 

Another important characteristic of using a past form for non-past meaning is 

that the sentence implies some information involving the past. In case of (3-b), the 

speaker's doubt implies that the fact was once true but it is not necessarily so now, or 

the statement may not ever have been true. In the case of (4), it can be obvious that the 

speaker wanted to ask in the past as well as in the present. This characteristic of 

making reference to past information was also mentioned in Japanese ta':: sentences as an 

important element. 

A.2. Non-Past Tense Form with Past meaning 

Many linguists. such as Makino. Mikami and Teramura. mention thai both 

English and Japanese use a present form to express past meaning in story telling and they 

call this tense phenomenon historical present. They also mention that Japanese is more 

inconsistent in tense phenomena than English in story telling. According to Makino's 

analysis. English writers tend to limit their use of a present form for past meaning to 

cases in which they themselves want to provide comments on a story from the view point 



of the present. The next examples are from Makino's data on the Cinderella story. 

(5) a. This is how she got her name Cinderella. 
b. It is presumed that Cinderella and the 

prince were married and lived happily ever after. 
(Makino: 198) 
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In the Ja;Janese version of the Cinderella story, there are more present forms 

with past meaning. When the Japanese story (5-b) in Chapter 2 is compared to its 

English translation, the Japanese story uses a present form, while the English story is 

natural in past form. According to Mikami, more present forms are used with 

imperfective verbs (such verbs as ar-u and ir-u 'be, exist') and with negative sentences in 

Japanese. It seems that the use of present forms with past meaning is slightly different 

for English and Japanese in such points as the frequency of use and. the occasion for use, 

but both languages share the fundamental point that they do use present forms for past 

meaning. 
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APPENDIX B 

In order to show that the Model of Time and Worlds is applicable to any 

natural language, English examples will be provided in this section. 1 

I. If you study, then you will pass the exam. 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

to 

2. If you studied, then you will pass the exam. 

A C 
----0----0----0----> \V2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

to 

3. If you studied, then you would pass the exam. 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

to (-A) 

4. If you studied, then you passed the exam. 

A C 
----0----0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

to 

5. If you had studied, then you would pass the exam. 

A C 
----0----·0----0----> W2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> WI 

-A to -C 

I. Thanks for the analysis of English conditionals in this appendix are owed 
to Richard Oehrle.::: 



6. If you had studied. then you would have passed the exam. 

A C 
----0----0----0----> \V2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> \VI 

-A -C to 

A C 
----0----0----0----> VV2 

I I I 
----0----0----0----> VVI 

to -A-C 

7. If I am a bad carpenter. (and I am) I am a worse tailor. 

A 
C 

----------0--------> VV2 

----------0------ .--> VV I 
to 

+A 
+C 
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